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CONTBIBINOR INTOBMATION TOR REf,L ESTTIE ISSUES

The iournal is published tr,r'ice a r-ear lSpring/Summer and
Faluwinter), and reaches a lucrative segment of the real
estate industry as well as an impressive cross section of
professionals in related industries.

Subscribers lo Real Estate /ssues are primarily the or,ln-
ers, chairmen. presidents and vice presidents ofreal estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtore
boards throughout the country; professors and university
personnel; and professionals in S&Ls. insurance com-
panies and law firms.

Real Estate /ssues is published for the benefit of the CRE
(Counselor of Real Estatet and other real estate profes-
sionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, poli-
ticians, scientists and sociologists. It focuses on approaches,
both theoretical and empirical, to timely problems and
topics in the field of real estate. Manuscripts are invited
and should be addressed to:

Rocky Tarantello, Editor in chief
Real Estote Issues
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
430 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Revie*'Process
All manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the
editorial board with the author's name(sl kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscript with the recommended
changes are returned to the author for revision. If the
manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter.

Every effort will be made to notify the author of the ac-
ceptance or rejection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by the
American Societl' of Real Estate Counselors. The pub-
lisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author
for permission to reproduce any of his contributions to the
journal.

Deadlines
All manuscripts to be considered for the Spring/Summer
edition must be submitted by February 1; for the FalV
Winter edition by Augrst 1.

Manuscript/Illustrations Preparation
1. Submit manuscripts on disk (along with hard copy) in
ASCII file format, Work Perfect preferred. All submitted

materials, including abstract. text and notes. are to be
double-spaced on one side of the sheet only. with wide
margins. Recommended number of pages for a manuscript
is not to exceed 25-30. Submit five copies of the manu-
script, accompanied by a 50- to 100-word abstract and a
brief biographical statement.

2. All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the end
of the manuscript.

3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered
consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for repro-
duction. Type figure legends double-spaced on a separate
page.

4. Number all tables consecutively and type double-
spaced on separate pages. All tables are to have titles.

5. lnclude glossy photographs that enhance the manu-
script, whenever possible.

6. Title of article should contain six words or less with an
active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy that is consistent with our
editorial policy, refer to the style rules in The Chicago
Manual of StyLe.

THE Bf,LLAND f,UIf,BD
MANUSCRIPT SUBT{ISSION
INIORMf,NON

The editorial board of Reol ,Dslaap lssLes /Brlr is accept-
ing manuscripts in competition for the 1992 Ballard
Award. The competition is open to members of the Ameri-
can Society of Real Estate Counselors and other real es-
tate professionals. The $500 cash award and plaque is
presented in November during the Society's annual con-
vention to the author(s) whose manuscript best exem-
plifies the high standards of content maintained in the
journal. Any articles published in -&EI during the 1992
calendar year (Spring/Summe. and FalVWinter editions)
are eligible for consideration and must be submitted by
August 1, 1992.
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IOHN
McMAHAN,
NAMED
BECIPIENT Of
THE LOUSE L.
AND Y.T. tUM
A1TIARD

I ohn McMahan. CRE. oresident and chief execu-
I tive officer of Meltonil\4cMahan Real Estate Ad-

I visors, Inc., has been named the 1992 recipient oft the l,ouise L. and YT. Lum Award. This honor
recognizes McMahan's distinguished contribution to
the advancement of knowledge and education in the
real estate counseling profession.

The award was established by the late YT. Lum,
CRE, to encourage the continuing professional edu-
cation of those engaged in real estate counseling
through an understanding of its principles, theories,
techniques and practices. McMahan's distinguished
career exemplifies the standards set forth by this
award.

A member of the Society since 1982, McMahan
has been a member of the Board of Governors and
has been an active member of numerous commit-
tees. He presently is serving again as program
chairman of the Society's Hieh l,€vel Conference.

McMahan has nearly 30 years of experience in
various types of real estate projects including all
phases of the development/investment process. He
has acquired and./or developed several hundred mil-
lion dollars in real estate assets, and he has assisted
other investors in working out their problem
investments.

Besides building McMahan Real Estate Advi-
sors into a top-performing real estate consulting
firm, McMahan also is considered a leader in the
real estate asset management industry. He person-
ally initiated strategic research for pension fund cli-
ents interested in real estate investment. The
results of this research, published in 1980, have pro-
vided pension fund managers with a systematic ap-
proach to real estat€ investing.

His other activities include serving as a faculty
member of the Stanford Graduate School of Busi-
ness, and his professional memberships in various
real estate associations include the Pension Real Es-
tate Association, the Urban Land Institute, Lambda
Alpha International and the National Association of
Real Estate Investment Managers.

McMahan also speaks and writes extensively on
issues of interest to the investment community. He
is the author of the book Property Detelopmenl, pub-
lished in 1989, and his articles have frequently been
published in Real Estate /ssues, the Society's semi-
annual professional journal.

Previous recipients of the Louise L. and YT.
Lum Award include CREs Wayne D. Hagood (1991),

Charles W Bradshaw, Jr. (1990), Jared Shlaes (1989),
John R. White (1988) and Thurston H. Ross (1987).

.krhn llcllahan. CRE
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AUTHOR
SUBMISSIONS
KEY TO
succEss
f, ollowing Real Estate Issues special edition last
! Fall on environmental hazards in real estate,
I this issue returns to our more traditional mul-
tidimensional approach. Several of the Society's
distinguished members have contributed valuable
insight with articles on valuation, investment per-
formance, and strategy- I wish to thank CREs'
Robert Steele, Richard Garrigan, Bruce Hayden and
Roy Drachman. Your efforts hopefully will serve as a
call to other members of our Society to share their
experiences and knowledge.

And of course, we are again fortunate to have
the hne authors from industry and academia who
chose to submit their works to REI. A fundamental
principle of this journal is to foster excellence in real
estate counseling and decision-maki ng. Through
knowledge gained from practice, application and
theory, each author brings a unique perspective
which contributes to that goal. Development, market
research, commercial lending, and investment mod-
eling are some of the "real estate issues" that are
also explored in this edition. I wish to thank each of
these authors on behalf of the Society.

Lastly, buoyed by the successful sales of REI's
frrst special edition, we are now soliciting submis-
sions on the topic of current real estate investment
yields and capitalization rates for a second special
edition to be published in Fall4Vinter 1992. We hope
to assemble a current and comprehensive collection
of articles which address real estate investment per-
formance, asset class comparisons, cap rate trends,
institutional investment strategies, historical per-
formance measurement or any related issue which
explains the current environment in the real estate
investment market. With development ofthis special
edition now underway, we eagerly look forward to
receiving your manuscripts on this topic. Your in-
quiries and submissions should be directed to REI's
managing editor, Linda Magad, in the Society's Chi-
cago office. With your contributions, this special edi-
tion of REI should be one of our very best. l€t us
hear from you now in order to meet our approaching
publication deadlines.

Editor in chief
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THE
PRESIDENT
SPEf,KS

A SOUND
INVESTMENT

! n today s real estate economy where problems are
I abundant and solutions elusive, the need for in-
I dependent professional advice has never been
greater. The CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) desig-
nation from the American Society of Real Estate
Counselors identifies those persons who have dem-
onstrated outstanding ability to provide independent
real estate counseling services.

As the professional consulting afflliate of the
National Association of Realtors since 1954, the So-
ciety's membership represents preeminence in real
estate counseling. The CRE designation is awarded
to the Counselor by his peers, members of the Soci-
ety, in recognition of demonstrated judgment, integ-
rity and experience.

Members ofthe American Society ofReal Estate
Counselors, through their national and interna-
tional network, often employ a team approach for
today's complex real estate situations. Individual
CREs within the Society are specialists in apprais-
ing, financing, property management, asset man-
agement, leasing, and acquisition or disposition of
properties. Each of these disciplines can play a role,
and today's complex world often requires input from
many sources.

When I was younger I thought decision making
would become easier with more experience. But in
today's complex world with the multitude of direct
and indirect real estate-related problems, the re-
verse seems to be true. Even a casual observer rec-
ognizes the dramatic changes taking place in the
U.S. economy and the real estate industry in partic-
ular. Where once the U.S. was the manufacturing
center of the world, now it is a prime consumer and
importer of finished goods. Where once the U.S. was
the source of world capital, now it is a borrower
While the U.S. maintains a leadership role in re-
search, space and food production, it is also a mem-
ber of the world economic society rather than the
sole leader. Capital for major real estate projects in
the U.S. frequently comes from offshore banks, pen-
sion funds and investment companies.

It is not unusual for a Counselor to be the final
check in the decision making process. A knowledge-
able and experienced developer, Iender or property
asset manager frequently requires the services
of a Counselor as a final confirmation before com-
mitting to purchase or finance a project. Whenever
sound advice is required for real estate matters, a
CRE could well be any project's most important
investment.

Lawrence A. Kell, CRE
President
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
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I
Improving Real Estate Market
Research
Robert H. Pittman and Grant I. Thrall

At the present time, there are compelling reasons
to bridge the gap between academic research and
its application to industry. A new research tool,
geographic information systems (GIS), may
facilitate the exchange of information between
academia and industry.

I
Validation of Basic Valuation
Models: A Multi-Family Housing
Example
Phillip S. Mitchell and Gary L. Bernes

The authors present a thorough study of 30
apartment complex transactions in the vicinity of
Atlanta, Georgia, for the years 1984 through 1988
was undertaken. Statistical techniques were used
to test the validity of the simple, direct
proportionality models of valuation and expense
estimation. The dataset was of unusually good
quality and was based on audited income
statements.
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Valuation of a Property
Management Company for
Acquisition
Richard C. Shepard, CRE

Valuing and acquiring a property management
company require the use of analytical approaches,
modified by experience-based intuitive judgment.
Retention of clients and professionals is a major
factor to be recognized. The author describes how
the multiplier applied to net income to determine
value has declined.

Real Estate Investment Yield
Linkages
Robert A. Steele, CRE

This article illustrates the relationship between the
gross rental multiplier and the overall
capitalization rate, the overall capitalization rate
and the discounUinternal rate of return, the equity
yield and internal rate of return, and the linkage to
the equity dividend (cash-on-cash) rate.
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to because the title of the buildings will flow to
another owner when the lease term for the ground
is not long enough.

As for the buildings wearing out, that can hap-
pen, of course. But, on the other hand, a going
business can operate in a very old building for a
very long time, as many of us can attest.

So, a bit of free advice from someone who has
made the journey over the hills and through the
valleys: If you must make a lease that has no
more than 50 or 60 years for its term, be sure to
have the option to extend the actual term of con-
trol of the land to 90 or 100 years.

I have been told that in England it is not unusual
for lease terms to be for 1000 years; I heard of one
lease for 2000 years. I do not think anyone would
have the temerity to project a value for property
that many years ahead. But at least the developer
of the property will own something he can pass on
to his grandchildren, and they to theirs.

The Impact of Supply Changes on
Real Net Operating Income: The
Multi-Family Perspective
Richard T. Garrigan, CRE and
Joseph L. Pagliari, Jr.

Against the backdrop of historical debt and equity
capital market flows, this article examines the
impact of additions to the supply of multi-family
dwellings on real (i.e., inflation-adjusted ) net
operating income. It offers suppositions regarding
future capital market flows and their Iikely impact
on apartment projects'real net operating income
and suggests when apartment investments may
generate above-average returns.

39
Macro-Determinants of Time on
the Market
Paul K. Asabere and Forrest E. Huffman

Time on the market ITOM t is a function of supply
and demand in real estate markets and a measure
of real estate mark€t activity. A data set of 337
urban, suburban and rural residential sales was
used to examine the effect of macro-economic
variables on TOM. The study controlled for housing
attributes, neighborhood condition, location and
broker pricing.
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Commercial Real Estate Loan
Evaluation in the Insurance
Industry
Daniel M. Norris

Recent increases in the rate of default for
commercial real estate mortgages held by life
insurance companies have raised concerns about
the health of the U.S. life insurance industry.
Thirty-six real estate loan underwriters at a large
insurance company participated in a study,
described in this article. to determine the
importance of 19 variables in the approval of
commercial real estate mortgages.

37
Developer's Disease Can be
Hazardous to Your Health
David C. Bamberger

A real estate developer who suppresses negative
information about a proposed development project
to protect himself from losing the project has what
is called "developer's diseasel' This term is a form
of defensive reasoning, and it is the underlying
cause of failure for many real estate development
projects.

Appraisal Thoughts from a
Non-Appraiser
Bruce P Hayden, CRE

The tasks of the appraiser, as described in this
article, demonstrate that real estate appraisal is
art as well as science. Appraisers should be paid
properly for their services-and not considered
"for sale" at any price.

46
How Long is a Long-Tbrm Lease?
Roy P Drachman, CRE

Ground leases of 50 or 60 years are too short from
a developer's or an investor's point of view. The
leases should be much longer if an important
development is going to be constructed on the Iand
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IMPROVING
REAI ESTATE
MARKET
BESEABCH

Real estate researchers and practitioners
need to engage in an exthange that trades
marhet research techniques from academio
for data from industry.

by Robert H. Pittman and
Grant I. Thrall

O 1992: Hqrt Nuisory Serui.es

|Il eal estate market research is a broad term by

!{ d"finition. To the appraiser market research is
I I to identify appropriate comparables for valua-
tion purposes. To the real estate counselor, real es-
tate market research is to be concerned with
demand, supply and price or rental rates. To the
academic researcher real estate market research is
quantitative analysis of demand and supply factors
which culminate in an econometric model of the
market being studied.

Because of the numerous connotations of the
term real estate market research, for purposes of
this article it is defined as the study of the economic
structure and performance of real estate markets,
including the development of theoretical and empiri-
cal frameworks or models that facilitate the under-
standing of how markets work as total systems. To
accomplish this, one must understand demand and
supply fluctuations and how they jointly determine
price and rental rates and the driving forces behind
demand and supply and how these forces have be-
haved historically.

To this definition, we can add that the goals of
real estate market research are to understand how
markets react to changes in exogenous variables and
to forecast market movements v/ith a reasonable de-
gree of success. Understanding market reactions
and forecasting likely future movements are the rai-
son d'etre of real estate market research.

Tlpes of Models
We can classify empirical models of real estate mar-
kets into two basic types: econometric and judgmen-
tal. Real estate market research requires the
development and application of both types of models.

Econometric Models
Econometric models can be powerful analytical
tools, but they are extremely data hungry. To de-
velop a properly specified econometric model, one
must have a sulficient amount of high-quality data.
However, the availability of data is a primary bind-
ing constraint to the real estate market researcher.
Since most real estate is privately owned, informa-
tion about its performance is dilficult to obtain. In
research oriented toward evaluating the perfor-
mance of properties for investment purposes, a clas-
sic data problem is that of appraisal-based versus
market transaction measures of performance. Prob-
lems such as this often are compounded by limited

Robctt H. Pitlmon is eaccuti& dce president of Hoyt Adcis-
or! Sen,ices, c rea,l estale counseling lirm ond subsidiary of
the Homer Hd:-l lnslitule. He is the authot of numerous
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m"nt Rca"afth Counril

Gmnt I. ThmU specializes in the theory and applicdtion of
marhet onalysis lechniques in geographir informolion s;-s-
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How Long Is a Long-Tbrm
Lease?
by Roy P. Drachman, CRE

If a man doesn't learn anything during nearly 50
years of experience in the real estate business, he
was either extremely knowledgeable at the begin-
ning or too dumb to recognize the important facts
he encountered along his lengthy journey.

I fall into the latter group. I have learned many,
many things as I wended my way through a
melange of real estate deals that included shop-
ping centers of all sizes, office buildings, residen-
tial developments and industrial projects.

One thing I learned early on was that if you had
no capital but a good idea, for a shopping center,
for example, about the only way to put the pack-
age together was to find a property that could be
Ieased with the right of first mortgage to provide
funds for construction.

Another thing I learned was that it was not diffi-
cult to find such properties and owners who would
permit that kind of arrangement for financing a
project. I will not bore you with the techniques
used to make such deals. That story has been told
many times by many people.

The most important thing I have learned about
Ieasing the land on which a development will be
placed concerns the length of the lease term. I,
and many other developers, have long believed
that a 50- or 60-year lease was long enough to
accomplish almost any kind of development.

"Why not?," the thinking has been. "I'll be 85 or
90 years old by the time the lease runs out, and I
won't care after that. Furthermore, all the build-
ings will be worn out by then anyway," the dia-
Iogue continued.

Well, let me tell you how wrong we who have
thought and acted that way were. I am one of
those 8S-year-old guys who is now aware of hav-
ing made a gross error.

A partner and I Ieased a parcel of land on which
we built a neighborhood strip center of 100,000
square feet. We had the right to encumber the
land on a first mortgage which provided all the
money needed to cover development costs.

The length of the land lease was 60 years, which
certainly seemed long enough to us at the time.
The length of the mortgage was 20 years. The
shopping center opened in March of 1957. My age
at that time was 50. I believe that almost anyone
consulted at that time would have agreed that my
partner and I had made a good deal.

The shopping center was a success from the time
it opened. We paid off the mortgage in 20 years

Ilog I; Drachman, (RE, is co-ou'ner ol Roy Drachmon
Realtt- Compon:- in Tucson, Ari2ono. A nolionol aulhor-
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the Americdn Sxietl of Reol Estote Counselors.
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and held the property free and clear. The income
from the development has been acceptable and
steady. We remodeled the center a few years ago
and have been attentive regarding the mainte-
nance of the property. As a result, it has been
quite productive.

Competition has emerged in the form of other
shopping centers in the trading area, but it has
not seriously affected the volumes that our ten-
ants enjoy, and there has been practically no de-
crease in the amount of rent we collect.

So, one might say: "What problem do you have?
What is wrong with what has happened to that
property?" Obviously, the answer is: "Nothing se-
riously is wrong with the property; but the prob-
Iem is with the ground lease that was negotiated
in 1956 and will terminate in 2016." We have only
24 years left on the ground lease. At that time,
the ownership of the buildings will revert to the
owner of the land.

Our key tenant, one ofthe large food chains, occu-
pies a store of approximately 25,000 square feet
in our shopping center and wants us to increase
the size of the store to 40,000 or 50,000 square
feet to make it more competitive with the other
new supermarkets in this area that have 40,000
to 50,000 square feet.

We can either ignore the request of our present
tenant, whose lease has just a few years before it
expires, or face the prospect of increasing the size
of the store to suit the tenant for the relatively
short period of 24 years.

Financing today, under the best of conditions, is
not easy to obtain. Even under what might be
called normal conditions, would it be wise to build
a new building knowing that we will have to give
it away in 24 years? Furthermore, our tenant may
not accept a lease with such a short term.

I have had some experience with other ground
leases that ran 50 or 60 years. While I sold my
position in these properties, I continue to think
about what must be happening to the present
owners. I must come to the conclusion that a 50-
or even 60-year lease is hardly long enough; the
lessee must have some option to extend the lease
to somewhere around 90 to 100 years.

The years slip by very quickly, and when you
reach my age, you can look back and see very
clearly that a long-term investment that pays
good returns is a very valuable asset. It is one
that you do not wish to give up but may be forced



position and claim on cash after operating ex-
penses and taxes. (Usually, these two factors are
the same, but occasionally they are not. )

Second, the appraiser must clarify which interest
or interests he is engaged to appraise.

Third, the appraiser must appraise the whole
property, including the site, all current improve-
ments and the right to make further improve-
ments, as if the property were held in single
ownership and in fee simple. ?iis rultrc becomes
the total of the tulues of each fractional interest in
t he appraised prem i ses.

Fourth, the appraiser must determine the priority
ofthe claim ofeach interest that is superior to the
interest he is valuing.
Fifth, the appraiser must successively value each
interest that is superior to the interest he has
been engaged to appraise. The appraiser then
subtracts the value of each senior interest from
the value of the whole property less the values
that have been already subtracted.

Sixth, the appraiser must consider as immaterial
the value (as a group) of all interests that are
junior to the interest he is appraising. (In litiga-
tion involving the property, the appraiser may
consider junior interests for their nuisance value).

As to the determination of the value of each of
these interests, the appraiser must decide which
approach is most significant-both to the value
that is sought and to the purposes for which the
appraisal is being made. For example, the man-
ager of a pooled investing group of corporate pen-
sion funds may instruct his appraisers to rely
primarily on the economic approach to valuation
rather than either the comparable sales approach,
or the replacement value less depreciation and ob-
solescence approach. Why? Most pension funds
are net present value oriented; therefore, the fund
must rely most heavily on net present value

calculations. The basics for such calculations. of
course, must be substantiated by comparables.

Summary
Assume the value of a particular parcel of real
estate, as if it were held in fee simple and was
unencumbered, is represented by W. Assume the
limited interests in W are in the following order
of priority: A, B, C, D, E, F. The appraiser's as-
signment is to value the limited interest C.

The appraiser's basis determination should be:

C=W_A-B'
Different approaches may be needed to determine
the value of each subinterest. For example, if A
has a first mortgage on W, the appraiser may
reason: 'As unpaid balance is less than 507r of W;
the interest rate and other terms approximate
present market levels. Therefore, I can safely
value the subinterest at the unpaid balancel' Or
the appraiser may find that the unpaid balance of
A is 85% of W and that B (who leases the prop-
erty as a whole and is responsible for making the
mortgage payments) has had a tax lien hled on
the premises by the Internal Revenue Service.
The value ofA under these circumstances may be
speculative and range between 20% and 50% of
the unpaid balance. The value of all other inter-
ests, of course, also are highly speculative,

Conclusion
It should be recognized that real estate appraisal
is at least as much an art form as it is a matter of
science. The appraiser, accordingly, must be a per-
son of judgment, integrity and experience. The
appraiser consequently should be well paid for his
services, not bought at any price.

NO'TES
1. Non-disturbance agreementa, ek., would alter t€nant posi-

tion in the pecking order
2. (D + E + F) may have nuisance value.

space per worker in an office judgmental model,
large amounts of data specific to SIC code and loca-
tion often are required.

Hybrid Modcls
Occasionally, hybrid judgmentaUeconometric models
are developed for real estate market analysis. Most
often, these hybrid models are judgmental in nature
but use some parameters that have been estimated
econornetrically. This type ofhybrid often produces a
useful model that can be applied by a broad audi-
ence, however, it can be extremely data hungry.

I nterpretation
Whatever type of model is chosen for real estate
market analysis, care must be taken when inter-
preting the results it yields. Industry practitioners
and academic researchers alike are skeptical of the
analyst who simply cranks through his model and
derives a point estimate for a real estate market.
Industry practitioners may not understand what is
inside the black box, but they know that point fore-
casts often are wrong, and they liken the practice of
forecasting to gazing into a crystal ball. Academic
researchers, who understand the workings of the
black box, also realize that the probability of a par-
ticular point forecast being 100% accurate is quite
low.

This by no means implies that market forecasts
and analyses using sophisticated models are fruit-
less exercises. Models should be used in the appro-
priate context of performing alternative scenario
analyses that aim to reduce risk and uncertainty
from future market movements. The academic re-
searcher and model-builder knows that the forecast
of the dependent variable is only as good as the fore-
cast of the independent variables, which is com-
prised by the accuracy of the model being used. The
model-builder's job therefore is to develop the best
possible model for expressing the relationship be-
tween the independent variables and the dependent
variable (e.g., demand for retail space as a function
of population, employment, disposable income, etc.).

A properly specified model then can be used to
perform alternative scenario analysis. One can de-
velop the base case forecast from the best available
forecast of the independent variables. Because inde-
pendent variables, such as population and employ-
ment, are diffrcult to forecast with a high degree of
accuracy, the next step is to develop a high and a low
scenario. A high scenario demonstrates the demand
for retail space, g'iven higher than expected growth
in population, employment and disposable income. A
low scenario shows the Iikely effect of low growth in
these independent variables on the demand for retail
space. These analyses establish boundaries around
the likely future performance of the market, so the
decision-maker can see the likely future movements
in the market under a variety of scenarios. These
analyses reduce risk and uncertainty on the part of
the decision-maker and provide valuable information
for the model-builder and market analyst. The lay-
person or industry practitioner does not usually
have the tools necessary to do this type of analysis;
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time series or cross-section sample sizes, which call
for special approaches, such as Bayesian techniques.

Of course, there is danger in building od ftoc
econometric models that do not have adequate the-
ory behind them. Lack of adequate data can cause
variables to be misstated or omitted from ad. hoc
econometric models. Misstated or omitted variables
can reduce the value of econometric models in help-
ing to understand and forecast real estate markets.
It also is difficult to forecast with econometric
models because relationships among variables may
change due to fundamental factors that have not
been captured fully in the model.

Many econometric models of real estate markets
do not employ simultaneous equations that incorpo-
rate a price or rent variable because accurate price
or rent data are difficult to obtain in sulficient
quantity and quality. Despite these pitfalls, econo-
metric models can be useful for quantifying rela-
tionships among variables, e.g., office space
absorption as a function of employment, population,
etc.

Judgmental Mod.els
The judgmental model is a less elegant but nonethe-
less useful alternative to the econometric model. The
term judgmental has been applied to the class of
models that are based on the analyst's judgment of
the quantitative relationship among variables
rather than on statistical estimation of relation-
ships. Most often, judgmental models operate within
a spreadsheet environment.

For example, the olfice judgmental model is a
simple, step-by-step approach for translating em-
ployment forecasts into forecasts for the demand for
office space based on employment and space parame-
ters. A judgmental model of demand for offrce space
usually begins with a forecast for employment by
industry. To derive the demand for olfice space, the
employment forecast is adjusted according to the
percent of ollice workers within each Standard In-
dustrial Classification (SIC) code, the amount of of-
fice space per worker and other parameters.

Similarly, a judgmental model of demand for
residential space usually starts with a forecast of
the number of households in the region under con-
sideration. The number of households is adjusted to
account for several parameters, including owner/
renter split, price/income ratio, etc. The end result is
a quantitative estimate of the demand for new hous-
ing units, given anticipated growth in the number of
households and their behavior regarding the de-
mand for housing.

The judgmental model allows the analyst to im-
pose his judgment interactively on the model. If, for
example, the analyst believes that the parameters
are likely to change in the future, then he can easily
change the parameters within the spreadsheet envi-
ronment. The judgrnental model also is intuitive for
the layman.

However, judgmental models can be data hungry
as well. For example, to derive the best estimates of



development of such tools therefore can be of great
benefit to the decision-maker.

Submarket Analysis
One of the major drawbacks to the econometric and
judgmental models, and indeed to most market anal-
ysis techniques, is the difficulty of obtaining, for
modeling purposes, adequate data at the subcounty
level on critical variables such as employment, popu-
Iation and income. The decennial national census
data are available at the block and tract level, but
interpolations of the data at the subcounty level by
demographic companies usually leave something to
be desired. Occasionally, organizations such as local
planning agencies estimate population, employment,
etc., by census tract between census periods. How-
ever, these estimates are not true counts and usually
are not made on an annual basis. Some types of real
estate data also are not available by subcounty
areas.

The problems created by lack of subcounty data
and analyses are well known. For example, if one is
analyzing the offrce market in Chicago and data are
available only for Cook County, then the analyst
may be working at a much too highly aggregated
geographic level. An offrce building located in the
North [,oop area may be a good investment oppor-
tunity, while one in the South loop area may not.
This kind of geographical detail and differential
market performance is masked when the analysis
can be conducted only with county-level data. As
another example, suppose a pension fund was inter-
ested in purchasing offrce buildings in various met-
ropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) and wanted to
know which offrce markets had performed well in
the past and which were likely to perform well in
the future. Rather than look at aggregate market
analyses for 40 MSAs, the pension fund should look
at live or six submarkets within each of the 40
MSAs because the individual submarkets might
perform differently.

Geographic Information Systerns
A new research tool that can facilitate geograph-
ically disaggregated real estate market analysis is
geographic information systems (GIS). This is a
computer-based mapping and data analysis tool that
incorporates many layers of data. Usually, the base
map for a GIS includes road networks, political
boundaries, rivers and other physical features. On
top of this base map, one can add population, em-
ployment and other socioeconomic and demographic
data that have been geocoded down to the zip code or
census block level.

Next, one can add specific real estate data, such
as parcel level data from the county tax assessors'
olfice or proprietary databases of office, commercial
or residential properties. Other overlays such as the
availability of developable land, the presence of zon-
ing constraints and the nature of other supply side
considerations can be added. One can add as many
data overlays as desired. The GIS facilitates the
combined and simultaneous analysis of all data
Iayers for any goegraphic area. For example, one can

FIGURE I
Computer-Generated Map of Transportation
Arteries in Cherokee County
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analyze and map the correlation between population
and employment growth in terms of wealth mea-
sures such as per capita income.

A GIS for residential market analysis in the
Atlanta metropolitan area recently was completed.
The following discussion describes how GIS was
used to analyze the subdivisions in Cherokee
County on the northern fringe of Atlanta. Figure 1

is a computer-generated map showing the major
transportation arteries and municipalities in Cher-
okee County. This base map for the Cherokee
County GIS was developed using U.S. Census
TIGER files, which contain geocoded coordinates for
transportation arteries, major political boundaries
and physical features such as rivers and lakes. The
TIGER files are available on a compact disc for $250
from the U.S. Census Bureau for an entire state. The
procedure for entering the TIGER hles into a GIS
software package is straightforward. Once this data
transfer is accomplished, the analyst has a base map
of the major transportation arteries and physical
features of the area he is analyzing and a geocoded
file for matching addresses.

The first set of data overlaid upon the base map
of Cherokee County was residential data obtained
from DataBook, Inc., a company in Atlanta that col-
Iects quarterly subdivision-specifrc data on the num-
ber of housing starts, houses under construction,
houses completed and houses occupied (absorption);
the presence of amenities (e.g., pool, tennis courts)
for each subdivision; and a variety of other vari-
ables. Subdivision-specific data for the past 16 quar-
ters were obtained; the location of the subdivision
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Appraisal Thoughts From
A Non-Appraiser
by Bruce P. Hayden, CRE

Many years of reviewing appraisals for a major
financial institution and of conducting appraisals
inhouse from time to time, have led this non-
qualified appraiser-at least in the MAI sense-
to a number of conclusions:

r Too many users of real estate appraisals are
unwilling to pay appraisal fees commensurate
with the time and skills needed by the ap-
praiser to do a thorough, professional job.

r Too many appraisal users insist, as a condition
of engagement, that the resulting appraisal be
"usablel' This term usually means that the ap-
praisal should support the mortgage loan the
users are seeking or the results of negotiation,
arbitration, asseasment appeal, etc. (Such en-
gagements may take the form of a stipulation
to "do your numbers and discuss your results
with us. We will tell you then if we want you to
finish your report. If not, we will pay you for
your work to datel')

r Too many financial institutions want ap-
praisals to fit their purposes-such as to meet a
"loan to value" test.

! Too many appraisers, facing these pressures,
work backwards from the assessment of value
to the accumulation of supporting data or oth-
erwise compromise their professional skills or
integrity.

! Too many appraisers do not have the slightest
idea of how to evaluate the separate interests in
commercial real estate-such as lessors' inter-
ests, lessees' interests, mortgagees' interests,
"sandwich positionsl' remainder interests and
the like.

! Too many well-qualified appraisers, who know
how to value fractional interests, nonetheless
do not insist on starting where every appraisal
should start: with the value of the land and its
improvements-as if it were held in fee simple,
unencumbered by a mortgage or other lien or
leases of any sort but subject to natural or reg-
ulatory conditions affecting value.

r Too many appraisers assume that the value of
both a mortgagee's and a mortgagor's interests
are the same as the unpaid balance due on the
mortgage. Often, this assumption is correct;
however, equally often the value of the two in-
terests differ, and neither is equal to the unpaid
balance.

For example, consider the values to the mort-
gagor and to the mortgagee of a Iqa mortEage
in a 10% market with 11 years to maturity. The
value of the mortgagor's position in this exam-
ple is substantially greater than the unpaid
mortgage balance, while the value of the mort-
gagee's position is substantially less than the
unpaid balance. Likewise, an option to prepay
the mortgage at 101 is substantially more valu-
able to the mortgagor than an option to prepay
at 110 or no option to prepay.

While these generalities apply to appraisals of
all real estate, this treatise looks only at ap-
praisals of income property -apartments, shop-
ping centers, oIfice buildings, etc.-and leaves
the condominium, single family home, indus-
trial and special use property fields to other
papers.

Appraisal Scenarios
Let us look at the appraisal of an offrce building,
erected on a site owned by a Catholic diocese,
which has entered into a long-term ground lease
with the developer/owner of the building. Who are
the parties at interest? What are their relative
priorities of claim on the building's net operating
income?

In one situation, the diocese's interest is superior
to the mortgagee's interest as follows: The dio-
cese's interest ranks first; the mortgagee's is sec-
ond; the developer/owner's is third; and the
tenants' is fourth.r In another situation, the dio-
cese's interest is subordinate to the rnortgagee's
interest. In this case, the mortgagee's interests
come first; the diocese's second; the developer/
owner's third; and the tenants' fourth.
Now let us move to a more complex, more typical
oIfice building situation that involves multiple in-
terests: ground lessor and lessee; a flrrst mortgage
Ioan on the lessor's interest in the ground; an-
other frrst mortgage loan on the lessee's interest
in the ground and on the improvements; a ten-
year lease on half the office space to a major cor-
porate tenant; short-term leases on the remainder
ofthe offrce space with a number of other tenants.

What Is The Appraiser's Thsk?
First of all, the appraiser must identify the var-
ious legal entities involved and the priority of
the claim of each interest. Priority should be de-
termined both in terms of each interest's legal
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tirenent from his position as Dice prestdent of real estale
investments for Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company (nou a parl of CIGNA) in order to begin a
career in real estate counseling. He became o CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate ) in 1973. He currentl! is
chairmon of Hayden, Tblzmann, Int., of BLnmfield, CT,
and is a Fst presidznt ol the Amer6an So{iety of Real
Estale Counselors.
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about 67r with each percentage increase in the hous-
ing inflation index. This positive relationship
seemed to counter the conventional wisdom that in-
flationary pressures cause buyers to seek out real
estate as a hedge. Ceteris paribus, an unexpected
increase in demand would lower TOM; however, in
our study area, prices had risen throughout the
1980s so significantly that sellers and brokers might
have run into an unexpected wall of unaffordability.
This conclusion was supported somewhat by evi-
dence of more recent price declines in the Phila-
delphia area which many brokers maintained were
reflective of a 1980s buildup and a resultant excess
supply.

Listing price and the ratio of sales prices to list-
ing price were not significant at conventional levels
and had no consistent impact on TOM. Other forms
of broker mispricing measurement also were signifr-
cant. Therefore, we found no measurable relation-
ship between listing price and TOM. However, these
inconclusive results, in the face of the signihcance of
other variables, illustrated the diffrculty of measur-
ing broker effrciency and productivity. The results
might also point to the need for a refinement of the
dependent variable, TOM (i.e., further study should
be performed using a suitable measure of optimal
TOM which would more effectively measure
mispricing).

Still, if brokers are the major source of pricing
information (as maintained by Belkin, Hempel and
Mcleavey), then these results could be interpreted
to mean that brokers were able to elficiently price
housing attributes and neighborhood conditions
since TOM remained unaffected by these factors.
The lower TOM generated by nonurban locations
might mean that brokers overpriced these properties
in the city of Philadelphia. In the same context,
brokers did not correctly account for the effects of
increasing interest rates, changes in business con-
ditions and inflation rates. As a result, these con
ditions extended TOM. Confirmation of this
interpretation, however, might require a detailed
analysis of sales prices relative to listing prices and
a more accurate measure of the effect of mispricing.

Conclusions
Our analysis of the impact of macro-variables on
TOM produced significant results. Financing costs,
business conditions and housing inflation extended
time on the market. Therefore, brokers, appraisers
and counselors must pay closer attention to such
conditions in the marketing of residential real es-
tate, and sellers must be prepared to make neces-
sary trade-offs. To the extent that sellers face
substantial opportunity costs associated with
lengthy selling periods, adjustments in listing prices
and selling prices may be necessary.
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NO|IES
1. For discussions of buyer and seller behavior, see Belkin, Hem-

pel and Mcleavey (1976), Miller (1978), Chinloy (1980) and
Haurin (1988).

2. The authors reason that "if two houses are identical and
equally priced within a submarket of comparable demand and
supply conditions, then the houses should remain in the mar-
ket for approximately the same duration. If houses are not
identical but are made so by price, they should have the same
time on the market" (p. 57).

3. Therefore, "brokers do a good job in negotiating list p cd'
relati\e to housing and neighborhood features 1p.74).

4. Miller, (p. 167).
5. We first adjusted by ag$egating sales into quarterly compo-

nents of each year; next by season. We could discern no effects
from these forms ard therefore utilized the more detailed
monthly variable.

6. Philadelphia has the highest real estate transfer tax in the
nation lapproximately 5%). City wage t€xes average about 5%
of income, but wage taxes also are collected at slightly tower
rates (4.3%) ftom nonresidents who work in the city.

FIGURE 2

Cherokee County Subdivision Locations

I-575

was geocoded by writing an algorithm that con-
verted the DataBook map coordinate oi the subdivi-
sion to a latitude-longitude coordinate; and these
data were then entered into a GIS package called
GIS-Plus.

Figure 2 is a simple plot of the Iocation of each of
the subdivisions within Cherokee County. The lake
in the southwest corner of Cherokee County is a
major recreational body of water, Lake Allatoona.

FIGURE 3

Contour Map of Platted Acres Per Subdivision
(July, 1990)

The plot clearly shows that subdivisions are clus-
tered around the southern portion of the lake and
that the preponderance of subdivision development
is in the southern portion of the county closest to
Atlanta along the I-575 corridor. Few subdivisions
have been located in the northern party of the
county, which is primarily rural.

Given the geocoded subdivisions within the GIS
and the relational database attached to each subdi-
vision, the analyst can make numerous spatial in-
quiries of the GIS and plot maps showing various
features of the subdivisions. For example, if a
builder or developer were looking for a good location
for a subdivision in a certain price range with a
particular amenities package, he could use a spatial
query to ask the GIS to map the location of the
closest competitors.

Figures 3 through 6 illustrate some of the sim-
ple spatial analyses that were accomplished with
the Cherokee County GIS. Figure 3 is a contour map
that shows variations in platted acres per subdivi-
sion. The asterisks on the map represent the loca-
tions of individual subdivisions. It is clear from this
plot that the platted acres per subdivision are
higher in the northern, less developed portion of the
county. Figure 4 is a contour map ofexpected lot size
which was derived by dividing platted acres per sub-
division by number of lots. Once again, it is very
clear that the expected lot sizes are higher in north-
ern Cherokee County. These kinds of plots can be
useful in analyzing the overall land use pattern in a
county, as well as in helping a builder or developer
understand how his project frts into the overall spa-
tial pattern.

FIGURE 4

Expected Lot Size, Cherokee County
(July, 1990)
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TIGURE 5

New Build House Price Spread as
7o of Highest House Price,
Cherokee County (July, 1990)

FIGURE 6

Midway Price for New Subdivisions

TABLE 2

Estimation Results (Dependent Variable-LogTOM)

Cheroi(ee Cou. ty

Yariable Equation I
Combined Data
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Figure 5 is a contour map of the normalized
price spread in each subdivision. Price spread was
derived by calculating the difference between the
maximum and the minimum house price within
each subdivision and dividing that figure by the
maximum house price. Figure 5 shows that the aver-
age price spread in the subdivisions in the southern
part of the county is much lower than the price
spread in the northern, much less developed part of
the county.

One interpretation of this phenomenon is that,
in the more developed southern portion, subdivisions
are fairly homogeneous in nature, i.e., the houses are
built so they will be fairly close in price. However, in
the northern, less developed portion of the county,
specialization is more difficult; the subdivisions
therefore are developed with a large spread in the
price range to serve a thinner market. In other
words, because it is more diffrcult to specialize in
the northern portion of the county, subdivisions
must include houses with many different price
ranges. From the developer's standpoint, a subdivi-
sion of houses in different price ranges may be less
desirable because the prices of the premium houses
will be lowered by the presence of lower priced
houses. Because demand is higher and development
is greater in the southern part of the county, devel-
opers can afford to specialize and build homogeneous
subdivisions. This is an untested preliminary hy-
pothesis to explain the spatial price spread phenom-
enon disclosed in Figure 5.

Figure 6 is a three-dimensional plot of aver-
age subdivision price, created using the software

SIZE

CMONTII

SUBURB
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CONSTANT
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t'ratios are shown in parenthesis
*+ significant at the 95% level of conhdence

*** significant at the 997r level of con{idence

by about 53qa on average. The evidence suggested
that larger houses were more difficult to sell during
periods of high rates and that significant price dis-
counts must be made to generate lower TOM.

The business conditions variable (UNEMPLOY)
was highly significant in both equations 1 and 2 and
significant in equation 3 for three-bedroom sales;
however, it was insigrrificant for four-bedroom sales.
The transformed coefficient associated with the
business conditions variable in equation 1 suggested
a rather high 947o increase in TOM associated with
a one-percent increase in the unemployment rate.

0.16

95

The interest rate variable may have suffered from
the effects of colinearity with the housing compo-
nent inflation index in equation 1; the housing infla-
tion variable was dropped from equations 2, 3 and 4.
However, the results seemed to suggest that, al-
though deteriorating business conditions and financ-
ing costs affected housing markets overall,
purchasers of larger homes were somewhat insu-
lated from the effects of employment changes.

The housing inflation index variable (HCPI) also
was positive and significant at the 997o level in
equation 1. Here housing inflation increased TOM by
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package Surfer. Plots such as this can help the
builder or developer locate his or her subdivision
within an optimal price gradient and help academic
researchers understand the gradient.

Using the GIS system for Cherokee County, and
ultimately GIS systems for other counties in At-
lanta, a real estate researcher can define residential
market areas in terms of functional economic areas
rather than in relation to political or other bound-
aries. Simply by drawing lines on the computer
screen, one can divide the county into as many mar-
ket areas as desired. Then, using the relational
database with the subdivision-specific data, one can
conduct historical analyses of development trends
and forecast future development trends.

Figure 7 shows the total number of housing per-
mits issued in the Atlanta 18-county metropolitan
area over the past 20 years. Since 1986, the trend in
the number of permits (and absorption) clearly has
been down. However, there have been many niches of
opportunity for builders and developers in the At-
lanta housing market during this time period. Fig-
ure 8 identifies some of these niches. The niches
were spotted by sorting DataBook data by county
and price range and querying the GIS to determine
which price ranges and which counties had in-
creased the most in absorption over the past several
quarters. Of most interest in Figure 8 is that the
leading market niches, by price range and location,
occur in different counties and in most price ranges.
This illustrates the importance of disaggregated
submarket analysis. Lenders in Atlanta also are
very interested in how research can help them make
sound lending decisions which avoid overbuilt situa-
tions. Such analysis can be carried further with
other dimensions such as amenities, type of house
and architectural features incorporated into the
analysis.
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ofthis study. Our primary interest was to determine
the impact of macro-economic variables including fr-
nancing terms, business conditions and inflation. We
used monthly, seasonally adjusted unemployment
rates compiled by the U.S. Department of Labor
(UNEMPLOY), the housing component of the
monthly Consumer Price Index as compiled by the
U.S. Department of Commerce (HCPI) and the aver-
age monthly mortgage contract rate (RATE) as cal-
culated by the Federal Reserve Board. We examined
the potential effects of selected variables on TOM by
using a standard hedonic pricing model, with days
on the market (DAYS or TOM) as our dependent
variable. Independent variables included the mea-
sures of housing attributes, neighborhood condition,
geographic location and the economic variables men-
tioned previously. In order to detect for any partial
effects, the following specifications were employed:

nI
lrtsTOM =p,,r ! g,X,- | 9.,2,,,

,- t -t u.l

measure, given the data currently available. We
would have liked to include, for example, variables
that would measure broker effrciency and produc-
tivity, but such data is not collected. The macro-
economic variables of concern in this study nev-
ertheless generated rather interesting results.

The descriptive statistics for a1l variables are
presented in Table 1. This table shows the greatest
variance among variables that measure housing
size. Of 337 sales, 55 involved two bedrooms, 177
involved three bedrooms, 95 involved four bedrooms
and the rest involved five bedrooms and up. To con-
trol for differential results associated with size, we
performed separate regressions for three- and four-
bedroom home sales.

Equations 1 and 2, which were presented in re-
duced form (Table 2t, demonstrated that the impact
of the property-specific variables (BEDR, BATH and
SQFT) was statistically insignificant. However,
equations 3 and 4 indicated that the number of bath-
rooms was signifrcant, suggesting that the presence
of housing amenities, as proxied by bathrooms, re-
duced TOM. In the context of pricing error, these
results also suggested that sellers were probably un-
derpricing this item for three- and four-bedroom
sales.

Neighborhood variables were statistically insig-
nificant in all equations. Listing price and sales
price divided by listing price, measures of broker
pricing hypothesized to affect TOM, were insignifi-
cant and positive. However, variables that accounted
for sales outside the city TSUBURB and RURAL)
were significant and negative with the single excep-
tion of suburban sales of four-bedroom properties.
Thus, residential real estate located outside the city
sold quicker than property inside the city. Translat-
ing the coefficient for suburban sales in equation 1

into its antilog effect (e o 3e56 1), we discovered
that a suburban location decreased TOM by nearly
one-third (32.77c); property located in rural areas
reduced TOM by 58%. These results may be peculiar
to our study area (Philadelphia); they can be ex-
plained by city policies that have made the purchase
of city properties less attractive (higher property
taxes, wage taxes and higher property transfer
taxes)6 than the purchase of properties in suburban
and rural areas. These advantages, in addition to
the presence of other suburban and rural amenities
such as better school districts. less traffrc and re-
duced crime, may not have been fully capitalized
into listing prices by suburban and rural sellers.

All macro-variables had the effects we hypothe-
sized. Although the mortgage interest rate variable
(RATE) was statistically insignificant at conven-
tional levels in equation 1, it was signihcant and
positive in the reduced-form equation 2 and for
three- and four-bedroom sales, respectively. A one-
point increase in mortgage rates increased TOM
overall by over 42% in equation 2. Mortgage rates
affected larger houses more severely than smaller
houses, increasing TOM for four-bedroom homes by
1197o but increasing TOM for three bedroom homes

FIGURE 7

Single Family Building Permits
1970-1990. Atlanta Metro Area
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where:
l,osTOM

xi
number of days on market (TOM)

conventional variables for hous-
ing attributes, neighborhood con-
ditions and geographic location

macro-variables in monthly form

constant term
random error

The functional form and log transformation allowed
for the use of ordinary Ieast squares to estimate
parameters.

Estimation Results
The explanatory power of the estimated equations
was rather low, ranging from 0.16 to 0.25. Such low
values suggested that we did not capture all possible
variables that may have had an impact on TOM.
Howeveq many additional variables worthy of con-
sideration could be difficult, if not impossible, to

TAI}LE I

Descriptive Statistics

Standard
Deriation Minimum Vatimum

zj

B.
e

Good time series data on population and employ-
ment by subcounty area would be very valuable for
the Cherokee County GIS. One future area of re-
search is to explore the feasibility of obtaining sub-
county data from state and local authorities in the
Atlanta area to input into the GIS. Some states al-
ready publish employment and other key data by zip
code for certain time periods.

T[anslating Academic Research Ttr Practical
Application
No matter how elegant and rigorous the model or
market analysis, the application is severely limited
if the translation is not made to the industry prac-
tioners' level. At the present time there are compel-
ling reasons to make this translation and bridge the
gap between academic research and industry
application.

From the academic perspective, there are signs
that some business schools (where most academic
real estate departments reside) may be recognizing
the need to place more emphasis on research that
benefits industry practitioners. In the 1950s, the
Carnegie Commission issued an unflattering report
of business schools, portraying them as nonrigorous
institutions that conducted little sophisticated re-
search. Undoubtedly influenced by this, business
schools became more research-oriented institutions
that emphasized the publication of formal studies in
academic journals.

In a more recent report on business schools, Por-
ter and McKibbin (1988) released the survey results
of top corporate executives on the relevance of busi-
ness school research. They noted that the vast ma-
jority of CEOs of major corporations believe the
research conducted in business schools is irrelevant
to them and to their business activities. In other
words, the pendulum has swung too far in the other
direction over the past two decades, to the point
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FIGURE It

Greatest Absorption Increases
(by Price Range and Countyt

where business school research stresses rigor at the
expense of relevance.

From the industry perspective, new regulations
mandate that market analysts and appraisers incor-
porate better market research into their analyses
and reports. Therefore, industry practitioners have
an increased need for adyanced market research
techniques and models. Since industry practitioners
require more sophisticated analytical techniques
and models for market analysis and academic re-
searchers need more data to test and refine their
models, the atmosphere is conducive for a fruitful
exchange of market analysis for industry data.

Putting more advanced analytical techniques
and models into the hands of industry practitioners
will significantly improye the level of rigor of real
estate market research performed by industry prac-
titioners. For example, industry appraisers often
focus narrowly on the micromarket for a particular
property and pay only lip service to the larger issues
of the local and regional economies and the specific
demographic and economic variables driving the de-
mand for and supply of particular types of real es-
tate. More advanced analytical techniques and
market models will help appraisers understand the
larger picture and improve the valuation process. A
leading regional appraisal company in the nation
recently established a wholly owned subsidiary that
performs sophisticated market research using judg-
mental and econometric models. The appraisers in
this firm are required to submit their work to the
inhouse subsidiary for a thorough market analysis
and absorption study (if needed) before they give
final valuations. In short, one way to help remedy
the lack of data available to academic real estate
researchers is to assist industry practitioners with
their real estate market analysis and research in
exchange for data that will improve research models
and techniques.



Summary And Conclusion
Real estate market research often has a different
meaning to the industry practitioner and the aca-
demic researcher. It is hoped that these differences
will diminish as industry practitioners utilize more
sophisticated market research techniques and as ac-
ademic researchers begin to translate their ad-
vanced techniques into useful applications for
industry. This development will be mutually benefi-
cial; industry practitioners will be able to utilize
academic research techniques and models to im-
prove their market analyses and forecasts, and aca-
demic researchers will obtain better data to improve
their market research techniques.

Real estate market researchers must focus more
directly on submarket analyses because submarkets
can vary substantially within an MSA or region. It
is diflicult, however, to analyze markets at the sub-
county level because of the paucity of data. GIS is a
tool that can help with subcounty analysis and with
the quantification analysis oflocation factors as they
influence real estate.

The current environment is fruitful for aca-
demia to exchange its advanced market research
techniques for databases from industry. Business
schools have been criticized for producing research
that is irrelevant to industry needs; real estate de-
partments in business schools can help alleviate this
situation by developing techniques that can be
readily adopted by industry practitioners to improve
their market research. On the other hand, industry
practitioners are being encouraged to improve their
market research techniques. They can help accom-
plish this by allowing real estate researchers in aca-
demia to use the data they collect for refining
research techniques. The idea of exchanging market
research techniques and models for industry data is
logical.
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Cubbin (1974) found that large ratios of actual
selling price to 'true quality price result in in-
creased turnover of lower TOM, i.e., "higher priced
houses sold faster." The result, which was predicated
upon the accuracy of'true market values as esti-
mated by a hedonic pricing model, is somewhat sus-
pect in that the ratios used in the study, may not
have correctly measured the higher prices the au-
thor assumed.

Miller (1978) also examined the relationship be-
tween selling price and TOM and discovered a statis-
tically signiflrcant positive relationship to TOM with
both the real and the nominal selling price. Unfor-
tunately, Miller used TOM as an independent vari-
able and produced results that are not useful for
TOM estimation.

Haurin (1988) examined the eflect of atypical
housing features on TOM. The author assumed that
the greater the atwicality, the greater the variance
of offers and therefore the longer TOM required.
Haurin found that unusual houses do take longer to
sell; however, the paucity of evidence on normal
housing markets suggests that analyses of variables
that affect all housing are preferable.

Housing attributes that are familiar to coun-
selors, such as physical features and location advan-
tages, may pose less of a pricing problem than more
unpredictable macro-economic factors, such as
changes in interest rates, inflation and business
conditions. We add to the studies on TOM by includ-
ing analysis of macro-economic variables that have
been noted as important to real estate markets and
TOM. We use a stratified sample which includes
rural and suburban transactions as well as urban
sales. We account for pricing decisions by including a
Iisting price variable and the ratio of selling price to
listing price.

The Importance Of Macro-Determinants Of
TOM
As Miller noted, residential property values are a
function of three primary sets of variables: housing
services, informational and exchange factors (as in-
fluenced by brokers) and financial conditions. Unfor-
tunately, in Miller's study, "financial conditions
which may influence value have been assumed sta-
ble."a The traditional theory is that if markets are
elficient, then variations in TOM for similar proper-
ties should either be random events or they should
be explained by broker/seller mispricing. Macro-
economic activity will affect time on the market if
broker/seller pricing decisions do not adjust in a
timely fashion to changes in economic climate. Spe-
cifically, deteriorating business conditions should
lengthen TOM as purchasers postpone making
"move up" decisions and curtail spending, Brokers
and sellers, unaware of potential or real income
losses and possibly reduced expectations of potential
buyers, fail to adjust asking prices during such pe-
riods. As a result, property remains on the market
longer. Ultimately, sellers must take greater dis-
counts from the listing price in order to sell their
properties. The imbalance associated with falling

demand may be countered when potential sellers
pull housing from the market. Such supply adjust-
ments may minimize the long-term impact of high
unemployment rates. However, Iess active markets,
even in equilibrium, may increase TOM as transac-
tion costs increase to frnd suitable buyers.

The ability to obtain flrnancing at suitable rates
also may have a direct impact on TOM. High mort-
gage loan rates should increase TOM as buyers find
it more difficult to obtain financing. TOM should
increase as it becomes more diffrcult for buyers to
qualify for loans and as marginal borrowers,/buyers
drop from the market.

Finally, inflationary pressures may play a role
in the length of time required to find a buyer. In-
creasing inflation rates, specifically in housing,
have two possible impacts. Tb the extent that hous-
ing is perceived to be a hedge against inflation, de-
mand should increase, and TOM should fall as
inflation increases. However, as inflation rates drive
up prices and mortgage interest rates, buyers will
find it more difficult to afford and finance new pur-
chases. Thus, the ultimate effect of housing inflation
may be to increase TOM once unaffordability levels
have been breached.

The Data And Methodology
We examined the potential impacts on TOM from
national unemployment rates, mortgage interest
rate changes and housing inflation by using TOM as
a dependent variable in a conventional linear re-
gression analysis. Our study assumed that macro-
economic variables had a direct impact on the mar-
keting time of residential real estate.

We used 337 residential sales over the time pe-
riod December, 1986 to June, 1990, that had been
obtained from three separate multiple listing ser-
vices covering the Pennsylvania counties of Phila-
delphia, Montgomery and Chester. Separate MLS
data sets were used to derive sales from three geo-
graphic markets: urban, suburban and rural. One-
hundred-twenty-five sales occurred in the city of
Philadelphia, 100 in outlying suburbs (Montgomery)
and 112 in rural areas of Chester County. Additional
information collected from the MLS included lot size
(SQFT), number of bedrooms (BEDR) and baths
(BATH), gross sales price (SALESP) and sales price
per square foot (SALESSF), date of sale (CMONTH),
listing price (LP) and days on the market (DAYS).
Neighborhood conditions were proxied by data from
the 1980 U.S. Census and applied by census tract
location. The variables were: percent boarded up
(BOARDED), median household income (HHIN-
COME) and average monthly rent (RENT). We also
used a dummy variable to separate sales into two
price categories, those less than or equal to $200,000
(SIZE - 0) and those above (SIZE : 1), to account for
submarkets based on price. We accounted for possi-
ble effects of the time of sale by translating each
date of sale into sequential months with December,
1986, as the base month.s

We used these variables for control only; coeffr-
cient interpretation was not critical for the purposes
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MACRO.

OE TIME ON
THE MABKET

f he first st€p in any real estate transaction is

I for the seller to estimate the Iisting price of the
ll property being sold. Brokers, appraisers and

counselors assist the seller in making this deter-
mination.r Errors in list pricing can lead to subopti-
mal sales prices. However, the counselors who advise
sellers have few methods for determining the appro-
priateness of any past pricing decision because they
do not have access to true market values.

One signal that is available to counselors is the
Iength of time a property remains on the market. A
result of supply and demand interactions, time on
the market (TOM) is a measure of real estate mar-
ket activity. Perhaps more importantly, TOM also
sheds light on the pricing decisions made by sellers
and their advisors.

Sellers tend to set high listing prices (Miceli,
1986 and Zorn and Larsen, 1989), reasoning that
only by setting high listing prices can one be as-
sured of receiving high bids. However, high listing
prices may keep a property on the market for a
lengthy period while the seller rejects supposedly
below-market offers. Such pricing errors may be re-
vealed in abnormally long selling periods (long
TOM).

Of course, sellers may set listing prices too low;
however, low listing prices preclude the possibility of
obtaining high bids. Such a pricing error may be
revealed in abnormally short selling periods (short
TOM),

Empirical analyses of the determinants of TOM
therefore add to the understanding of real estate
markets and aid counselors in determining listing
prices on behalf of sellers. Unfortunately, studies of
TOM are few, and the results of these analyses are
mixed and inconclusive. The lack of study of this
topic is surprising, given the importance of TOM to
the brokerage and counseling industries and to the
efficient operation of real estate markets.

Of the prior work, the seminal and still most
relevant study was conducted by Belkin, Hempel and
Mcleavey (1976). According to these authors, in the
absence of mispricing, time on the market is equal
for all properties in a similar market.2 If abnormal
TOM is the result of mispricing, then any statis-
tically significant housing characteristic or neigh-
borhood quality is evidence that the item has been
mispriced. The authors concluded, however, that "in
general,. ..housing features...do not provide a sat-
isfactory basis for predicting TOMI'3

Ihul K, Asobre is ossociale prcfessor of real estate a, Tem-
ple UniuenitJ. He has authored nunerous (Eademi. studbs;
his Nrti.ular areos of interesl arc real estale inlestivnl,
apprabal ond real esutl2 narhels.

Forrcrt D, Hutfnnn is asstiote professor of real estate ond
director of Temple Unioersitlh Reol EsMe Centzr. A formcr
cohtributor to B.€al Estate lssues as uell os other journals,
he dedls uith histori. presenxlion issues and urban land

VATIDATION
Of BASIC
VALUATION
MODELS: A
MULTI.fAMILY
HOUSING
EXAMPLE

f here are a number of simple mathematical
I models used in the valuation of income-
I producing property. These include the various

income multipliers and the overall rate (OAR) which
are associated with the income capitalization ap-
proach.l Similar multipliers are used in the sales
comparison approach to value.2 Expenses often are
estimated on a per dwelling unit or per net rentable
square foot basis or as a percentage of gross income
or effective gross income. AII of these mathematical
models are directly proportional, almost the sim-
plest models we can imagine.3 How good are these
simple models? They are certainly intuitively ap-
pealing and appear to conform with the realities
of the market, at least to a first order of approxi-
mation over the relevant range of most real estate
transactions.

The objective of the study reported in this arti-
cle was to test and compare the simple, proportional
models used in income property valuation. The test-
ing and comparison used a basic statistical tech-
nique (multiple linear regression) on a good-quality,
relatively homogeneous sample of 30 multi-family
transactions in suburban collar areas in the At-
lanta, Georgia, metropolitan area for the years 1984
through 1988. Although not Iarge by statistical
standards, the sample was of high quality.

The Database
Each record (transaction) included the number and
type of units (DU) for the apartment complex, the
annual gross rental income (GR), other income (OI),
gross income (GI), vacancy and collection loss (VC),
effective gross income (EGI), expenses (EXP), net
operating income (NOI) and units by type. In addition,
the actual or contract selling price (SP), the year built
(YR) and the net rentable area (SF) were included.
From these, a number of measures were derived,
including age at sale (AGE), gross income multiplier
(GIM), gross rent multiplier (GRM), effective gross
income multiplier (EGIM), net income multiplier
(NIM) and expenses per square foot of net rentable
area (ESF), rooms (ERM), units (EDU) and bedrooms
(EBD). The sellingprice also was analyzed as a ratio of
square footage of net rentable area (SPSF), rooms
(SPRM), units (SPDLI) and bedrooms (SPBD).

In this analysis, all f-rgures for income, expenses
and selling price were rounded and reported in thou-
sands of constant dollars.a In cases where the apart-
ment complex was too new to have an extensive
income history, the projected figures for the transac-
tion were used.

Phi ip S, lritchell is o real estale consultant associaled uith
Real Estatp Scienres, Internalionol, a Chicogo-based con-
sulting fin. He l.us a professor of business administrotion
in lhe Colifornio Stole UniLersity Slstem for a number of
\earc before ?ntering the reol estale business full tinv.

Gory L. Berner, president of Bernes & Conpny of Atlanto,
Georgia, hos 15 lears of commerciol real estale eaperience,
specializing in apprdisinq apartnents and hatels. He is o
member of the International Society of Eospitalitf
Consultants.

How financing costs, business conditions
and h.ousing inflation ea,tend thz time a
property spends on the market.

by Paul K. Asabere
and Forrest E. Huffman
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Mathematical models used to tnlue
income-producing property, such as the
income capitalization approach, sales
comparison approach, and estimation of
expenses, dre adequate rel-lections of the
market.

by Phillip S. Mitchell
and Gary L. Bernes
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TABLE I
Descriptive Statistics for Multi-Family Complex Database

r skewing inferences in self-protective directions
r failing to test their views publicly
r discouraging any open discussion

A developer uses these same strategies to Pro-
tect himself from the threat of losing his project.
Putting together a development project is no easy
task. Acquiring land, drawing up plans, securing
financing and obtaining the necessary land use en-
titlements and permits takes many months, some-
times even yeam, and requires strong advocacy of
the project's merits by the developer. Good news sells
development projects in today's approval system; bad
news does not. It is no wonder that developers must
be optimistic to survive.

This same optimism that leads to the success of
one project can lead to the failure of another The
strategies used by the developer to protect a project
from being killed before it gets off the ground are
"anti-learning" because they close the developer's
mind to facts and prevent him from learning. These
behaviors generally lead to what is called "self-
sealing logic" which is employed by people who
think things are true simply because they wish
them to be true.

A developer who has developer's disease is not
difficult to spot; he is always selling his project with
very persuasive arg'uments and elaborate dialog. In
order to protect his project from any bad news, he
does not test his reasoning about the project's true
merits either privately or publicly. Some developers
are so heavily affected by developer's disease that
their staff are afraid to bring them any bad news.
Optimism about the project is the norm, which is
scrupulously enforced around the office. Conse-
quently, there is no talk of the negatives. Staff often
thinks the developer knows something about the
merits of the project that they do not. Staff also is
unwilling and unable to test the developer's knowl-
edge. They avoid upsetting the developer by not ask-
ing difficult questions and discussing bad news.

Productive Reasoning
Fortunately, not every developer has developer's dis-
ease; in fact, many seem to be immune from it. I
have known and worked with a number ofdevelopers
who do not enter the marketplace with poorly tlmed
and ill-planned projects. Many of these people are in
business today despite the diffrcult time the indus-
try has faced over the past cycle. What do these
developers have that others do not?

Successful developers employ "productive rea-
soning" to provide sure-fire protection from the dis-
ease. Productive reasoning is not a new concept.
Most of us claim to use it in business and even in
our daily lives. The ingredients ofproductive reason-
ing are:
r collecting and using hard data

r reasoning open to public inspection
! connecting conclusions with data
r publicly testing inferences and conclusions

The process of productive reasoning involves a
chain of activities that starts with the collection of
hard data. Ttr make sense of the data, models are
built, and an analysis is performed. This analysis
may involve simple, back-of-the-envelope techniques
or powerful and sophisticated quantitative methods.
Inferences about the data and analysis are then
drawn, and conclusions are developed that lead to
action.

Productive reasoning is not a purely data-driven
process, there is more to it than just science. Suc-
cessful developers implement productive reasoning
through the following action strategies:
! searching for and acting on disconfirming

information
r continuously checking logic both publicly and

privately
r remaining open to constructive confrontation
r encouraging others to test their reasoning
r considering mistakes as part of learning

Productive reasoning is built on a foundation of
hard data, clear thinking and continuous testing of
inferences and conclusions. Developers who employ
productive reasoning govern their actions by acquir-
ing and acting on valid information. They do not
become mired in a position of advocacy but are al-
ways on the lookout for data that may prove them
wrong. Developers who employ productive reasoning
encourage their staff to confront their logic, to dig
for the facts, to constantly question the project's
merits and continuously search for the right strat-
egy to make it work. Developers who employ produc-
tive reasoning are not afraid to modify their
position and their project in the service of learning;
they create an atmosphere of inquiry around the
office.

Defensive Reasoning
The opposite of productive reasoning is defensive
reasoning, the primary cause of developer's disease.
Defensive reasoning uses soft data or no data at all,
and the reasoning process is kept hidden in a black
box, unavailable for public inspection and testing.
Developers who employ defensive reasoning discour-
age any serious questioning in order to protect
themselves from the possibility that they may be
wrong; they do not discuss bad news around the
office; they seal themselves from the reality of the
marketplace and conclude that, "If we build it, the
market will comel'

Conclusion
A chronic case of developer's disease is usually ter-
minal. Although productive reasoning is not a guar-
antee that a developer will fluorish in the turbulent
1990s, it will increase his chances for survival. The
lesson for anyone with even a mild case of devel-
oper's disease is to learn to adopt productive rea-
soning before it is too late.

NO|IE
l. Argyris, Chris, Putnam, Robert and Smith, Diana..4rtion Sci.
eMe lsan Francisco: Jo$gey B8ss, 1985).

Yariable \ame !tea n lllinimum ]Iaximum
(loefficient
of thriation

Number units
Number rooms
Number Bedrooms
Number l bed, l bath
Number2bed,2bath
Number2bed,2bath
NumberBbed,2bath
Net rentable area
Year built
Age at sale
SeIing price
Gross rental incom€
Otfter income
Gross income
VacancT and collection loss
Efiective gross income
Expenses
Net op€reting income
Gross income multiplier
Gross rent nultiplier
Effective gross income multiplier
Net incom€ multiplier
Expense / SF
Expens€ / room
Expense / unit
Expense / bedmom
Se[ing price / SF
S€lling pric€ / room
Selling price / unit
Selling price / bedroom

DU
RMS

BDRMS
Rll
R2l
&22
R32
SF
YR

AGE
SP
GR
OI
GI
VC

EGI
EXP
NOI
GIM
GBM
EGIM
NIM
ESF
EBM
EDU
EBD
SPSF
SPRM
SPDU
SPBD

244.30
r063.70
439.60

92.60
32.70

r03.90
22.60

258.30
82.10
4.60*

I4459.00*r'
1819,50**

30.80**
1850.30**

76.00**
1774,30**
625.50**

1148.80**
7.62
l.lD
7.95

t2.62
2.62**,t

633.00***
2656.00r.**
1598.00*:*:|

56.96*.r*
57.80**
13.70+*
34.60**

64.00
336.00
r24.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

73.90
75.00
0.80*

3888.00**
493.30**

4.20**
500.60**

12.50**
487.20**
234.50**
252.70**

b.6b
6.93
6.15

10.84
1,72**4

430.00**+
1981.00***
1007.00*,i*

42,07*4*
35.30**
10,50**
25.00**

490.00
2398.00

974.00
406,00
126.00
350.00
136.00
585.90

88.00
14.00*

34181.00++
3968.00**

90.00*+
4048.00*+

197.70**
3850.30*+
1335,00**
27 59.50+*

8.68
8.8r
9.14

15.38
4,211***

869,00***
3664.00+**
2510.00:| +*
104,l5;r**
73,00+*
21.10**
60.60**

0.53
0.06
0.60
n/a
n/e
nlL
n/s
0.58
0.05
nlL
0.61
0.55
0.69
0.55
0.66
0.55
0.50
0.59
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.23
0.21
0.14
0.27
0.24
0.13
0.19
0.26

*Years

"Staled in thousonds of dollafi
*'*Stoled in dollors

A summary of some descriptive statistics is re-
ported in Table 1. These statistics include the mean,
minimum, maximum and coeffrcient of variation for
each measurement. For example, the smallest com-
plex contained 64 units, while the largest contained
490 units. The mean for the variable "number of
units" was 244.30. Annual gross rental income var-
ied from S493,300 to $3,958,000 with a mean of
$1,819,500, and so forth.

Valuation Model Tbsts
The database was analyzed using ordinary least
squares regression techniques as embodied in the
BMDP statistical software developed at the Univer-
sity of California, los Angeles. A series of multiple
linear regressions were run initially, with selling
price (SP) as the dependent variable against the
number of units (DU), age at sale (AGE) and a time
(market conditions) variable (T), along with onz of
the commonly used value indicators listed in Table 1.

These value indicators included gross rent (GR),
gross income (GI), effective gross income (EGI), net

operating income (NOI), area (SF), rooms (RMS),
bedrooms (BDRMS) and number of units (DU).

The first of the analyses regressed selling price
(SP) on gross income (GI), units (DU), age (AGE)
and time (T).5 This regression was highly sigrihcant
and had a coelficient of determination of 99.77r, in-
dicating the regression based on the four variables
explained 99.77r of all the variation in the data. The
units and age rariables each had student t values of
less than 1.00, while the time variable had a studcnt
I value of only 0.35. These values indicated that the
time, unit and age variables had little explanatory
power and could be dropped from the regression
model. Most importantly, the intercept was not sig-
nificant and was dropped by forcing a zero intercept
term.

The regression was rerun using only the gross
income variable (see Table 2). Similar analyses were
performed to regress selling price against each of
the remaining principal income-related explanatory
variables and size, age at sale and time; these re-
gressions produced similar results (see Table 2).
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!l eal estate developers tvpically are an optimis-
l{ tic lot. Get a grorp of ievelopers together. and
I I you will hear little bad news. Even in today's
turbulent economic climate, developers are upbeat.
In Colorado, developers already are talking about a
market turnaround. Real estate developers are like
skilled rock climbers who can spot a viable route to
the top of even the most obscure and diffrcult crag.
They see opportunities long before the future has
come into focus for most of the rest of us. The devel-
oper's imperative is, "I build; therefore, I aml'

Many of us believe that optimism is one of the
necessary ingredients for success in the development
business. It is important to be positive about the
market when talking to anyone about a proposed
development project. Can you imagine a developer
telling his lender nothing but bad news about a pro-
posed project and its prospects for success? Devel-
opers must be eflective salesmen, and the best sales
strategy is to emphasize the good points and hide
the bad points, right?

Wrong. As important as optimism is to devel-
opers, it can be one of the most likely causes of their
failure. Combine optimism with someone else's
money, and you have the ingredients for a potential
business disaster. The recent failure of many of the
savings and loan institution-financed real estate
projects is a good example. Optimistic developers,
skilled at selling development projects, teamed up
with the S&L money machine in a classic case of
"skilled incompetencei' Despite the best of inten-
tions of many of the players, the projects had disas-
trous, unplanned outcomes.

Developer's Disease
In my years of experience as a consultant, I fre-
quently have encountered a phrase that character-
izes the "skilled incompetence' of some developers.
The phrase is "developer's diseasej'and it reflects a
developer's inability to look objectively at market
and financial facts and act on those facts accord-
ingly. A developer with developer's disease tlpically
brushes aside any information that suggests his pro-
posed project may not work and then uninten-
tionally covers up the fact that the information even
exists.

What is really behind this malady called "devel-
oper's disease?" Several researchers, including Chris
Argyris, a Harvard University professor, have dem-
onstrated that human beings are not very good
learners, especially when they are dealing with
threatening situations.r Research has shown that,
when faced with difficult issues, people protect
themselves from threat by applying action strategies
that involve:
r Iooking for evidence to support their views
r ignoring evidence that indicates they may be

1!TOng

Daoid C, Bambergcr is an independent consultdnt uith a
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TABLE 2

Income Approach Model Results: Zero Intercept

()ther Explanatori
\hriables

Coefficient
(t lhlue)

-{ge at
Sale Timc

l) rplained
h1 llegression

S1:rndard Error
of Estimation

DEVELOPEB'S
DISEASE
CAN BE
HAZARDOUS
TO YOUR
HEALTH

7.99
(88.4)

8.I2
(85.4)

8.32
(86.8)

12.63
( 102.8)

99.6%

99.6

99.6

99.7

1,041

1,077

1,060

896

Gross income

Gross rent

Effective gross income

Net operating income

Each of the regressions described in this article was
examined for potential non-linearities and other sta-
tistical problems that would tend to render the re-
gression results statistically unreliable. All of the
regression results proved to be statistically reliable.

The regression results for the first four principal
variables in Table 2-gross income, gross rent, effec-
tive gross income and net operating income-related
to value indicators that typically would be used in
the income capitalization approach to valuation.

The first line of the table presents the results of
selling price regressed against gross income. None of
the other independent variables appeared, in any
combination, at a significant level. Well over 99% of
the variation in the data was explained by this sim-
ple regression. Most importantly, since none of the

other variables appeared at a statistically signifi-
cant level, we concluded that the simple, directly
proportional model that related selling price and
gross income through a gross income multiplier was
an entirely representative and valid approach to val-
uation based on this data set.

The next three lines in the table illustrate the
results for three other regressions based on gross
rent, effective gross income and net operating in-
come. The results of these regressions were almost
identical to the results of the first. Thus, taken as a
whole, the income multiplier approach, in whatever
form, appeared to be a valid technique for value
estimation. In fact, for this data set, there was no
important difference among the four income multi-
plier techniques.

A deueloper's inability to achnowledge ba.d
neus about a project can lead to business
disaster.

by David C. Bamberger TABLE 3

Comparable Sales Approach Results: Zero Intercept

Principal Explanatory Variable
Other Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient
(t Value)

62,160
(35.1)

60,500
(40.1)

55,200
(38.8)

55,600
(2e.e)

13,380
(24.7)

13,500
(2e.8)

31,680
(20.3)

32,700
(24.9)

Age at
Sale

- 12,594
( 5.e)

- 9,286
( 3.1)

- r 1,790
( 8.4)

Explained
by Regression

Standard Error
of Estimation

Increase in
Stsndard Error

IhYelling unils

Totnl roonls

Total bedrooms

- 4,378
( 4.2)

4,789
(2.2)

6,877
(6.3)

4,955
(3.4)

98.9%

98.2

98.8

96.9

97.9

96.8

97.0

95.6

1,830

2,27?

1,899

8,037

2,6? 4

3,042

3,089

3,622

2{%

60%

Itt';
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Table 3 includes regression models based on
value indicators commonly associated with the
comparable sales approach to valuation. These re-
gressions provided some interesting results. For ex-
ample, in the first regression shown, dwelling units
(DU) proved, not surprisingly, to be the most impor-
tant explanatory variable. However, both age at sale
(AGE) and time (T) also had statistically significant
I values and therefore played a statistically impor-
tant, albeit small, role in the model. Thus, it ap-
peared that the number of dwelling units was a good
indicator of value (based on the second regression),
even as a directly proportional unadjusted indicator.
The same could be said for the other physical
indicators-area. rooms and bedrooms-but not to
the same degree.

The standard error of the regression on dwelling
units alone was 24q. greater than the standard error
of the regression including time and age. The other
increases in standard error were 607. for area, 187r
for rooms and 17% for bedrooms. For all four regres-
sions, these findings indicated a larger prediction
error when the age and time variables were not
used. A 17%, 187. or even 24q. error could be ad-
justed for; a 60% higher prediction error was too
high to be accepted graciously or adjusted for Thus,
the use of net rentable area, based on these data,
could not be recommended. Further, adjustments for
time and age at sale should be utilized in order to
decrease error.

A final and very important conclusion was drawn
by comparing the standard errors of estimate for the
regressions in Thble 2 and the regressions in Table 3.
The standard errors for the sales cornparison ap-
proach indicators, taken in their directly proportional
form, ranged from 2,277 to 3,622 (Thble 3), while
those associated with the income capitalization ap-
proach ranged from 896 to 1,077 (Thble 2). Thus, the
indicators for the comparable sales approach had
about two to three times the prediction eror of the
indicators for the income approach. This led us to the
conclusion that, a priori, the income approach indica-
tors provided value estimates that were considerably
superior to those of the comparable sales approach.
This result is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Expense Model Tbsts
The simple direct proportionality models described
above are often used to obtain valuation conclusions.
Direct proportionality models are used to model ex-
penses in the income approach to valuation. Specifi-
cally, expenses are estimated as a percentage of
effective gross income, gross income or as an amount
per dwelling unit; sometimes, they are estimated as
an amount per room, bedroom or square foot.

We used simple regression analysis on our
database ari a means of analyzing and comparing
these methods of expense estimation. The anal-
ysis proceeded in much the same way as described
above and yielded similar results. Expense was re-
gressed against a sequence of principal explanatory
variables together with age at sale and time, The
intercept in the regressions was never significant,
indicating that directly proportional models were

FIGURE 1

Standard Error in Sales Price Prediction
Using Alternative Predictors

TABLE 2

Mean Scores by Underwriter Job Category

14,000

13,600

13,000

42,500

E r2,ooo

11,500

1r,000

!500

l0

I
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Tlpe of Factor

Years of experience

losn factors
Amount of losn
Amortization schedule
Interest mte on loen
Term of loan

Bormwer fsctors
Liquid assets of borrower
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meaningful; thus, further regressions were forced to
have a zero intercept.

Not surprisingly, time entered the regressions
on physical indicators at a singificant level, but it
was not signif-rcant for the income indicators. Age
appeared at a significant level with the income indi-
cators, but it was not significant for the physical
indicators. However, the time (T) and age at sale
(AGE) variables had relatively low impact. The exis-
tence of these variables in the regression indicated
that appropriate adjustments should be made to the
directly proportional models in order to reduce the
prediction error increases that would otherwise oc-
cur These increases can be seen in the f-rnal column
of Table 4, along with the other regression results.

Table 4 also furnishes expected conclusions con-
cerning the relative potential errors among the
physical models and the income percentage models.
First, the standard error of the regression for the
simple, direct proportionality expense model based
on dwelling units was much smaller than that for
the rooms, area and bedroom models. Stated another
way, these latter three models have standard errors
which are 631c, 54% and 967r higher Thus, among
the physical expense models, it appears that expense
per dwelling unit is superior.

Only two income models were considered, with
the gross income regression carrying a 6% higher
prediction error. This is hardly enough difference to
make comfortable generalities, but the result does
not difler from expectations. Thus, we should con-
tinue to favor the model based on effective gross
income, since it corresponds most closely with expe-
rience and theory.

92
.28

.04

.05

.02

.01

* Tun had an "othzr" job classifitation, and three uere nat inrluded

The divergence of scores may be the result of
influences other than underwriters' experience or
job classification. Underwriters in this insurance
company are assigned to evaluate loans for proper-
ties within certain regions of the country. Since real
estate market conditions vary across the country,
the variables that may be important for an under-
writer's particular loan evaluation may vary accord-
ingly. The diversity of scores also may be the result
of differences in the personal experiences of under-
writ€rs with different t)?es of property. An experi-
enced underwriter from this department stated that
these disparities were not at all surprising.

Summary
Thirty-six real estate loan underwriters at a large
insurance company participated in a study to deter-
mine the importance of 19 variables in the commer-
cial real estate underwriting process. Four of the
seven lariables most heavily weighted by underwri-
t€rs were property-specific factors, which reflect the
importance of a property's characteristics when a
commercial loan is structured without recourse. The
overall market variables category was heavily
weighted, which may reflect underwriters' response
to cyclic real estate markets and the need to diver-
sify mortgages from seemingly hot markets.

NOTES
l. Bsiley, C. D. Does skill at commercral lending improve with

expeience? The Journal of Commercial Banh lcnding (March,
1984) pp. 38-45.

2. Cowen, S- S. and Page, A. L. A note on the use of s€lected
nonlinancral ratio llariables to predict small-businese loan per-
formsnce. Dec,sion Scrences, vol. 13 (19E2) pp. 82-87.

3. Einhorn, H. Expert judghedt: Some necessary conditions and
an example. Joumal of Appli.ed Psyhology, vol.59 119741 pp
562-571.

4. Miller, T. C. Cledit clsssilication system for real estate loans.
The Journal of Comnerial Banh lcnding (May, 1984) pp l-8.
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rience. Saloman Brcthers Bond Morhet Reseorch-Real Eslale
(Ma!ch, 1990).
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Given that the insurance industry is experienc-
ing problems with real estate loans along with the
banking and thrift industries, assessment of the
creditworthiness of loan applicants deserves close
scrutiny to protect the U.S. economy from further
deleterious shocks. One suggestion for extending re-
search in this area is a study that constructs a pre-
diction model for loan default using data supplied by
the same insurance company surveyed here. The
analysis may compare the factors underwriters
think are important in evaluating real estate Ioans
and the factors that predict loan defaull.



agreements are structured without recourse, which
means the lender cannot require any assets other
than property from the borrower in foreclosure.
Thus, the borrower's hnancial condition is much less
important than that of the property used to secure
the loan.

Loan Amount
The most important of the 19 variables was the
amount of the loan (4.36). Four of the seven factors
that received at least a 4 rating were property fac-
tors. The only two variables to receive a mean rating
of less than 3.00 were total assets of the borrower
(2.75) and the personal liability of the borrower
(2.17). These results were not surprising considering
that most loans are structured without recourse.

Underwriter Experience
Table l also correlates each individual variable and
each variable group with the years of experience of
the underwriter. The average for the study respon-
dents was 6.2 years of experience (standard devia-
tion of 3.6 years) with a range of one to 18 years. A
relationship between experience and factor ratings
suggests that less experienced underwriters may
need training to model their assessments more in
keeping with those of experienced underwriters
since expertise has been defined as a convergence of
opinion with other experts.3 Of the four groups, the
property factors category had the largest correlation

coeffrcient (-.32), which suggests that more experi-
enced underwriters provided less weight to variables
in this group than did less experienced underwri-
ters. In addition, more experienced underwriters
provided Iess weight to the personal liability of the
borrower and the amortization schedule than did
less experienced underwriters. More experienced un-
derwriters seemed to focus more on the term of the
Ioan and the borrower classification.

Under*'riter Job Category
Table 2 breaks down the mean scores for variables
by three job categories of the underwriters (€ntry
level underwriter. midJevel underwriter and senior
underwriter). These job categories reflect the experi-
ence and competence of the underwriter as shown by
the average years of experience for each classifrca-
tion: 3.3 years for entry level, 5.5 years for mid-level,
and 9.2 years for senior underwriter. A one-way AN-
OVA was run for each factor and factor grouping. At
a signifrcance level of p< = .65, only the amount of
the loan and the loan-to-value ratio were signifi-
cantly different among the underwriter job catego-
ries. The entry level underwriters rated the amount
of the loan much lower (3.67) than the other two
types of underwriters did (4.70 for mid-level and
4.67 for senior underwriters). The mid-level under-
writ€rs rated the loan-to-ralue ratio higher (4.60)
than other underwriters (3.83 for mid-level and 3.67
for senior underwriters).

TABLE 4

Expense Regression Summary: Zero Intercept

Principal Explanatory Variable
Other Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient
(t Value)

Age at
Sale

D*elling units

Standard Error
of Estimation

Increase in
Standard ErrorTime

Total rooms

Totsl N.R.A.

Totsl b€drooms

Gross income

Effective gtoss income

2,361
( 37.6)
2,5t3
(4e.4)

505
(23.6)

561
( 30. 1)
2.05

(28.8)
2.31

(31.e)
I,192
(1e.8)
1,355
(24.8)
30.6%

(37.e)
32.8.i

(3e.5)
32.1"4

(40.7)
34.zei

(41.8)

17,869
(3.35)

37,l9 7
( 4.00 )

30,463
(3.7e)

34.055
( 5.21 )

66,035

76,789

r03,318

124,891

85.442

117,906

121,936

150,218

74,522

95,835

69,591

90,494

- 12,543
(4.5 )

- 12,053
( - 4.6)

l6%

2rv.

38""

23%

30""

TABLE I
Commercial Real Estate [oan Underwriting Factors

Mean
(n = 36)

Standard
Deviation\'pe of Factor

[,osn factors
Amount of loan
Amortization schedule
Interest rat€ on loon
Term of loan

Borrower factors
Liquid ass€ts of borrower
Net worth of borrower
Borrower classifi cstion
Total assets of borrower
Personal liability of borrower

Property factors
Microlocation
Ioan to value retio
[pe of property
Pertent leased
I-ease rollover
Contmct debt service coverage ratio
Losn p€r squsre foot

Msrket factorf,
Economic debt service coverage ratio
Macrolocation
Market vacancy

Experience

Finally, the standard error for the expected
gross income (EGI), model is 187c higher than the
standard error for the dwelling unit (DU) model.
This indicates that expenses are probably better pre-
dicted on a per dwelling unit basis rather than as a
percentage of income.

r Among the inrome multiplter mo&ls, the net in-
come multiplier (UOAR) proved to be superior to
the EGIM, GIM and GRM in terms of prediction
error, but this superiority was not great. These
multipliers appeared to need no adjustments for
the time, age at sale or number of units in the
complex; so all were valid in their simple, directly
proportional form.

r The per unit multipliers associated with the sales
approach to valuation were valid for the most part
in their directly proportional form, but they could
be adjusted for time and age at sale to reduce
modeling (prediction) error. Dwelling units were
the superior predictor, with total bedrooms and
total rooms close behind. The total net rentable
area had too high a standard error to be an ade-
quate predictor.

t The income multiplier models generally were su-
perbr to the per unit multipliers by a factor of
more than 2. Thus, it appeared that the income
approach results should be favored, a priori, over
the sales comparison approach results.

r All of the directly proportional expense models
proved to be adequate, although all could benefit
from adjustments for either time or age at sale to
Iower their prediction error. Estimation of expense
based on effective gross income had a slightly
lower prediction error than estimation as a per-
centage of gross income. However, estimation
based on dwelling units had the smallest estima-
tion error and, therefore, was the superior estima-
tion method for this dataset.

None of the statistical results was surprising,
and all generally supported the adequacy ofthe sim-
ple, directly proportional models that are commonly
used by real estate professionals for raluation. These
results probably generalize to larger, multifamily
complexes under professional management.

NOTES
1. The OAR is equivalently and more conveniently represented ss

a net income multiplier, and it is prop€rly grouped with other
income multipliers.

2. Most of these models are applicable only to properties in $.hich
operations haee been stabilized, although they still have
usefulness as rules of thumb. When used as rules of thumb,
these simple models require careful applicstion due to compa-
rability problems.

3. Their very simplicity is appealing in the extreme. It is difficult
to imagine real estate professionals functioning without an-
swering Buch questions as "what is the cap ratel'

4. All nominal dollar data were converted to constdn, 1988 dol-
lars based on the U.S. All-Urban Consumer Price lndex.

5, Many more regressions were run than are reported here. For
purpos€s of brevity, this exposition does not deal *'ith the
many relationships that did not pro\'e to be significant.
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2-5
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2-6
2-4

2.20 - 4.00
2-5
2-5
2-5
l-4
l-3

2.43 - 6.00
2-6
l-6
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
l-6
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2-6
3-5
2-5

.00

.08

-.58*{'
-.08

-.05
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-.15

.29

-.ll
_.25

-.32*
-,2?
-.26
-.09
-.33*
-.07
-.t7
-.27
-.10

.12

-.07
-.17

r
3.59
4.36
3.64

3.14

3.24
4.00
3.78
3.50
2.?5
2.t7
3.91
4.ll
4.06
4.03
4.00
3.92
3.64
3.63

3.84
4.03
3.83
3.67

.48
1.02
.80
.72
.59

.46

.79

.72

.70

.65

.bD

.44

.75

.89

.81

.59

.84

.80

.91

.46

.70

.77

.63
* p'.01*'p..os
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VALUATION Of
A PBOPERTY
Mf,NAGEMENT
COMPANY TOR
ACQUISITION

In addition to quantitatiue tneasures,
factors such as the retention of existing
o.ccounts and the presenntion of their
growth potential are hey to determining
the market wlue of a management firm.

by Richard C. Shepard, CRE

f he purpose of the counseling engagement re-

I ported here was to provide guidelines and com-

- parables from actual transactions that would
assist and provide direction to a client'.s determina-
tion of the market value of a property management
company. Efforts first concentrated on obtaining in-
terviews with real estate executives who most likely
would have addressed this topic or would have actual
comparables, coupled with followup of references
and sources uncovered through the interview pro-
cess. The same sources and contacts logically ex-
panded the scope ofthe interviews to incorporate the
larger context of the subject, including not only
value and pricing, with comparables in several in-
stances, but also the structure of the transaction
and other relevant factors that affect the acquisition
or sale of a property management company. While
the client relationship and the confidentiality owed
the interviewees prevent disclosure of specific com-
parables, the client for this study graciously has al-
lowed the author to share the study's underlying
trends, general guidelines, conclusions and observa-
tions with industry professionals.

The Survey
The survey took place during early 1991. More than
60 real estate executives located throughout the con-
tinental United States participated. Each was con-
tacted personally and interviewed by telephone.
While the interviews focused on standard areas of
inquiry, they encouraged free-fl owing conversation
to inhibit the interviewees the }east and allow them
to respond to and explore their agenda for the topic.
Executives were eager to participate in the study
because of the current interest in the topic in these
times ofdramatic change in the real estate industry.

Other Resources
The author reviewed a 1988 research report of a

study for the IREM Foundation by Dr Shannon P
Pratt of Willamette Management Associates, Inc.,
entitled Valaing a Property Management Company.
This study's target mirrors that of this engagement.
The Willamette study was comprehensive, had a sig-
nificant response to its initial questionnaire, applied
recognized and accepted statistical methods of anal-
ysis to a surprisingly large sample of comparable
transactions and collected and analyzed the data by
a competent team.

While the report was published in early 1988,
the period for which transactions were analyzed
extended over the previous five years. Some of the
numerical factors used in the study character-
istically change with time, and they have changed
dramatically in today's volatile real estate environ-
ment. The author therefore believes current use of

Richard C. Shepard, CRE, is principal and founder of Real
Estate Strategies and Adl,isorf Seruices, St. I-t'uis. Prior to
ente nE real pstale counselng. Shepard uas o senior execu-
liLp in o mukicitf ftal eslale deL\llopnent (rnd asset man'
ogement firn for 21 lears. eight ds ils president and CEA
He holds an engircertng degree fron Washington UniLer-
sit)- and an MBA from St- Iauis UniLersil!.

to participate in this study manages a multibillion
dollar portfolio of commercial real estate loans. Like
loan underwriters in other institutions, the under-
writers in this department incorporate all important
facts and analyses about a commercial real estate
loan onto a loan information sheet. If an underwri-
ter believes that a proposed transaction meets crite-
ria for a good mortgage, he presents the loan
information sheet to a loan approval cornmittee
which decides whether to grant credit. The under-
writer is held accountable for the completeness and
accuracy of all the facts and analyses included on
the loan information sheet.

The loan information sheet as well as interviews
with underwriters were employed here to identify 19

specifrc variables used by the underwriters to evalu-
ate a real estate loan. The 19 factors were grouped
into four categories (loan, borrower, property and
market) which correspond to classifications em-
ployed in other studies of grouped loan variables.2 a s

Although this study focused on individual factors, it
also determined the importance of group factors.

Defi nitions Of Variables
Several variables had meanings that may not be
obvious. For example, among the Ioan variables,
when the amortization schedule was longer than the
term of the loan, a balloon payment was set at the
end of the term. The amortization period typically
ranged from five to 30 years and could be an
interest-only schedule. The amount of the loan was
used to measure the magnitude of the commitment
by the insurance company. The interest rate com-
bined with other loan variables determined the pay-
ment amount that must be supported by cash flow
from the property.

The property category contained the largest
number of variables since, in essence, the actual or
potential cash flow generated from commercial prop-
erty creates value and is the source for mortgage
payments. The property t,?e variable included a de-
tailed description of the property that suPported the
mortgage loan, for example, hotel, department store,
apartment, medical offrce, etc. The loan per square
foot variable allowed the underwriter to compare
properties of different size. The lease rollover vari-
able indicated the percentage of the square footage
that would be subject to lease expiration in a partic-
ular year; it provided a clue to the effect on cash flow
from the property and the ability of the borrower to
meet mortgage payments ifleases were not renewed.
The micro-location variable was an assessment of
the specific neighborhood in which the ProPerty was
located and of the uses of surrounding properties
The loan-to-value ratio compared the loan amount to
the appraised value of the property and measured
the risk of borrower default; presumably, the smaller
Ioan-to-value ratio, the less chance of default by the
borrower. The contract debt service coverage ratio
indicated how many times the yearly principal and
interest payments could be paid by the yearly net
operating cash flow from the property.

The personal liability of the borrower for the
mortgage ranged from O1 lo L001c and affected the
overall riskiness of the loan. The borower classifica-
tion variable used codes to specify the nature of the
borrower, namely: individual borrower, corPoration,
partnership, joint venture, etc. The total assets, net
worth and liquid assets of the borrower were rele-
vant if the borrower was assuming any personal lia-
bility on the loan (as with recourse Ioan).

The real estate market group of variables in-
cluded factors that were not specihc to a particular
piece of property. The macro-location variable was a
broad assessment of the region of the country in
which the property was located. The metropolitan
statistical area reflected forces that could affect the
value ofthe property, such as the real estate market
downturn in Boston. The economic debt service cov-
erage was similar to the contract debt service cover-
age variable except that the economic debt service
coverage variable used current rental and vacancy
rates in the market area to calculate the possible
cash flow from the property. Market vacancy was a
measure of the vacancy percentage of similar prop-
erties in the area and attempted to capture aspects
of the overall market in which the property was
Iocated.

The respondents were asked to list other factors
that might be important in evaluating a loan. Sev-
eral mentioned that the credit or frnancial strength
of tenants should be an underwriting factor. One
underwriter stated that the loan amount in relation
to reproduction cost should be examined. Another
underwriter declared that the attitudes and recent
actions of the loan approval committee should be
taken into account. However, none of the additional
factors was mentioned frequently enough to be
significant.

The Results
Questionnaires were sent to 40 members of the un-
derwriting department of the insurance company;
36 $0?a) were returned. In the questionnaire re-
spondents were asked to complete the following sen-
tence: "This factor is 

- 

important when I
underwrite a real estate loan," with responses
numbered as follows: 1=not; 2 = slightly;
3: moderately; 4: very; and 5: extremely. The
scores for each factor in each category were summed
across all respondents and divided by the number of
factors in that category to provide an overall cate-
gory score. The most important category was the
property factors group (3.91) followed by market fac-
tors (3.84), loan factors (3.59) and borrower factors
(3.24). Table l presents the descriptive statistics re-
garding the 19 variables and the four variable cate-
gories (loan, borrower, property and market factors).

Borrower Category
The lack of importance of the borrower category may
be related to the structure of the mortgages. Mort-
gages usually are structured so the lender can fore-
close on default; therefore, the lender's primary
concern centers on the property's sustained value
and its ability to generate rents. In fact, most loan
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COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTf,TE
LOf,N
EVALUATION
IN THE
INSURANCE
INDUSTRY

Underuriters in one insurance company
weigh wriables related to property and
real estate market more highly than other
factors when ernluating loon applications.

by Daniel M. Norris

The outhor uauld lihe lo eapress his apprecialion to BeckJ Bolen
and Marh Nelson for lheir in$luable assistonce uith this stud!.

f, anks and thrift associations are not the only
!f institutions that provide commercial mort-
U eug"" in this countiy. The life insurance indus-
try holds slightly more than 251c of all outstanding
commercial mortgages, and its total mortgage hold-
ings exceed $231 billion, according to Federal Re-
serve statistics.r, Within the life insurance industry,
mortgage holdings are concentrated among 30 to 40
life insurance companies.

The commercial mortgage problem in the life
insurance industry first became evident in 1986,
when delinquencies and foreclosures rose for the
first time since the mid-1970s' recession. There was
a 1,5007 increase in the proportion of holdings of
large life insurance companies that constituted com-
mercial loan foreclosures during the 1980s.5 Reflect-
ing a continuing problem, the proportion of
outstanding commercial loan balances classified as
either delinquent or in the process of foreclosure has
increased more than fourfold.r' These and similarly
alarming ligures have fueled a concern in recent
years over the financial soundness of the insurance
companies that count commercial real estate mort-
gages as a significant portion of their assets. The
increase in foreclosures and commercial loan delin-
quencies has put intense pressure on the profits and
long-term viability ofthe life insurance industry. As
a result, Iife insurance companies like banks and
thrifts, are facing significant asset-quality chal-
lenges in the first half of this decade.

One way of averting commercial loan Iosses is by
effectively screening loan applicants to assess cred-
itworthiness. To the extent that loan losses are cor-
related with specific property and applicant factors
that are detectable before loan approval, an effective
screening process may reduce commercial loan
losses. Alternatively. the screening process may
identify applicants who should be charged a higher
interest rate or given stricter loan terms to compen-
sate the lender for assuming a higher risk of loan
default. Ideally, such a screening process would be
mechanized to reduce loan approval costs and en-
sure consistent application. However, loan olficers
never will completely bypass the need for making
subjective judgments concerning the probability
that a Ioan will be repaid.l

The purpose of the study reported in this article
was to determine ho\a, important certain variables
were to underwriters who evaluated and approved
(underwrote) commercial real estate loans in one
Iarge insurance company. The results may help
guide other commercial real estate mortgage pro-
viders in the development of a loan approval model
by identifying variables that may be used to screen
Ioan applicants' creditworthiness.

The Study
The commercial real estate loan underwriting de-
partment of a large insurance company that agreed

Doniel jr. liorris is an assoai4te professor of accountinE at
loua Stole Unioersit!. He teacfus ond conducts research in
the atcountinE in[ornalinn s]st.ms drco.

the numerical aspects of the Williamette study could
lead to overvaluing.

The Williamette study sample was weighted
away from the office, industrial and retail categories
of property management and biased toward residen-
tial management. The survey transactions involved
many small companies, combined with a sprinkling
of very large companies, some of which were pUblic.

In this counselor's opinion, the generalizations
and observations of the IREM-sponsored study, some
of which could be logically concluded or confirmed,
may be of greater importance than its numerical or
mathematical approaches or conclusions. This au-
thor agrees with much of Willamette's research re-
port and does not fault its methodology. Although
the survey appears to be biased toward smaller resi-
dential property management, some of the report's
information and conclusions have been reinforced by
this more recent survey and the input it generated.
However, this counselor is concerned about current
application of any such study, his included, without
paying close attention to the thought processes and
intuitive judgment that a businessman must com-
mit to the valuation process before he can apply any
study results to his own business. Willamette's
study necessarily focuses on a mathematically quan-
titative approach to valuation and, thus, on those
factors most likely to affect the math. Other more
subjective factors also affect the value of a property
management business to an acquiring firm or to the
owners of the frrm that is being acquired in a trans-
action. Willametteb study suggests and alludes to
the factors in several parts of its report.

Survey Results On Valuing A Property
Management Folio
Several trends and directions emerged from the sur-
vey of real estate executives. The most frequently
suggested quantitative approaches were:
r Multiples of current gross revenue or, preferably,

current net income, the latter suggesting a cap-
italization rate applied to the current net income
after some reasonable adjustments, for examplq
altering owner compensation to an amount that
would be normal for the position he fulfilted.

r To a much lesser extent, the present worth of an
anticipated income stream which requires a dis-
counted cash flow analysis using a projection of
the net income from current accounts or opera-
tions that have been extrapolated into the future.

Multiples of (or capitalization rates applied tot
net income were the preferred route used by experi
enced real estate executives because this approach
directly addresses the bottomline. Some inter-
viewees argued for a multiple of gross revenue,
which would make sense when used in a folio of
many small management transactions or when rea-
sonable assumptions could be made about eventual
profitability. This method may very well be the case
for residential property management. Frankly, this
counselor feels that the multiples of gross revenue
approach tends to inflate value or price to the advan-
tage of the seller.

Larger more sophisticated firms seemed to favor
a multiple of earnings, i.e., net income, while
smaller firms accepted a multiple of gross revenues.
The present worth or discounted value of an antici-
pated income stream resulting from a discounted
cash flow analysis appealed more to those executives
whose backgrounds were closely allied with ap-
praisal or accounting, and, in my opinion, has value
more as a cross-check or as a sales tool. As those in
commercial real estate should know, assumptions re-
garding projections can sigrrificantly affect the value
of a projected income stream.

Any quantitative approach, even though mathe-
matically derived through discount factors, capital-
ization rates or multipliers, recognized the short-
term nature of property management contracts,
their cancellability and their reliance to the present
professional staff. Potential retention of clients and
professionals, as well as the caliber of the property
management contracts, became paramount. Thus,
these influential factors, and the means of evaluat-
ing them, became just as important as any quantita-
tive approach to the valuation.

Over the past few years, the numerical multiples
applied to gross revenue or net income have de-
clined, and the percentage discounts applied to fu-
ture anticipated income streams have increased. In
either case, the value of the property management
company or its portfolio of service contracts has de-
clined. These trends reflect increased uncertainty
and competition which have reduced the values of
property management portfolios as viewed by pro-
spective buyers. More firms, especially development
firms, have aggressively entered the property man-
agement competition. Many will likely fail in their
efforts, with the odds far worse for those merchant
builders who have not managed a portfolio and bet-
ter for those who have managed for third parties.
However, nothing prevents Iirms from undercutting
competition, not just in management fees but in
what is provided in return for those fees. Property
managers increasingly face competition from
owners, primarily institutions that have formed
their own property management subsidiaries, over
one of the few remaining areas of income in the
current real estate environment. Other owners are
skimping on property management in these trying
times to conserve outflows on already distressed
property. Some banks, for example, are trying to
manage their REO with their own personnel rather
than use professional property managers as they
have in the past.

The preference for applying a multiplier to net
income accompanied a preference for using net in-
come before taxes, rather than after taxes, and in
some cases a real or perceived lack of a difference
between the two at least by some executives. They
saw income taxes as an exposure that differs depend-
ing not only on profitability but also on tax strategy,
depreciation, interest exposure, etc. Some executives
said that the multiplier is the same or at least simi-
lar in either case, that it makes no difference.
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Whether right or wrong, perception can become
reality.

Recognizing the Willamette study, but relying
on this personal contact survey for more recent and
comparable insight, the author has come to the con-
clusion that the multiplier, applied to net income to
determine value, declined from a range of three to
six times net income, only four to six years ago in
the hectic and active acquisition days when the gi-
ants tried to get bigger at any costs, to a more recent
range of one to three times net income. Some execu-
tives even felt that a multiplier of 1.0 is tops, be-
cause of the short-term nature of property
management contracts, their 30-day cancellation
clauses, the turbulence of the industry and the ap-
parent fickleness of some current clients compared
to clients of the past. Yet a few other executives,
including one who claimed to be in an acquisition
mode, still believe in higher multiples. Some of the
variance in opinion among executives may relate to
the viability and potential ofthe markets they serve.

These dramatic changes have led to a divergence
in the assessment of value between buyers and
sellers and frequent failure to reach agreement ex-
cept when either or both buyer and seller have a
unique motivation that affects their view of price.
For example, a seller may be facing financial diffr-
culties, divorce, estate settlement, health problems,
burnout or have a sincere desire to retire. A buyer
may see a particular synergy, an economy of scale, a
special fit with his vision of the business, an entry
into a desired market or a means of acquiring key
accounts and-/or professional staff. Such unique mo-
tivations can drive or fuel a transaction and
heighten the need for a negotiator to put himself in
the other person's shoes.

Factors And Concerns Tb Consider
In buying a property management firm, agreement
on a normalized pro-forma helps clear the air and
move negotiations ahead. This focus then brings us
full circle to the other factors that significantly de-
termine value.

The most influential factor is the retention of
the existing property management accounts and the
preservation of their gro*'th potential or protection
against any likely loss or shrinkage. Some existing
accounts may move solely because of the transaction
itself and the changes the client perceives; or the
owner may use the opportunity to rebid contracts
among existing accounts, expecially in these cost-
conscious times. An ownership transaction regard-
ing the property management company or the prop-
erty itself may create an unanticipated exposure, In
valuing a property management income stream and
the likelihood it will continue, a helpful exercise is
to review the probable continuity of income by ac-
count and category.

Directly related to this retention of accounts are
the management contracts themselves. Unfor-
tunately, in most cases, the contracts are short-term,
frequently one to three years, and have cancellation

provisions as short as 30 days. Others flag owner-
ship change by either party as reason for recon-
sideration of the contracts' terms. Related then are
the longevity of the accounts with a specific client
and the diversity of the firm's clients.

At the heart of this retention are client relation-
ships. Property management is very much a rela-
tionship- and people-oriented business. High on the
list of management assets are the caliber and mo-
tivation of the employees, the ability to retain em-
ployees key to the business and the relationships
upon which success depends. Property management
is people intensive.

The chemistry or fit of the to-be-acquired busi-
ness with the present business often can be the final
decision-maker. Will the new business conflict with
or complement the existing one? Does it add to or
detract from the existing business? Will each busi-
ness enhance the volume and profrtability of the
other? Will the needed key people in both businesses
fit well together?

Potential buyers should look for the ability to
generate other earnings, for example, thmugh com-
missions, tenant improvements and construction man-
agement fees or to capitalize on t€nant and owner
relationships and the future work they can provide.
Property management can put an executive team
in the middleman slot in closest communications
between investors and tenants. Interestingly, most
profitable real estate operations require serving
both customers, meeting their needs and enhancing
their profrtability and success. Developers have his-
torically thought of development as creating prop-
erty management, and many have treated property
management as a step-child or a necessary evil-
When demand closes the gap on supply, good prop-
erty management and its excellent client communi-
cations lead to development opportunities.

The location of the firm's business is a factor
that relates not only to the growth potential of the
area, its economy and the competition but also to
the assimilation of the new business. Competition in
the firm's markets should be evaluated. The size of
the frrm is important as it relates to the ability to
assimilate or digest the acquisition and the result-
ing potential economies of scale.

The accounting and reporting systems of the
firm are other relevant considerations. In reviewing
accounting data, buyers should look for any over-
head costs that can be reduced, for example, signih-
cant travel and entertainment expenses that may be
viewed as appropriate or tax effrcient for present
owners but would be unnecessary and wasteful in
the new environment. These savings may take time
to achieve tactfully.

The nature and diversity of the ownership and
firnancing of the property that is managed affect the
valuation and related decisions.

The character of the f-rrm that is being acquired
or valued relative to its pursuit of and involvement
in other related businesses is a positive or negative

the role played by state and local credit agencies,
pension funds, REITs and other specialized finance
companies including credit companies may emerge
as more important lenders. These less regulated in-
stitutions have the flexibility that banks and sav-
ings institutions lack. Their roles largely will be
determined by the prospective yields available on
mortgage debt used to finance multi-family residen-
tial properties.

When all these forces are considered, it appears
that a major structural change has occurred. The
prospect of another debt-financed boom is unlikely.

Conclusions
Clearly, if new construction continues to abate, not-
withstanding a slowdown in demand, a major win-
dow of opportunity for multi-family property
investment is at hand. The capital-driven invest-
ment environment prevalent for much of the Iast
generation (going back to the REITs in the 1970s
followed by the syndicators, S&Ls and commercial
banks in the 1980s) lacked a braking mechanism;
inevitably, boom and bust cycles occurred. However,
given the new stricter capital requirements for both
S&Ls and commercial banks, coupled with more
stringent mortgage loan underwriting and the mass
exodus of the individual investor, multi-family prop-
erty investments are becoming attractive. More im-
portantly, a prolonged period of decreased
construction portends strong rates of increase for
rental rates and real NOI. Greater constraints
placed on new construction should, in time, restore
the financial attributes of real estate equities in pro-
viding both a hedge against inflation and stable,
high risk-adjusted rates of return.

The capital market contractions Iikely will have
a favorable impact on the ability of apartments to
generate real increases in NOI. However, one key to
uncovering superior long-term investments is to
identify the situations that have additional bamiers
(i.e., beyond the capital market forces), to future
competition. These constraints often take the form
of restrictions imposed by local municipalities with
an aversion to multi-family development (based on
slow/no-growth policies, a bias against high-
densities, "not in my backyard" thinking, or other
perceived self-interests which outweigh the incre-
mental tax revenue generated by the development).
Or they involve prohibitive land costs that preclude
multi-family property development. Communities
that substantially restrict new construction and/or
possess prohibitively high-priced land will create a

scarcity of supply that will be favorable to existing
properties and those few that are newly developed.

New construction, albeit on a much reduced
scale, nevertheless will occur in growing markets.
The key to achieving enhanced productivity and fa-
vorable increases in real NOI is to frnd those Io-
calities where the barriers to new construction are
high enough to keep demand and supply in equilib-
rium once the capital markets recover.
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The draconian impacts of this change also are
seen in the precipitous decline in annual real estate
limited partnership investment. From a high of ap-
proximately $10 billion in 1984, the market plum-
meted to approximately $0.6 billion in 1989.ro

Securities l,au And Staged Pay-lns
While there have been no substantive adverse
changes in the relevant securities law over the past
decade, a tremendous decline has occurred in the
financing of staged pay-in capital contributions.
This decline clearly is a function of individuals' re-
luctance to invest in real estate equities as well as
insurance companies' and banks' concerns about
falling real estate values.

I ru,u stmen t A lter naliue s
Very importantly, the recent performance of avail-
able investment alternatives, unlike the early 1980s,
makes many different types of investment oppor-
tunities attractive to the indiyidual investor. For in-
stance, for the five-year period ending in 1990:rt
r inflation averaged 4.17 per annum (an approxi-

male 60% reduction from a little less than a dec-
ade earlier);

r fixed-income securities, in large part reflecting a
decline in the inflation rate, averaged a total re-
turn of 10.87o; and

r despite the steep decline in October, 1987, stocks
averaged a total return of 13.29r per annum.

Individuals and institutions therefore have a
much broader array of apparently soundly perform-
ing investment alternatives.

Obviously, much of the luster of real estate eq-
uity investments has been effectively removed for
the individual investor because ofthe changes to the
tax codes; it is as if the interest income on municipal
bonds suddenly was declared to be no longer exempt
from federal taxation. While much of the slack in
individual investor demand has been taken up by
pension fund investment, the acquisitions made by
these institutional investors most often take the
form of Class A"/trophy properties. Such properties
represent only a small portion of the total apart-
ment market.

F\rture Capital Market Flows- Multi-Family
Mortgage Debt
Just as fundamental changes are having an impact
on real estate equity markets, major influences are
affecting the potential supply of mortgage debt for
multi-family residential properties. In considering
the future, recall that over the last 15 years, the
market share of multi-family residential mortgage
loans held by commercial banks increased, while
that held by the savings institutions, life insurance
companies and federal-related agencies as direct
lenders declined. Mortgage-backed securities be-
came a much more important source of funds, as did
funds provided by all other lenders.

What roles are these sources likely to play in the
future? Commercial banks, in order to rectify con-
cerns about their capital adequacy, are cutting back
on income-property lending. Thus, both commercial

and multi-family residential mortgage loans from
these lenders will be more difficult to obtain, while
those that are funded will be subject to much more
stringent underwriting than in the past.l2 Among
other outcomes, the fundings from commercial
banks also will be at lower loan-to-value ratios, ne-
cessitating added investor/borrower equity capital.

Savings institutions, in part because of major
capital deficiencies, will continue to decline in im-
portance as a source of multi-family residential
mortgage loans. New capital requirements, as a re-
sult of The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery
and Enforcement Act of 1989, not only limit what
may be included as capital but also generally re-
strict loans to one borrower to 15-25% of capital in
contrast to the former limit of 100%. Furthermore,
capital investments in real estate development sub-
sidiaries must be deducted from capital. This re-
quirement will significantly curtail the activities of
development joint ventures, including those that
otherq/ise would develop multi-family residential
properties.

Life insurance companies also are being influ-
enced by the deleterious circumstances affecting the
quality of income-property loans held by commercial
banks. During the last decade, these firms heavily
depended on funds raised through guaranteed in-
vestment contracts (GICs) for their investments in
commercial mortgage loans as well as their acquisi-
tions of non-investment grade, non-mortgage debt.
Whether GICs will continue to be so readily avail-
able is open to question. In any event, life insurance
companies will likely focus on refinancing existing
mortgage debt for much of the coming decade. A
major reversal of this industry's declining impor-
tance as a source of multi-family residential mort-
gage debt is therefore unlikely during the 1990s.

Table 1 illustrates the remarkable shift from di-
rect multi-family residential lending by federal and
related agencies to mortgage pools and trusts. Re-
cently, however, there has been much turbulence in
this sector of the market. Problems associated with
both the FHA $221(dX4) and $223(fl programs have
resulted in substantial reductions in the levels of
GNMA-guaranteed multi -fami Iy residential
mortgage-backed securities being issued. Major re-
ductions in multi-family residential mortgage fund-
ing by FHLMC also have occurred because of
defaults and other loan quality problems. Indeed, of
the federal and related agencies, only FNMA re-
mains a significant source of securitized mortgage
funds in the multi-family residential market, espe-
cially for larger properties. Moreover, its participa-
tion in the market place is associated with greater
underwriting stringencies, thereby reducing the
availability of capital.

The all-other-lender category in recent years has
been dominated by state and local credit agencies.
This role will lessen in the future because of the
virtual elimination of the potential for using tax-
exempt revenue bonds to finance multi-family
residential properties. While not likely to supplant

factor. For example, a profitable and cash-producing
tenant finish operation could be a real plus, while
the maintenance of a park indentured common area
or storm water retention pond on an unprofitable or
breakeven basis could be a negative.

The tlpe and size of the projects that are man-
aged, as well as their quality of maintenance and
condition, affect profitability, stability and ease of
assimilation.

The flrrm's reputation, not only the sometimes
nebulous goodwill factor but also its character, re-
spect, integrity, trust, community acceptance and
recognition, acknowledged expertise and perfor-
mance, prestige and credibility, play a role.

Not to be overlooked is an assessment of lia-
bilities, especially those contingent liabilities that
fail to show on a balance sheet. The buyer should
seek a satisfactory form of indemnification from the
seller regarding undisclosed or hidden liabilities.

Lastly, the status and condition of the firm's
physical plant - computers, word processors, tele-
phone system, other office equipment, leased or
owned premises, etc. must be determined.

Structuring The Ttansaction
The buyer should negotiate up to a maximum price
which has been derived on the basis of a low multi
ple of net income before taxes but after adjusting to
normal compensation for the owners active in the
business. The net income after taxes may be used as
a starting point and a basis that favors a lower price,
presuming the seller has tax exposure. Remember,
the buyer purchases current, not future, value.

The buyer should propose terms to help create
value for the seller as well as to ease financing ofthe
acquisition and provide monetary values tied to con-
tingencies related to the retention of accounts.
These contingencies will help maintain and possibly
create value for the buyer, too. Depending upon
where the price appears to be headed, this counselor
suggests resisting any substantial upfront cash
payment.

The balance due ideally should be payable over
several years, and it should be tied to retention of
existing accounts and their related volume. The
writer likes the approach of tying in retention
through a calculated percentage ofthe gross revenue
from existing account billings which is payable
monthly. This approach provides an excellent and
responsive incentive for the principals of the ac-
quired firm to retain their present accounts.

This counselor strongly suggests including in
the contract non-compete clauses for the present
owners in terms of geography, time-frame, clientele
and penalties. These clauses should be sufficiently
reasonable so they will not be perceived as enforce-
able deterrents. In judging reasonableness, the
sellers must be recognized as prior owners, not just
employees.

This author also suggests employment agree-
ments for the sellers and the key employees, if any,
that the buyer plans on retaining for a specific
length of time. This period of time is long enough at
least for the transition to take place or, with some
key executives, long enough to \.r'ean away their ac-
counts. Employment agreements may be difficult to
achieve with employees. These agreements are two-
sided and can restrict the buyer's flexibility, too.

Legal and accounting counsel should be em-
ployed to make certain that most, if not all, of the
purchase price is allocated in the purchase contract
to intangible assets that can be amortized as deduct-
ible expenses under federal income tax laws.

Obviously, these recommendations represent the
ideal, in this counselor's view Ideal structures may
not be practical routes for completing a transaction
in a way that best fulfills objectives. Thus, the rela-
tive importance of each factor and structural ideal
should be taken into account. Other factors that al-
ter a buyer's view or the view from the other side of
the negotiating table also should be considered. For
example, the buyer's plans for transition certainly
should be reflected in the transaction's structure. In
structuring and negotiating a purchase, the buyer
should recognize that it may be more economical to
pirate the key people and accounts rather than buy
out the owners. This thought may strengthen the
buyer's negotiating posture.

Summary
The process of valuing or acquiring a property man-
agement company provides an excellent example of
decision-making based upon the use of analy'tical
approaches that have been appropriately modified
by intuitive judgment founded upon experience. As
outlined, the valuation requires both analytically
derived input as well as intuitive judgmenk relating
to its application and the consideration of a host of
relevant factors, both tangible and intangible. Re-
tention of clients and professionals, as well as the
caliber of the management contracts, are major fac-
tors to be recognized.

Regardless of approach, market value of a prop-
erty management company, relative to its income
stream, has declined due to increasing manager
turnover, fickleness of current clients and general
turbulence in the industry.

Coupled with and interrelated to the above valu-
ation and the relevant factors and concerns is the
structuring of any related transaction to recognize
them. The sale structure should complement and re-
inforce the principles upon which the acquisition is
based.

N(}TES
Pratt, Shannon P, Williamette Management A6sociates, [nc., yoi-
uing a Propert! Management Compony, (tnstituts of Real Estat€
Management Foundation, 19881.
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REtrL ESTf,TE
INVESTMENT
YIELD
LINKAGES

Interrelations hips among inuestm.ent yields
and the equity diuidend influence the
profits deuelopers can realize.

by Robert A. Steele, CRE

Grou'th rate is defined in this article as tfu antici-
pted increase in net operdting income. It also can
relate to changes in expenses and/or talue, Owrall
capitalization rate is the marhet-deriuud relationship
between the selling price or talue of a property and its
net operdling income. The required return (discount
rale ) and IRR (internal rate of return) are the same
thing. The discount rqte is used prospectivuly, and
the internal rate of return is deriued by equating the
present borth of all reuenues with the initial inuest-
ment so thol the difference is zero.

f he real estate market uses several measures to
I equate rates ofreturn. although it is not always
I .l"..ly recognized that these measures bear a

relationship to one another and to the money market.
The most commonly used measurements are:

r gross rental multiplier (GRM)

r overall capitalization rate (OAR)
r overall discount rate/internal rate of return (IRR)
r equity yield./internal rate of return
r equity dividend rate (cash on cash; Re)
r developers' profit

Each of the above yields are affected by:

r supply and demand
r interest rates
r inflation and growth rates

A series of illustrations may help to illustrate
these relationships. The examples that follow have
been kept simple deliberately. This article focuses on
the interrelationships of yields; it does not treat the
complexities of various major property t)?es.

The Gross Rental Multiplier And The Overall
Capitalization Rate And Internal Rate Of
Return

Example 1:

Scheduled gross revenue .. . . $100,000
Operating ratio

[1 - (vacancy + expense ratio)] .,.. .65
Gross rental multiplier

based on market comparables ....... 7.5
Estimated annual growth

in revenue and value .04
Value is being estimated

on a free and clear basis
no mortgage is considered

Valuation by GRM
-smm00Tr5
Overali capitalization rate analysis

.65 + 7.5 = ..
Valuation by OAR

$100,000 x .65 + .0867 :
Sav

This relationship states that real NOI per
square foot for any given year is expected to increase
by 0.277, over the prior year, less .069 of the lagged,
rolling two-year average ofthe percentage change in
multi-family housing starts. For example, a two-
year moving average of multi-family starts con-
cluded in the prior year at a 107. increase suggests a
0.427a decline in real NOI per square feet in the
cunent year:

y : 0.27'/( - .069 (10.07r) = <0.42>1t

Viewed from a different perspective, any in-
crease in the two-year moving average of the ad-
justed multi-family housing starts in excess of
approximately 3.97r suggests a real decline in NOI
per square foot in the current year:

y = 0.27q( .069 (3.9137") : 0.09.

The 3.97 "baseline' estimate is comparable in
magnitude to the 3.17r real growth in GNP over this
time period,6 suggesting that the percentage change
in housing starts in excess of what the inflation-
adjusted economy generates may be unsustainable
by the multi-family sector.

Before continuing, it is important to examine
the statistical system of checks and balances
through the following key parameters:

12 - 45.9%

x coeffrcients:
standard error = 2.3%
t-statistic - 3.05%

In simple terms, these parameters indicate that
new construction accounts for approximately 467r, of
the rariation in real NOI.7 This degree of explana-
tion seems satisfactory, given that this model does
not attempt to incorporate various demand-side vari-
ables (such as population size, household formations,
household size, household income, age distribution
and affordability of owner-occupied housing). Addi-
tionally, the error estimates las measured by the
standard error and the t-statistic) associated with
the x coefficient suggest that the regression equa-
tion should be viewed as statistically meaningful.
Assuming that the variables are normally distrib-
uted, there is a confidence level of 98% associated
with the equation's explanatory value.

From the above data, one may judge that new
construction activity has accounted for about 467r of
the change in real cash flow as measured by NOI per
square foot. This is close to what one may intu-
itively suspect, based on the assumption that de-
mand and supply each contribute about 507r.
During periods of significant levels of new construc-
tion, the potential for negative real cash flow is sub-
stantial, thereby jeopardizing the real yields
investors expect from their investments. Conversely,
prolonged periods of declining construction have the
effect of substantially increasing real yields.

Caveat: Local Market Considerations
It should be stressed that macro-based analyses deal
with averages; thus, their use and application re-
quire care. Before applying the equation developed
in this article to a particular submarket, a critical
examination of local supply and demand forces is
essential.s If possible, it would be preferable to use
similar statistics for the local market in evaluating
the impact ofexcess supply upon real NOI. Moreover,
the multi-family residential sector by its very na-
ture is extremely management intensive; at the
same time, it is understaffed by qualifred asset and
property managers. Consequently, economic anal-
ysis of the type incorporated in this article must be
evaluated in a context that also focuses upon the
effectiveness with which individual properties are
being managed.

Ftture Capital Market Flows-General
Quite obviously, the flow of debt and equity capital
into new construction is a critical element in gaug-
ing a property's future ability to generate cash flows
that meet or exceed inflationary increases. More-
over, one of the ways to uncover superior investment
opportunities is to identify markets that have favor-
able demographic trends and constraints against fu-
ture additions to supply.

The multifamily residential sector of the real
estate industry is entering a phase during which
such investment potential may develop in numerous
local markets. On a broad scale, recent additions to
supply have slowed markedly; major capital market
forces suggest that this trend will continue.

F\rture Capital Market Flows-Real Estate
Equity
The confluence of major events in the early 1990s,
unlike the early 1980s, has dramatically decreased
the relative attractiveness of real estate equity in-
vestments. These factors include:

Tox lnu
Without question, the most important change on the
individual investor landscape has been the Tax Re-
form Act of 1986 (TRA '86). lt included the following
provisions:
a the top marginal tax rate effectively declined to

28%;
r the capital gains exclusion was eliminated;
r depreciable lives were lengthened; and
r most importantly, individual investors were no

longer able to offset losses generated by their real
estate investments against other sources of
income,

Perhaps the best way to gauge the impact of
these changes is to consider an individual investor's
after-tax annual rate of return before and after TRA
'86. For example, assuming 717c leverage, the inves-
tor's after-tax return under a pre-TRA '86 tax struc-
ture would have been 19.87r per annum, using a 40%
tax bracket (rather than 50%, which was the highest
marginal tax bracket). Using a 287o tax bracket un-
der a TRA '86 tax structure, the after-tax return
would decline to 11.97c.e

$750,000

.0867

$7 49,772

$750,000

tuberl A, Stecle. (RI;, is president of Parhcentet RealtJ
Aduisors in Lts Angeles. He has been an actiLc number of
the Amertan Sc|ciet:'of Real Estate Counselors sen:ing oa
L,ie presidenl and o member of lhe BNtd of Goternors.
Steele is a frequent conlributor to the Approisal Journal
and other industa publbalions.
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approximately 117,000 units to a high of approx-
imately 408,000 units. The yearly starts averaged
approximately 227,000 units, and the standard devi-
ation from this average was a relatively high
106,000 units.

To a large degree, the impact of new additions on
overall supply is cumulative. Consequently, Table 3
not only reflects the percentage change in housing
starts in comparison to the level of starts for the
previous year, it also depicts moving averages for the
Ievel of starts over two-year, three-year and four-
year periods. The percentage change data for both
the level of starts and those for the moving averages
(along with the standard deviations for these data)
reflect the high degree of volatility in the construc-
tion of multi-family properties.

Supply And Demand Interaction
Table 4 integrates selected demand data from Table
2 and selected supply data from Table 3 to reveal
that the degree of variability in real NOI is far less
than that shown for housing starts. The housing
start data incorporated in the table are the two-year
moving average data which have been lagged one
year to allow for the effects of supply additions on
net operating income.

A closer examination of the data shows a strong
inverse relationship between real NOI and the
lagged two-year moving average of housing starts- A
year-by-year review of the data, which are graph-
ically displayed in Figure 2, shows that this inverse
relationship exists in every year but two, 1984 and
1989. In all other years, when the two-year moving
average of multi-family housing starts declined, real
NOI per square foot increased the following year.
The converse was also true; when starts increased,
real NOI decreased.

TAI]LE .I

Real NOI and Lagged, 2-Year Moving Average in
Multi-Family Housing Starts

)ta r Real \Ol
2-l'ear Moving Average

(Lagsed I Year)

FIGURE Z

Relationship of Real NOI to Multi-Family Housing
Starts for the Years 1977 to 1989

50%

Discount Rate Analysis
In an unleveraged situation, the discount rate/
internal rate of return is equal to the overall cap-
italization rate plus the estimated rate of growth. In
Example 1, the overall rate of return is 8.677, and
the estimated growth rate is 4%. Therefore, the
discounUinternal rate of return rs 12.67c( . The proof
of this is shown in Example 2.

Example 2

Valuation by 10-Year Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis

Present Worth
Year Cash Flow Factor Ce 12.67q( Present Worth

n 65,000
67,600
70,304
73,116
76,041
79,082
82,246
85,536
88,957

1,202,698*

887548
7877 41
699158
620536
550755
488821
433852
385065
3477 63
303331

$ 57,691
53,251
49,154
45,37 |
41,880
38,657
35,683
32,937
30,402

364,816

$7 49,842

$750,000

Total

and value unchanged, the overall rate of return re-
mains unchanged. With the introduction of mort-
gage loan financing, the yields are redistributed.
This is illustrated in Example 4:

Rate Weighted Rate

Mortgage 68.587. 10.537o* 7.221o
Equity 37 .42q. 4 .607o 7 .45Ea

Overall 100.007" 75.73%, 8.67q(,
*Mortgage Loan Constraint, 10%, 30 Years

Table 1 presents capitalization rates based on
debt service coverage ratios (DCR) of 1.0 to 1.30.
Note that by interpolation with a 1.20 DCR and an
overall rate of 8.67%, the cash-on-cash (equity divi-
dend) rate would be approximately 4.60% (see

Example 5).

Example 5:

Equity
Dividend Rate OAR OAR

05
04

.0889

.0828
0889
0867

7 0./"

60%

40%

3o%

'/'(

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I

10

I-...-_

I

O
20 ,1

I

0 9'.

1977 1979 I981

,]

-F---r:r-\s/- t CJ

- ,o"l
20%l

- 30%

- 40E"

-50%

1978 r 980 1S82
Year

EReal NOI + M ulli

ges ,nau ,n
1 984 1986

- Family Starls

1l 87 r 989
1988

So rces: Tobles 2 and 3

Say

*S92,515 + t$750.000 r 1.480244 (futureworth of l (, 4?)l

To illustrate that the discount rate and internal
rate of return are effectively the same, see the anal-
ysis in Example 3.

Example 3:

Internal Rate of Return

Time Cash Flow

(s750,000)
65,000
67,600
70,304
73,116
76,041
79,082
82,246
85,536
88,95?

1,202,698

IRR = 12.67c.

The Affect Of Mortgage Loan Financing
The next step in the relationship chain is to consider
the effect of mortgage loan financing on equity. The
analysis in Figure 1 indicates an equity internal
rate of return of 15.907t and a cash-on-cash return of
4.607o based on the calculation:
($65,000 $54,167) + ($750,000 - $5L4,3611 = 4.60%

Band Of Investment Analysis
As indicated previously, the cash-on-cash return in
the mortgage loan scenario is 4.60%. With income

Overall Capitalization, Growth And Equity
Discount Rates
With the previous discounted cash flow analysis
(which reflected ao 8.67clr overall rate ofreturn on a
4% growth rate, 15.9091 equity discount rate, 1.20
debt service coverage ratio and a 10%, 30-year mort-
gage), it should be clear that as the growth and
equity discount rates change for any given mortgage
situation, the overall capitalization rate also will
change.

Table 2 presents overall capitalization rate ta-
bles reflecting growth rates of 0% to l0% and equity
discount rates of 107r, to 20%,. The table permits
analysis of the changes in overall capitalization
rates based upon mortgages with a DCR of 1.20 and
interest rates of 9.5a,l07c and 10.5%.

Use Of Capitalization Rate Thbles
The most obvious use of capitalization rate tables is
to estimate an appropriat€ overall capitalization
rate. This estimate may be obtained by identifying,
in the equity discount rate (IRR) column, the row
that reflects the estimated growth rate and the in-
tersecting overall capitalization rate. For instance,
assume there is a new 30-year, 10% mortgage, with
a DCR of 1.20, and that the market driven equity
yield is 15% and 4q. growth is anticipated. The 107r
mortgage interest table at the 157r equity discount
rate column and the 47r growth row reveals an over-
all capitalization rate of 8.40?.

01

0022

05

.0061

and
+ .0061

and
(.01 x .36066)

oo22

36066

0.1639

0
1

2

1
5
6
7
8
9
01

1977
1978
1979
r980
r98l
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

-t7.34"i
- 2.38",a

20.849i
I1.0496

- 6.?0"6

-24.82,".

25.07v"
63.61%
40.087"
l4.l l%

- 1.80%

- 16.45e,6

4.24'n
0.20%

-1.92?;
-3.93e;

0.16%
5.50,",
0.78"n
0.39%

-3.44v"
4.22v.
-3.917"

1.869;

-0.598"
Sources: Tablcs 2 and 3

29 Real Estate Inveslment Yield Linkoges t8

Example 4:

Interest

Statistical Approach
Clearly, there seems to be a time-delayed, inverse
relationship between changes in supply and their
effect on real NOI. The challenge is to find whether
such a relationship is statistically significant.

In order to examine this relationship from a sta-
tistical point of view, a simple regression equation
(using the ordinary, least-squares approach) is uti-
lized. The nature of this process is to mathe-
matically determine the line that provides the best
fit to the data-i.e., one that minimizes the sum of
the squared deviations between the regression line
and the observations. The equation used to examine
how the independent variable (supply, designated as
x) affects the dependent variable (real NOI, desig-
nated as y) is specified as follows;

Y-a+bx+e
where:

y = the annual percentage change in real NOI
per square foot for the current year,

a : a constant,

b : a coelficient that modifies x,

x : the two-year moving average of the annual
percentage change in multi-family housing
starts lagged by one year, and

e = an error term.

The result of the regression analysis is the fol-
lowing observed historical relationship:

y = 0.27% - .069 (x)
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FIGURE I
Mortgage foan Financing and the Internal Rate of Return

TABLE 3

Number and Percentage Change in Multi-Family Housing Starts and Moving Averages for the Years 1975
through 1989

llulti-Family Housing Starts
Moving,{verages

'li'ar \umber 2-l'car il-l'ear l-l'crr

Invesunent \hlue

Input Assumptions

Initisl NOI 66000

loan information:
DCB r.2
lnter$t rstr 10.00%
tosn t€rm 30 years
Pqvmnts/year l2 per yesr

Gmwti rates:
Nol Srowth rste 4.00% per )'€8r
Overall cspitslizstion rste 8.6?%
Tbrminalcapitalizationrate 8.67%
Estimattd NOI (1,ear 10) i02,616
Reqdred return 16.90%

Calculations based on &bove inputs:
loan amount 614361
Annual debt s€rvice 54167
CoNtant 10.59%
EqLity investn€nt 235606

1975
r976
1977
1978
1979
1980
l98l
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
r987
1988
1989

Average

Stands.rd delistion

223.0
t57 .0
196.0
229.0
24 r.0
196.1
135.3
I 17.0
191.5
313.2
365.2
407.6
345.6
284.5
N.A.

227 .l
105.8

qlelce
-45.0?%
-29.60%

24.84%
I6.84%
5.24%

-18.63%
-3r.00%
-13.53%

63.68%
63.66%
16.60%
ll.6t%

-15.21v"
-17.68%

N.A.

-37.34%
- 2,38%

20.84%
11.04""

- 6.70%

-24.82"n
-22.27%

25.0796
63.61%
40.08%
14.I I%

- 1.80%

-I6.45%
N.A.

-16.6I%
4.03%

15.64%
l.l5%

-I4.80''r
-2 r.05%

6.38%
87 .90v"
47 .94%
30.69%

4.33%

- 7 .0sv"
N.A.

6.80e"

20.34e"

7.67%

15.96%

5.48""

29.18""

4.50%

26.16%Surnmary loan information:
End ol year I
PEyrlent 5416?
Mort{age balarce 511502
Interest 51307
Principal 2860

2
54167

508343
51008

3159

4
54 r67

500999
50312

3855

5
54 t67

496741
49s08

4258

6
54167

492037
49462

4704

7
54167

486840
48970

5197

I
54t6?

4? 4756
47824
6342

3
54167

504854
506?7
3489

8
54167

481099
48426

57 4r

Sozrcer Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990; Table No. 1269, Neu. Atnrtments Complete.l and Rented in Three Months, p- 718
For structures of more lhon 4 units, priuotel! financed, non-subsidized, unfurnished aWrtments. Measured in thousands.

Estim&tes of cash flow from operations:

apartment glut at that time. By the end of 1989,
however, REITs were but a modest source of such
loans. By then, state and local credit agencies had
become the most important lenders in this category,
accounting for $43.1 billion3 or more than half the
amount attributed to all other lenders.

Analysis of the Multi-Family Market
Attention is now focused upon the multi-family resi-
dential market. Although excessive supply has had an
impact on all major sectors of the real estate market,
fluctuations in newly constructed multi-family resi-
dential units have been especially dramatic. The ma-
terial below analyzes the rental productivity ofthese
properties by determining the impact from changes in
the level of new construction on changes in the net
operating income of multi-family properties. This
analysis first separately examines the demand and
supply components of the multi-family residential
rental sector and then statistically studies the rela-
tionship between supply and demand.

Demand-Side Considerations
Table 2 estimates the demand for multi-family hous-
ing by examining the level of net operating income
generated by these properties from 1975 through
1989. The net operating income (as opposed to rental
rates) over time captures not only rental levels but
also vacancy rates, bad debt losses and operating
expenses. Real estate essentially is a cash flow busi-
ness; thus, the ability of rental and occupancy rates
to keep pace with increasing operating expenses is
critical. For purposes of this analysis, per-square-
foot figures are utilized zrs a common base.{ From

these net operating income (NOI) data, nominal in-
creases that are solely attributable to inflation are
stripped out. These have been measured by the an-
nual percentage change in the consumer price index
(CPI). The result is the percentage change in the
real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) NOI per square foot as
shown in Thble 2.

Notwithstanding the variability in the yearly
figures (as indicated by their standard deviation),
the data in Table 2 show that real NOI has substan-
tially kept pace with inflation; real NOI in 1989 was
$1.18 per square foot as compared to $1.21 in 1975.
Alternatively stated, the nominal NOI increase to
$2.73 per square foot reflects approximately 97c/c of
the increase in CPI during this period. The table
also shows that the annual growth in nominal NOI
was 5.987r in comparison to 6.157c for the CPI dur-
ing this period.

Interestingly, the Institute of Real Estate Man"
agement (IREM) reported that actual revenue col-
Iections increased by 5.66% between 1975 and 1989,
a level of increase greater than the 5.337. rate re-
ported for operating expenses over this same pe-
riod.5 Since operating expenses represented
approximately 507. of revenue collections, NOI in-
creased faster than revenues and at a rate approach-
ing the increase in the CPI.

Supply-Side Considerations
Table 3 presents data pertaining to multi-family
housing starts for the years 1975 through 1988. Over
this l4-year period, new starts ranged from a low of

lbsr
3 { fi li I l0

Beforetrx of,.dr Ilore
NOI
Lessr debt service (DS)

B€forctsx c8sh llow

92515
i4167

9!4q

8895?
54167

34790

85536
5416?

31369

82246
54r67

28079

79082
54167

49&

?6041
54167

?rgxl

731l6
54167

Eq4

70301
54r67

1!E!

67600

i!67
r3433

65000
54167

10833

Estimstes of cash llows from sah in year l0
Srles price
Mortgsge balance
Beforetax cash llow

1067073
467750
599923

Cash llow summary:
Ettd ofyear 0 I 2 3 4
Belorc-tsx
cash flow 235605 10833 13433 16137 18949

Beforetrx IBB 15.90%
Check slroutd be the $erne as tlr required rehrn irplt above

I l0

218?4 24916 28079 31369 34790 637672

J 6 u

Tbtal value:
Present value of cadl fuIlows
Initisl losn amount
Totr,l present ldue
Overall capita,lization rate

235605
514361
749966

8.67%

Debt col'er8ge rstio:

6
t.46

7
t.52

I
1.58

I
1.64

l0
l.7l

lg

DCR
I

t.20 1.25

Iear
3

1.30
4

1.35
5

1.40
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- 8.26%
4.33%
? .07%

- 6.89%

-t4.48'n
0.r3%

20.67%
32.68"/.
38.86%
19.14%

- 1.17%
N.A.

l0
54167

467750
47160

?006

I
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DCR = 1.20
Interest = 9.507r
Projection period = 10 years
Mortgage term = 30 years
Growth rate = Inc, & Val. (n Same rate

Eqdty Discout Rstr 10.00\ 11.00\ t2.00\ 13.00$ 14.00\ 15.00\ 16.00% 17.00\ 18.001 19.00% 20.00\

TABLE 1

Amount and Percentage of Multi-Family Residential l\lortgage Debt by Type of Lender for Selected Years

197.-r Il,s0 l9s; t9r9
T) pe of Lendor: Amount P(,rcent Amounl I'ercent ,{mount Percent Amount Percent

(Gro$1h

Commercial banks
Savings institutions
Life insurarrce compf,flies
Federal & related &gencies
Mortgsge pools & trusts
All others
Total

$ 5,915
39,339
19,629
l2,315

1,263
22,t40

t 100,60{

6.9%
39.1
19.5

l.B
22.0

100.0%

s t2,924
54,200
19.514
14.884
8.267

27,345
sr3?Jl4

9.4%
39.5
14.2
10.9
6.0

19.9
l00J-%

$ 23,373
89,739
19,894
12. t 70
13.445
55,849

$214"470

10.9%
41.8
9.3
5.7
6.3

26.0
r00.0%

$ 36.994
108.534
26.646
23,593
27,t86
83,299

$806$52

t2.t"n
35.3
8.7

9.0
27.2

l00J-%0

I

3

4

5

6

8

I
l0

9.59S
8.?0%

7.82%

6.05%

6.08%

5.22""

1.36'.
3.50%

2.659"

1.8196

0.97%

9.79%

8.99%

8.19%

7.39%

6.59%

5.79%

1.99C

{.19\
3.40-.!

2.60%

l.8l9t

9.97'"
9.24%
8.51"6

7.?8"
7.04%
6.30\
5.56".
{.81""
4.06%

3.3 r."
2.56%

t0.12%

9.46%

8.79%

8.12%

7.44%
6.75%

6.06'.
r.36%
t.66$
3.96%

3.25%

10.58\
l0.lt"i
9.63%

9.14%

8.64qh

8.12\
7.60%

7.07\
6.63r
6.98%

5.42%

10.67%

10.23%

9.79%

9.33%

8.66S

8.39S
7.90%

7.40\
6.89%

6.389"

5.85%

10.74%

10.34%

9.93%

9.51%

9.07%

8.63%

8.17\
7.701
7.25""

6.7.1%

6.24%

10.81\
10.41%

10.06%

9.66%

9.26\
8.84\
8.{2\
7.98\
7.53%

7.07\
6.61%

(hersll C8pitrlization Rates

10.26"" 10.381 10.48%

9.65"i 9.82% 9.98%

9.04% 9.26% 9.45%

8,42% 8.69% 8.92%

7.79\ 8.10% 8.38%

7.15"" 7.51% 7.83%

6.511 6.91r 7.27%

5.86\ 6.30% 6.?l%
5.20t 5.69% 6.13%

4.54% 6.08% 6.64%

3.87% 4.43% 4.95%

Sources; Federal Reserve Bulletin r'Decenbff, 1978): A41
Federal Re8erve Bulletin /-De.errber. 1983): 439
Federal Reserve Bulletin /D€cen6.r. 1988): A39
Federal Reserve Bulletin /Jul-!, 1990): A38

DCR = 1.20
Interest = 10.0017.
Projection period = l0 years
Mortgage term = 30 years
Growth rate = Inc, & Val. (o Same rate

Eq ty Discount Rate 10.00\ 11.00% 12.00% 13.00% 14.00% 15.00% 16.00% 17.00% 18.00% 19.00 20.001

I an unrewarding stock market, for which the aver-
age annual change in total return was about
9.6%-less than the inflation rate; for two years
(1977 and 1986), the annual return was negative.

In summary, with stocks and bonds in the dol-
drums, it took little convincing to make real estate
equities the investment darling of the early 1980s.
The amount of annual real estate limited partner-
ship investment increased dramatically for all prop-
erty types, from }ess than $1 billion in 1978 to more
than $10 billion in 1984.'z With this huge infusion of
equity capital, the economy by the mid-1980s was
witnessing an unparalleled increase in real estate
values and construction as developers cashed in on
the newly created demand for real estate holdings.
Much of this equity investment was in limited part-
nerships that invested in multi-family residential
properties.

Historical Capital Market Flor,r's-Multi-
Family Mortgage Debt
The demand for mortgage debt derives from the de-
sire of equity investors to leverage their real estate
holdings. As shown in Table l and Figure 1, from
1975 to 1989, the amount of mortgage debt used to
finance multi-family residential properties grew
from $100.6 billion to over $306.6 billion. an in-
crease of slightly more than 200%. Multi-family res-
idential mortgage loans for the years ending 1975,
f980, 1985 and 1989 were grouped by six types of
lenders: commercial banks, savings institutions, Iife
insurance companies, federal and related agencies,
mortgage pools and trusts, and all others. The activ-
ities of each of these lenders now will be discussed.

Commercial Banhs
Commercial banks have long been the major source
of construction financing for large (including, more
recently, multi-family residential) development pro-
jects. Since the early 1980s, however, income-
property loans financed by commercial banks often
have taken on a more permanent character through
the use of miniperms having terms of, say, five to
seven years. With this change in lending practice,
commercial banks have become a more signifrcant

t't(i t'Ru l

Percentage of Multi-Family Mortgage Debt by Type
of Lender for Selected Years

tr/.'

4tr/6

Grorrli owrsll CEpltslization natas

10.68% 10.80% r0.91%

10.03% 10.21% 10.38%

9.39% 9.62% 9.82%

8.74% 9.02% 9.26t
8.071 8.401 8.69%

7.401 7.781 8.12j;
6.731 7.15% 7.53%

6.06% 6.521 6.94%

6.37% 5.88% 6.33%

4.68% 6.22% 6.72%
3.99% 4.57% 6.ll%

0

I

3

4

5

6

7

8
I

l0

9.97%

9.0{%
8.12%

7.20\
6.29%

5.39\
4.19\
3.61\

1.86%

1.00%

I1.0 r%

10.52%

10.01".
9-{9r
8.96r
8.{2%
7.871
7.32%

6.?6%

6.18%

6.59%

I1.26%
10.88%

10.46%

10.0{%

9.6t%
9.17%

8.739.
8.27""
7.80%

7.32%
6.83%

10.19%

0.34%

8.50%

7.66C
7.05%

5.99""

5. r 5".
4.32%

3.50%

2.68%
1.86%

10.37%

9.61%

8.84S

8.071
7.29$
6.52\
5.74%

4.S7'"

4.19%

3.41%

2.64%

10.53%

9.83%

9.t3%
8.42""
7.7 t%
6.99%

6.26%

5.54%

4.81%

{.08%
3.35%

ll.lr%
10.64%

10.17%

9.69\
9.10%

8.70$
8.19\
7.66%

?.13%

6.69%

6.04%

I l.l8%
10.?6%

10.32_.r,

9.88'"
9.42X
8.95%

8.47%

7.98%

7.48%

6.S?%

6.45-'i

DCR = 1.20
Interest = 10.5G;i
Projection period = 10 years
Mortgage term = 30 years
Growth rate = Inc. & Val. ((l Same rate

Equiry Discounr Rsre 10.009i, 11.00% t2.00% 13.0096 14.00-"" 15.00"t 16.00i. 17.00% 18.00% 19.00% 20.00%
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)Gro*th Oversll Cspitslizstion B8tcs

1r.09% tt.22% 11.34%

10.40% 10.60\ 10.77%

9.73% 9.971 10.19%

9.05% 9.34% 9.60%

8.36% 8.691 9.00%

7.65% 8.04% 8.40%

6.95% 7.S0% ?.78%

6,24% 6.73% 7,16%

6.53X; 8.06% 6.53%

{.82% 5.38% 5.90%

4.10% 4.70% 5.26%

Wo

na/"

fleanrs i saLs i r

Source: Toble 1

1980 1985

Year

1989

IAgencles lpoots , _ Otner

Hh0
I

3

4

5

6

7

8

s
l0

10.36%

9.38\
8.4t\
7.45h
6.50%

6.56%

4.61%

3.72%

2.81%

l.9l$
1.02\

t0.58%
9.69%

8.81C
7.93%

7.50%

6.18%

5.31%

4.45%

3.60%

2.75%
l.9ls

10.?7%

9.97\
Ll6"t,
8.351
7.54t
0.73%

5.gz%
5.12%

4.3t%
3.5t\
2.71\

10.94%

10.201

9.16%

8.72";
7.S7%

7.22%
6.46%

6.71%
4.95%

4.19%

3.44\

I1.44%
10.92

10.38t
9.83r
9.28t
8.71%

8.14%

7.66%

6.97%

6.37%

6.76%

I t.5,1%

I1.051;
10.55\
10.05%

8.47%

7.92%
7.36%

6.80".
6.23%

11.62%

I l.l7s
10.71\
10.24

9.76r
9.26%

8.76%

8.25%
7.73%

7.20%
6.65%

I1.70%
I1.28\
10.85%

l0.4lt
9.S69"

9.50%

9.03%

8.65%

8.06\
7.56C
7.05\

;..:..
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TABLE 2

Overall Capitalization Rate

force in multi-family residential property financing.
As Table 1 shows, between the end of 1975 and the
end of 1989, bank-financed multi-family residential
mortgage loans grew from $5.9 billion to $36.9 bil-
lion. This growth was accompanied by a doubling of
banks'mortgage market share from 5.9% to 72.79o.

Satings Institutions
Table 1 and Figure 1 also reveal that savings institu-
tions have long held the largest market share for
multi-family residential property loans. In part, this
role can be viewed as an extension of their specializ-
ation as predominantly single-family residential
property lenders. The Garn-St. Germain Act of 1982
liberalized income-property lending and enhanced
the deposit-gathering capabilities of these institu-
tions. As a result, huge amounts of funds flowed into
multi-family residential mortgage loans. In just five
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net income catches up with front-end capital costs
and rewards investors with positive, real cash
flows-never arrives. The problem is that real estat€
equity investors pay too little attention to inade-
quate present levels of rental productivity. Absent
the economic discipline imposed by sufficient rents
at the outset, the forces of supply are not con-
strained, and oversupply becomes a general condi-
tion in the market. In order to assess these impacts,
it is useful to employ a macro-approach that is not
typically found in the micro-perspective of the mar-
ket analyst. In the material below, a macro-
approach first examines major influences upon real
estate equity investments and then evaluates selec-
tive characteristics of multi-familv residential mort-
gage debt.

Historical Capital Market Fkrw's-Real
Estate Equity
From the perspective of the individual investor, a
confluence of major events in the early 1980s dra-
matically increased the relative attractiveness of
real estate equity investments, particularly those in
multi-family residential properties. These factors
included the institution of major changes in fed-
eral income tax and securities laws, the creation
of staged pay-ins of investments in limited part-
nerships, and a lack of suitable investment
alternatives.
Federal Ta.x l-aw
Various tax reform measures incorporated into the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 and the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984 increased the attractiveness of
real estate equities by making the following changes
to the Internal Revenue Code;
r the top marginal tax rate decreased from 707( to

50c,:
r the capital gains exclusion increased from 50% to

60%, in effect reducing the top capital gains tax
rate from 35% to 20%; and

r depreciable lives for real property fell from be-
tween 35 and 50 years to between 15 and 19 years
and depreciation was accelerated on all property,
not just on new construction.

For a leveraged individual investor in real es-
tate equities, the result was to increase the after-tax
rate of return to a figure higher than the pre-tax
return. Furthermore, these changes led to a "tails I
win, heads you lose' mentality in that, on paper at
least, the decreased capital gains rate meant that
investors had to pay the government a substantially
smaller share of any gain from a successful invest-
ment. Conversely, if the investment was unsuccess-
ful, the investor could shelter other sources of
income with paper losses generated by accelerated
depreciation over a shorter depreciable life. Al-
though these deductions eventually would be recap-
tured, they generally would be taxed. at 20%.

Securities Intu
Prior to April 1982, Rule 146 under the Federal Se-
curities Act of 1933 could be used by syndicators
looking to privately place the equity requirement of

a real estate investment. Thereafter, with the pro-
mulgation of Regulation D, syndicators had consid-
erably less difficulty in complying with federal
securities laws. Among its beneficial impacts, Regu-
lation D:
r increased the number of limited partners to 35

non-accredited investors and an unlimited num-
ber of accredited investors (previously, there was a
total limit of 35 investors):

I eliminated the need to prequalify (in terms of
suitability, sophistication and net worth) an inves-
tor before making an offer. Investors had to be
qualihed before making a sale. which gave syndi-
cators much more leeway in locating investors and
attorneys who could opine adequately on the secu-
rities offering;

r clarified the amount ofdisclosure required for dif-
ferent types and sizes of offerings; and

r led to a concerted effort by state securities regula-
tors to adopt a fairly uniform set of "blue sky"
Iaws that facilitated inter-state offerings.

Of course, the option of a public offering (in con-
trast to a private placement) existed before and after
the introduction of Regulation D. Generally speak-
ing, however, the Iarge front-end costs associated
with a public offering could be justifred economically
only by a very large equity offering. This, Regula-
tion D substantially increased the ability of syn-
dicators to raise funds for limited partnerships
for offerings that previously would have been
uneconomical.

Staged Pay-lns
One of the more innovative but less heralded financ-
ing changes of the 1980s was the creation of a new
financing technology that permitted equity inves-
tors to contribute their capital in installments over
a defined period-generally, four to six years. Ini-
tially, these deferred equity payments were financed
by letters of credit obtained by investors from their
own banking sources. Subsequently, these letters of
credit were replaced with a more ellicient technol-
ogy: investors'notes evidencing their obligation to
pay their deferred capital contributions were bonded
through a surety company; the bonded notes then
were sold as securitized assets, and the net proceeds
were used to fund the real estate acquisition. Inves-
tors now were able to time their payments so their
expected tax deductions would be a multiple of their
staged capital contributions. In theory, for high-tax
bracket investors, the staged pay-in meant that Un-
cle Sam was writing the check.

I ntv stment A lter nat iw s
The investor looking for alternatives to real estate
had few comforting options in the early 1980s. The
five years before 1982 (the effective date of the Eco-
nomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981) sawr:
r a dramatic rise in inflation, with the average an-

nual increase running approximately 10.1%;

I a corresponding decline in the value of long-term,
fixed-income securities, with the average annual
change in total return at approximately <0.7%>;
and

Another application of the capitalization rate
tables is to estimate the equity yield, given an over-
all capitalization rate and an estimated growth rate.
As an example, assume the overall capitalization
rate is 8.699r, the growth rate is 4? and there is a
new 10.5%, 3O-year mortgage with a DCR of 1.20.
By looking across the 4c/( growlh row, the 8.697
overall rate can be found in the 15% equity discount
rate column.

Finally, the tables can be used to index the re-
quired growth rate for a given equity discount rate,
overall rate and mortgage situation. The required
growth rate for a 9.57,30-year mortgage, 1.20 DCR,
an overall rate of 8.69% and an equity discount rate
of 15%, would be 37r. Incidently, this process also
reveals something about sensitivity, i.e., a 100 basis
point difference in interest rates is offset by a 100
basis point difference in the growth rate.

EXHIBIT I
Base Case -Cost Analvsis

Indirect cost It will take six months to build the
project. The interest rate is esti-
mated to be 10':t; therefore, the ef-
fective interest charge will be for
one qualter of a year.

Taxes and insurance are estimated
to run 2% of direct cost.

Markcting covers the cost of leasing
al 4(l on a five-year lease at a gross
rental rate of $100.000 per year.

Holdrng costs are based on an ini-
tial vacancy period of six months at
a cost of 10q. Interest will be offset
by revenue approximately 339i of
one year's net operating income.

The 8,000 sq.ft. building will re-
quire a 20,000 sq.ft. site which is
valued at $200,000.
The property will have a market
value of $750,000 based upon cap-
italization of net operating income.

Developer's profit is the difference
between the selling price and the to-
tal costs of the project. Developer's
profit as a percentage is the dollars
of profit divided by the selling price.

Land value

Market value

Developer's
profit:

Interrelationships
A series of illustrations demonstrate what happens
when interest rates change and when the supply
and demand situation cause values to rise and fall.
The detailed IRR and cost computer analyses have
been eliminated to save space. Assumptions are as
follows:
Scenerio 1: The interest rate changes from 10? to

89c .

Scenario 2: The interest rate changes from 10? to
12C( .

Scenario 3: Value changes from $750,000 to
$800,000.

Scenario 4: Value changes from $750,000 to
$700,000.

Scenario 1 (the interest rate chanEes b 8q )
Gross rental multiplier

S100,000 x 7.50 .. ........ $750,000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $750,000 8.67%
Overall internal rate of return . . . . . . . . 12.675(
Equity internal rate of return ........ 23.50q(
Developer's profit ... 71.24q(,

Conclusions for Scenario I
In Scenario 1, it is assumed the supply and demand
situation is such that the $?50,000 value remains
unchanged. The revenue also remains unchanged;
therefore, the gross rental multiplier overall rate of
return and overall internal rate of return also re-
main unchanged.

The internal rate of return to the equity does
change, however. If the income and other overall
yield indicators remain the same, then, when the
interest declines to 87r,, the equity internal rate of

EstimEt€d cost n€w

Direct cost
8,000 sq.ft. @ t46.00/sq.ft.
Indirect cost

Flnsnciry
i368,000 x.02 + 1368,000 x.l0 x.25

'Ibxes & i$ursnce
i368,000 x .02

MErketillg
,100,000 x 5 x .04

Mhcellaneoos
t368,000 x .02

Holdi.ng costs net of rerrme util stabilization
t619,280 x.l0 x.6 - S66,000 x.33

Total estimst€d cost neB

Estim8tad lsnd rBlrc
20,000 sq. ft. @ 0r0/sq.ft.

Totsl

Profit Analysis

Estimsted ssles prooeeds b&sed on incom spproach
t750,000 x (1-.06)

Estimsted vslue by cost sDprosch (before Fofit)
Estim8ted developer's profit
Estimsted developer's profit ss s percentsge of

sellinS price $76,206 / $?50,000

$r6n,000

s62n.?9J

t r6,660

t 7,360

t 20,000

, 7,360

t 9,514

1428,794

$200,000

t70n.000
t628,794
t 76,206

10.18%

Investment Measures And Development
Cost
The developer's profit is the key relationship that
links the cost of development to the market value of
the investment. Exhibit I is based upon the forego-
ing analyses and these cost analysis assumptions:

Direct cost: The overall cost of the project for
structure and site work is $46.00
per sq.ft. of building area.

REAL ESTATE ISSUES SPRING/SUMMER 1992 Reol Estote Inveslment Yield Linkoges 2t25



return increases from 15.907r to 23.50% for an in-
crease of 760 basis points. The developer's profit also
improves from 10.16% to 71.247, or 108 basis points.
The above analysis changes if the supply and de-
mand situation varies.

Scenerio 2 (th.e interest rate changes to 12% )
Gross rental multiplier

$100,000 x 7.50.. ........ $750.000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $750,000 8.67ct
Overall internal rate of return . . . . . . . . 12.677(
Equity internal rate of return ........ 72.8LC(
Developer's profit ... 9.08%

Conclusions for Scenario 2
It is assumed in Scenario 2 that the supply and
demand situation maintains the overall value of the
project at $750,000 and revenue is unchanged.

The equity internal rate of return then declines
to 72.89. from the base case of 15.907. or 309 basis
points when the interest rate increases to 12% from
10%. The developer's profit declines to 9.08? from
10.167 (base case) or 108 basis points.

Scenario 3 (wlue increases to $800,000)
Gross rental multiplier

$100,000 x 8.00 .. ........ $800,000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $800,000 8.7251(
Internal rate of return

Time Dollars

0 .......,..... ($800,000)
1 ... _......... 65,000
2 ............. 67,600
3 ............. 70,304
4,............ 73,116
5 ............. 76,04r
6 ............. 79,082
7............. 82,246
8 ............. 85,536
9 . .. ... . .. . . .. 88,957

10 ............. 1,231,161
IRR.... r7.84C(
Equity internal rate of return ........ 14.75%
Developer's profit ... 15.407c

Conclusions for Scenaria 3
With the value of the project rising to $800,000 and
the interest rate remaining at 709o, the equity yield
declines from 75.90Vo tn l4.l57o or 175 basis points.
The developer's profit increases from 10.167c to
l5.40Vo or 524 basis points.

Scenaria 4 (wluc decreases to $700,000)
Gross rental multiplier

$100,000 x 7.00.. ........ $700,000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $700,000 9.2861c
Internal rate of return

Time Dollars

0 ............. ($700,000)
1 ............. 65,000
2 ............. 67,600

1

IRR
Equity internal rate of return
Developer's profit ...........

Conclusions for Scenarb 4
With the value declining to $700,000 and the inter-
est rate remaining at 107o, the equity yield increases
from 15.907c to 18.39* or 249 basis points. Devel-
oper's profrt declines from 10.769c to 4.171. or 599
basis points.

Summary
The results of this analysis can be summarized as
follows:

THE IMPACT
Of SUPPLY
CHANGES ON
BEAL NET
OPERATING
INCOME: THE
MULTI.EEMILY
PERSPECTIVE

f he boom and bust nature of new construction
I during most of the previous two decades has
ll been due primarily to excessive swings in the

amount of equity and debt capital that has flowed
into all types of real estate. The unsought but inevi-
table effect has been steady erosion in the perfor-
mance ofreal estate equity investments. This article
examines the multi-family property sector by first
considering the major forces that have influenced
real estate equity investment and significantly ex-
panded multi-family residential mortgage debt. It
then explores the statistical relationship between
supply increments and inflation-adjusted net operat-
ing income, emphasizing the negative impact of
excessive supply. The article concludes with a dis-
cussion of the potential course of future equity and
debt capital flows and their impact on multi-family
residential investments.

Dynamic Market Relationships
Real estate markets reflect the constantly changing
interaction between supply and demand. Although
demand-side changes are fairly continuous and rep-
resent trends in various socioeconomic characteris-
tics, supply-side changes tend to occur in lumpy
increments, with new construction often being pri-
marily a function of capital market forces that ig-
nore the dynamics of underlying demand. During
the past 20 or so years, boom periods of excessive
capital investment have caused additions in supply
that overwhelmed actual demand, Ieading to a de-
cline in ellective rents (adjusted by rental conces-
sions) and occupancy levels which adversely affected
net operating income. Bust times have caused new
construction to contract sharply, enabling slow but
steady increases in demand to catch up with exces-
sive supply. Eventually, a tight market was created
that was followed by a new boom cycle.

Historical Capital Market Flows-General
Many debt and equity investors have presumed that
real estate would provide inflation-indexed net oper-
ating income and that future levels of inflation
would be high. These presumptions have led to the
specious but ensnaring conclusion that steadily in-
flating income eventually would justify their invest-
ment. Real estate equity investors also have been
motivated by the twin delusions that their invest-
ments would provide a tax shelter as well as fixed
capital costs. Too often, however, the future-when
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Groduate Sch@l o/ Ensiness, Defual Unilersit!, Chicago,
ond an instrrctor for groduole courses in real estote and
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It is clear there is a direct relationship between
the gross rental multiplier, overall capitalization
rate and overall internal rate of return. There also is
a relationship with the equity internal rate of re-
turn; however, this measure is affected by the inter-
est rate on the underlying mortgage. This is the well
known result of leverage. In fact, the effect on yield
is greater from the change in interest rates than
from the change in values. On the other hand, the
developer's profit is much more heavily affected by
the change in value than by the change in interest
rates.

These relationships have importance in an-
alyzing the highest and best use and feasibility of
an investment property. When analyzing and selec-
ting a discount rate, the counselor/analyst should
bear in mind the relationships illustrated in this
article (i.e., an 11% discount rate makes sense if the
overall capitalization rate is around 8% and the
growth rate is around 37r t. If the scenario assumes a
discount rate of 117c with a growth rat€ of 5%, some-
thing is wrong if overall rates are at 8Vc and not 67r;
the property is being overvalued.

In the period between the beginning of 1990 and
the beginning of 1992, we have seen a rise of 100
basis points or more in overall capitalization rates of
prime investment properties; yet discount rates have
remained largely unchanged. This rise in capitaliza-
tion rates suggests (and is largely borne out by the
market) that income and expense projections are
more realistic and growth rate perceptions are down
by 100 basis points or more. This article and its
tables should be helpful in yield analysis.

Because of major changes affecting
mortgage lenfurs and constraints on netl)
constructian, inuestment in multi-family
residential properti.es is becomi ng
i nc re as i ng ly oltrod iue.

by Richard T. Garrigan, CRE,
and Joseph L. Pagliari, Jr.
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return increases from 15.907r to 23.50% for an in-
crease of 760 basis points. The developer's profit also
improves from 10.16% to 71.247, or 108 basis points.
The above analysis changes if the supply and de-
mand situation varies.

Scenerio 2 (th.e interest rate changes to 12% )
Gross rental multiplier

$100,000 x 7.50.. ........ $750.000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $750,000 8.67ct
Overall internal rate of return . . . . . . . . 12.677(
Equity internal rate of return ........ 72.8LC(
Developer's profit ... 9.08%

Conclusions for Scenario 2
It is assumed in Scenario 2 that the supply and
demand situation maintains the overall value of the
project at $750,000 and revenue is unchanged.

The equity internal rate of return then declines
to 72.89. from the base case of 15.907. or 309 basis
points when the interest rate increases to 12% from
10%. The developer's profit declines to 9.08? from
10.167 (base case) or 108 basis points.

Scenario 3 (wlue increases to $800,000)
Gross rental multiplier

$100,000 x 8.00 .. ........ $800,000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $800,000 8.7251(
Internal rate of return

Time Dollars

0 .......,..... ($800,000)
1 ... _......... 65,000
2 ............. 67,600
3 ............. 70,304
4,............ 73,116
5 ............. 76,04r
6 ............. 79,082
7............. 82,246
8 ............. 85,536
9 . .. ... . .. . . .. 88,957

10 ............. 1,231,161
IRR.... r7.84C(
Equity internal rate of return ........ 14.75%
Developer's profit ... 15.407c

Conclusions for Scenaria 3
With the value of the project rising to $800,000 and
the interest rate remaining at 709o, the equity yield
declines from 75.90Vo tn l4.l57o or 175 basis points.
The developer's profit increases from 10.167c to
l5.40Vo or 524 basis points.

Scenaria 4 (wluc decreases to $700,000)
Gross rental multiplier

$100,000 x 7.00.. ........ $700,000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $700,000 9.2861c
Internal rate of return

Time Dollars

0 ............. ($700,000)
1 ............. 65,000
2 ............. 67,600

1

IRR
Equity internal rate of return
Developer's profit ...........

Conclusions for Scenarb 4
With the value declining to $700,000 and the inter-
est rate remaining at 107o, the equity yield increases
from 15.907c to 18.39* or 249 basis points. Devel-
oper's profrt declines from 10.769c to 4.171. or 599
basis points.

Summary
The results of this analysis can be summarized as
follows:

THE IMPACT
Of SUPPLY
CHANGES ON
BEAL NET
OPERATING
INCOME: THE
MULTI.EEMILY
PERSPECTIVE

f he boom and bust nature of new construction
I during most of the previous two decades has
ll been due primarily to excessive swings in the

amount of equity and debt capital that has flowed
into all types of real estate. The unsought but inevi-
table effect has been steady erosion in the perfor-
mance ofreal estate equity investments. This article
examines the multi-family property sector by first
considering the major forces that have influenced
real estate equity investment and significantly ex-
panded multi-family residential mortgage debt. It
then explores the statistical relationship between
supply increments and inflation-adjusted net operat-
ing income, emphasizing the negative impact of
excessive supply. The article concludes with a dis-
cussion of the potential course of future equity and
debt capital flows and their impact on multi-family
residential investments.

Dynamic Market Relationships
Real estate markets reflect the constantly changing
interaction between supply and demand. Although
demand-side changes are fairly continuous and rep-
resent trends in various socioeconomic characteris-
tics, supply-side changes tend to occur in lumpy
increments, with new construction often being pri-
marily a function of capital market forces that ig-
nore the dynamics of underlying demand. During
the past 20 or so years, boom periods of excessive
capital investment have caused additions in supply
that overwhelmed actual demand, Ieading to a de-
cline in ellective rents (adjusted by rental conces-
sions) and occupancy levels which adversely affected
net operating income. Bust times have caused new
construction to contract sharply, enabling slow but
steady increases in demand to catch up with exces-
sive supply. Eventually, a tight market was created
that was followed by a new boom cycle.

Historical Capital Market Flows-General
Many debt and equity investors have presumed that
real estate would provide inflation-indexed net oper-
ating income and that future levels of inflation
would be high. These presumptions have led to the
specious but ensnaring conclusion that steadily in-
flating income eventually would justify their invest-
ment. Real estate equity investors also have been
motivated by the twin delusions that their invest-
ments would provide a tax shelter as well as fixed
capital costs. Too often, however, the future-when
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Groduate Sch@l o/ Ensiness, Defual Unilersit!, Chicago,
ond an instrrctor for groduole courses in real estote and
rcal estale finaru:e. He fu olso presidenl of Ri.hard T. Garri-
gdn and. Associates, Inc. Carrtgan is co-editor of The
Handbah of Mortgage BanhinE: A Cuide ta the Seandory
Mortgage Market.

Joseph L. tugliati, Jn is president of Citad2l Realt!, lnc., a
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fied publb a.countant. fugliari is editor of "The Handbooh
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It is clear there is a direct relationship between
the gross rental multiplier, overall capitalization
rate and overall internal rate of return. There also is
a relationship with the equity internal rate of re-
turn; however, this measure is affected by the inter-
est rate on the underlying mortgage. This is the well
known result of leverage. In fact, the effect on yield
is greater from the change in interest rates than
from the change in values. On the other hand, the
developer's profit is much more heavily affected by
the change in value than by the change in interest
rates.

These relationships have importance in an-
alyzing the highest and best use and feasibility of
an investment property. When analyzing and selec-
ting a discount rate, the counselor/analyst should
bear in mind the relationships illustrated in this
article (i.e., an 11% discount rate makes sense if the
overall capitalization rate is around 8% and the
growth rate is around 37r t. If the scenario assumes a
discount rate of 117c with a growth rat€ of 5%, some-
thing is wrong if overall rates are at 8Vc and not 67r;
the property is being overvalued.

In the period between the beginning of 1990 and
the beginning of 1992, we have seen a rise of 100
basis points or more in overall capitalization rates of
prime investment properties; yet discount rates have
remained largely unchanged. This rise in capitaliza-
tion rates suggests (and is largely borne out by the
market) that income and expense projections are
more realistic and growth rate perceptions are down
by 100 basis points or more. This article and its
tables should be helpful in yield analysis.

Because of major changes affecting
mortgage lenfurs and constraints on netl)
constructian, inuestment in multi-family
residential properti.es is becomi ng
i nc re as i ng ly oltrod iue.

by Richard T. Garrigan, CRE,
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net income catches up with front-end capital costs
and rewards investors with positive, real cash
flows-never arrives. The problem is that real estat€
equity investors pay too little attention to inade-
quate present levels of rental productivity. Absent
the economic discipline imposed by sufficient rents
at the outset, the forces of supply are not con-
strained, and oversupply becomes a general condi-
tion in the market. In order to assess these impacts,
it is useful to employ a macro-approach that is not
typically found in the micro-perspective of the mar-
ket analyst. In the material below, a macro-
approach first examines major influences upon real
estate equity investments and then evaluates selec-
tive characteristics of multi-familv residential mort-
gage debt.

Historical Capital Market Fkrw's-Real
Estate Equity
From the perspective of the individual investor, a
confluence of major events in the early 1980s dra-
matically increased the relative attractiveness of
real estate equity investments, particularly those in
multi-family residential properties. These factors
included the institution of major changes in fed-
eral income tax and securities laws, the creation
of staged pay-ins of investments in limited part-
nerships, and a lack of suitable investment
alternatives.
Federal Ta.x l-aw
Various tax reform measures incorporated into the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 and the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984 increased the attractiveness of
real estate equities by making the following changes
to the Internal Revenue Code;
r the top marginal tax rate decreased from 707( to

50c,:
r the capital gains exclusion increased from 50% to

60%, in effect reducing the top capital gains tax
rate from 35% to 20%; and

r depreciable lives for real property fell from be-
tween 35 and 50 years to between 15 and 19 years
and depreciation was accelerated on all property,
not just on new construction.

For a leveraged individual investor in real es-
tate equities, the result was to increase the after-tax
rate of return to a figure higher than the pre-tax
return. Furthermore, these changes led to a "tails I
win, heads you lose' mentality in that, on paper at
least, the decreased capital gains rate meant that
investors had to pay the government a substantially
smaller share of any gain from a successful invest-
ment. Conversely, if the investment was unsuccess-
ful, the investor could shelter other sources of
income with paper losses generated by accelerated
depreciation over a shorter depreciable life. Al-
though these deductions eventually would be recap-
tured, they generally would be taxed. at 20%.

Securities Intu
Prior to April 1982, Rule 146 under the Federal Se-
curities Act of 1933 could be used by syndicators
looking to privately place the equity requirement of

a real estate investment. Thereafter, with the pro-
mulgation of Regulation D, syndicators had consid-
erably less difficulty in complying with federal
securities laws. Among its beneficial impacts, Regu-
lation D:
r increased the number of limited partners to 35

non-accredited investors and an unlimited num-
ber of accredited investors (previously, there was a
total limit of 35 investors):

I eliminated the need to prequalify (in terms of
suitability, sophistication and net worth) an inves-
tor before making an offer. Investors had to be
qualihed before making a sale. which gave syndi-
cators much more leeway in locating investors and
attorneys who could opine adequately on the secu-
rities offering;

r clarified the amount ofdisclosure required for dif-
ferent types and sizes of offerings; and

r led to a concerted effort by state securities regula-
tors to adopt a fairly uniform set of "blue sky"
Iaws that facilitated inter-state offerings.

Of course, the option of a public offering (in con-
trast to a private placement) existed before and after
the introduction of Regulation D. Generally speak-
ing, however, the Iarge front-end costs associated
with a public offering could be justifred economically
only by a very large equity offering. This, Regula-
tion D substantially increased the ability of syn-
dicators to raise funds for limited partnerships
for offerings that previously would have been
uneconomical.

Staged Pay-lns
One of the more innovative but less heralded financ-
ing changes of the 1980s was the creation of a new
financing technology that permitted equity inves-
tors to contribute their capital in installments over
a defined period-generally, four to six years. Ini-
tially, these deferred equity payments were financed
by letters of credit obtained by investors from their
own banking sources. Subsequently, these letters of
credit were replaced with a more ellicient technol-
ogy: investors'notes evidencing their obligation to
pay their deferred capital contributions were bonded
through a surety company; the bonded notes then
were sold as securitized assets, and the net proceeds
were used to fund the real estate acquisition. Inves-
tors now were able to time their payments so their
expected tax deductions would be a multiple of their
staged capital contributions. In theory, for high-tax
bracket investors, the staged pay-in meant that Un-
cle Sam was writing the check.

I ntv stment A lter nat iw s
The investor looking for alternatives to real estate
had few comforting options in the early 1980s. The
five years before 1982 (the effective date of the Eco-
nomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981) sawr:
r a dramatic rise in inflation, with the average an-

nual increase running approximately 10.1%;

I a corresponding decline in the value of long-term,
fixed-income securities, with the average annual
change in total return at approximately <0.7%>;
and

Another application of the capitalization rate
tables is to estimate the equity yield, given an over-
all capitalization rate and an estimated growth rate.
As an example, assume the overall capitalization
rate is 8.699r, the growth rate is 4? and there is a
new 10.5%, 3O-year mortgage with a DCR of 1.20.
By looking across the 4c/( growlh row, the 8.697
overall rate can be found in the 15% equity discount
rate column.

Finally, the tables can be used to index the re-
quired growth rate for a given equity discount rate,
overall rate and mortgage situation. The required
growth rate for a 9.57,30-year mortgage, 1.20 DCR,
an overall rate of 8.69% and an equity discount rate
of 15%, would be 37r. Incidently, this process also
reveals something about sensitivity, i.e., a 100 basis
point difference in interest rates is offset by a 100
basis point difference in the growth rate.

EXHIBIT I
Base Case -Cost Analvsis

Indirect cost It will take six months to build the
project. The interest rate is esti-
mated to be 10':t; therefore, the ef-
fective interest charge will be for
one qualter of a year.

Taxes and insurance are estimated
to run 2% of direct cost.

Markcting covers the cost of leasing
al 4(l on a five-year lease at a gross
rental rate of $100.000 per year.

Holdrng costs are based on an ini-
tial vacancy period of six months at
a cost of 10q. Interest will be offset
by revenue approximately 339i of
one year's net operating income.

The 8,000 sq.ft. building will re-
quire a 20,000 sq.ft. site which is
valued at $200,000.
The property will have a market
value of $750,000 based upon cap-
italization of net operating income.

Developer's profit is the difference
between the selling price and the to-
tal costs of the project. Developer's
profit as a percentage is the dollars
of profit divided by the selling price.

Land value

Market value

Developer's
profit:

Interrelationships
A series of illustrations demonstrate what happens
when interest rates change and when the supply
and demand situation cause values to rise and fall.
The detailed IRR and cost computer analyses have
been eliminated to save space. Assumptions are as
follows:
Scenerio 1: The interest rate changes from 10? to

89c .

Scenario 2: The interest rate changes from 10? to
12C( .

Scenario 3: Value changes from $750,000 to
$800,000.

Scenario 4: Value changes from $750,000 to
$700,000.

Scenario 1 (the interest rate chanEes b 8q )
Gross rental multiplier

S100,000 x 7.50 .. ........ $750,000
Overall rate of return

$65,000 + $750,000 8.67%
Overall internal rate of return . . . . . . . . 12.675(
Equity internal rate of return ........ 23.50q(
Developer's profit ... 71.24q(,

Conclusions for Scenario I
In Scenario 1, it is assumed the supply and demand
situation is such that the $?50,000 value remains
unchanged. The revenue also remains unchanged;
therefore, the gross rental multiplier overall rate of
return and overall internal rate of return also re-
main unchanged.

The internal rate of return to the equity does
change, however. If the income and other overall
yield indicators remain the same, then, when the
interest declines to 87r,, the equity internal rate of

EstimEt€d cost n€w

Direct cost
8,000 sq.ft. @ t46.00/sq.ft.
Indirect cost

Flnsnciry
i368,000 x.02 + 1368,000 x.l0 x.25

'Ibxes & i$ursnce
i368,000 x .02

MErketillg
,100,000 x 5 x .04

Mhcellaneoos
t368,000 x .02

Holdi.ng costs net of rerrme util stabilization
t619,280 x.l0 x.6 - S66,000 x.33

Total estimst€d cost neB

Estim8tad lsnd rBlrc
20,000 sq. ft. @ 0r0/sq.ft.

Totsl

Profit Analysis

Estimsted ssles prooeeds b&sed on incom spproach
t750,000 x (1-.06)

Estimsted vslue by cost sDprosch (before Fofit)
Estim8ted developer's profit
Estimsted developer's profit ss s percentsge of

sellinS price $76,206 / $?50,000

$r6n,000

s62n.?9J

t r6,660

t 7,360

t 20,000

, 7,360

t 9,514

1428,794

$200,000

t70n.000
t628,794
t 76,206

10.18%

Investment Measures And Development
Cost
The developer's profit is the key relationship that
links the cost of development to the market value of
the investment. Exhibit I is based upon the forego-
ing analyses and these cost analysis assumptions:

Direct cost: The overall cost of the project for
structure and site work is $46.00
per sq.ft. of building area.
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DCR = 1.20
Interest = 9.507r
Projection period = 10 years
Mortgage term = 30 years
Growth rate = Inc, & Val. (n Same rate

Eqdty Discout Rstr 10.00\ 11.00\ t2.00\ 13.00$ 14.00\ 15.00\ 16.00% 17.00\ 18.001 19.00% 20.00\

TABLE 1

Amount and Percentage of Multi-Family Residential l\lortgage Debt by Type of Lender for Selected Years

197.-r Il,s0 l9s; t9r9
T) pe of Lendor: Amount P(,rcent Amounl I'ercent ,{mount Percent Amount Percent

(Gro$1h

Commercial banks
Savings institutions
Life insurarrce compf,flies
Federal & related &gencies
Mortgsge pools & trusts
All others
Total

$ 5,915
39,339
19,629
l2,315

1,263
22,t40

t 100,60{

6.9%
39.1
19.5

l.B
22.0

100.0%

s t2,924
54,200
19.514
14.884
8.267

27,345
sr3?Jl4

9.4%
39.5
14.2
10.9
6.0

19.9
l00J-%

$ 23,373
89,739
19,894
12. t 70
13.445
55,849

$214"470

10.9%
41.8
9.3
5.7
6.3

26.0
r00.0%

$ 36.994
108.534
26.646
23,593
27,t86
83,299

$806$52

t2.t"n
35.3
8.7

9.0
27.2

l00J-%0

I

3

4

5

6

8

I
l0

9.59S
8.?0%

7.82%

6.05%

6.08%

5.22""

1.36'.
3.50%

2.659"

1.8196

0.97%

9.79%

8.99%

8.19%

7.39%

6.59%

5.79%

1.99C

{.19\
3.40-.!

2.60%

l.8l9t

9.97'"
9.24%
8.51"6

7.?8"
7.04%
6.30\
5.56".
{.81""
4.06%

3.3 r."
2.56%

t0.12%

9.46%

8.79%

8.12%

7.44%
6.75%

6.06'.
r.36%
t.66$
3.96%

3.25%

10.58\
l0.lt"i
9.63%

9.14%

8.64qh

8.12\
7.60%

7.07\
6.63r
6.98%

5.42%

10.67%

10.23%

9.79%

9.33%

8.66S

8.39S
7.90%

7.40\
6.89%

6.389"

5.85%

10.74%

10.34%

9.93%

9.51%

9.07%

8.63%

8.17\
7.701
7.25""

6.7.1%

6.24%

10.81\
10.41%

10.06%

9.66%

9.26\
8.84\
8.{2\
7.98\
7.53%

7.07\
6.61%

(hersll C8pitrlization Rates

10.26"" 10.381 10.48%

9.65"i 9.82% 9.98%

9.04% 9.26% 9.45%

8,42% 8.69% 8.92%

7.79\ 8.10% 8.38%

7.15"" 7.51% 7.83%

6.511 6.91r 7.27%

5.86\ 6.30% 6.?l%
5.20t 5.69% 6.13%

4.54% 6.08% 6.64%

3.87% 4.43% 4.95%

Sources; Federal Reserve Bulletin r'Decenbff, 1978): A41
Federal Re8erve Bulletin /-De.errber. 1983): 439
Federal Reserve Bulletin /D€cen6.r. 1988): A39
Federal Reserve Bulletin /Jul-!, 1990): A38

DCR = 1.20
Interest = 10.0017.
Projection period = l0 years
Mortgage term = 30 years
Growth rate = Inc, & Val. (o Same rate

Eq ty Discount Rate 10.00\ 11.00% 12.00% 13.00% 14.00% 15.00% 16.00% 17.00% 18.00% 19.00 20.001

I an unrewarding stock market, for which the aver-
age annual change in total return was about
9.6%-less than the inflation rate; for two years
(1977 and 1986), the annual return was negative.

In summary, with stocks and bonds in the dol-
drums, it took little convincing to make real estate
equities the investment darling of the early 1980s.
The amount of annual real estate limited partner-
ship investment increased dramatically for all prop-
erty types, from }ess than $1 billion in 1978 to more
than $10 billion in 1984.'z With this huge infusion of
equity capital, the economy by the mid-1980s was
witnessing an unparalleled increase in real estate
values and construction as developers cashed in on
the newly created demand for real estate holdings.
Much of this equity investment was in limited part-
nerships that invested in multi-family residential
properties.

Historical Capital Market Flor,r's-Multi-
Family Mortgage Debt
The demand for mortgage debt derives from the de-
sire of equity investors to leverage their real estate
holdings. As shown in Table l and Figure 1, from
1975 to 1989, the amount of mortgage debt used to
finance multi-family residential properties grew
from $100.6 billion to over $306.6 billion. an in-
crease of slightly more than 200%. Multi-family res-
idential mortgage loans for the years ending 1975,
f980, 1985 and 1989 were grouped by six types of
lenders: commercial banks, savings institutions, Iife
insurance companies, federal and related agencies,
mortgage pools and trusts, and all others. The activ-
ities of each of these lenders now will be discussed.

Commercial Banhs
Commercial banks have long been the major source
of construction financing for large (including, more
recently, multi-family residential) development pro-
jects. Since the early 1980s, however, income-
property loans financed by commercial banks often
have taken on a more permanent character through
the use of miniperms having terms of, say, five to
seven years. With this change in lending practice,
commercial banks have become a more signifrcant

t't(i t'Ru l

Percentage of Multi-Family Mortgage Debt by Type
of Lender for Selected Years

tr/.'

4tr/6

Grorrli owrsll CEpltslization natas

10.68% 10.80% r0.91%

10.03% 10.21% 10.38%

9.39% 9.62% 9.82%

8.74% 9.02% 9.26t
8.071 8.401 8.69%

7.401 7.781 8.12j;
6.731 7.15% 7.53%

6.06% 6.521 6.94%

6.37% 5.88% 6.33%

4.68% 6.22% 6.72%
3.99% 4.57% 6.ll%

0

I

3

4

5

6

7

8
I

l0

9.97%

9.0{%
8.12%

7.20\
6.29%

5.39\
4.19\
3.61\

1.86%

1.00%

I1.0 r%

10.52%

10.01".
9-{9r
8.96r
8.{2%
7.871
7.32%

6.?6%

6.18%

6.59%

I1.26%
10.88%

10.46%

10.0{%

9.6t%
9.17%

8.739.
8.27""
7.80%

7.32%
6.83%

10.19%

0.34%

8.50%

7.66C
7.05%

5.99""

5. r 5".
4.32%

3.50%

2.68%
1.86%

10.37%

9.61%

8.84S

8.071
7.29$
6.52\
5.74%

4.S7'"

4.19%

3.41%

2.64%

10.53%

9.83%

9.t3%
8.42""
7.7 t%
6.99%

6.26%

5.54%

4.81%

{.08%
3.35%

ll.lr%
10.64%

10.17%

9.69\
9.10%

8.70$
8.19\
7.66%

?.13%

6.69%

6.04%

I l.l8%
10.?6%

10.32_.r,

9.88'"
9.42X
8.95%

8.47%

7.98%

7.48%

6.S?%

6.45-'i

DCR = 1.20
Interest = 10.5G;i
Projection period = 10 years
Mortgage term = 30 years
Growth rate = Inc. & Val. ((l Same rate

Equiry Discounr Rsre 10.009i, 11.00% t2.00% 13.0096 14.00-"" 15.00"t 16.00i. 17.00% 18.00% 19.00% 20.00%

o
8
g
a
(!

5o
b
o
E
c
o
o
o-

)Gro*th Oversll Cspitslizstion B8tcs

1r.09% tt.22% 11.34%

10.40% 10.60\ 10.77%

9.73% 9.971 10.19%

9.05% 9.34% 9.60%

8.36% 8.691 9.00%

7.65% 8.04% 8.40%

6.95% 7.S0% ?.78%

6,24% 6.73% 7,16%

6.53X; 8.06% 6.53%

{.82% 5.38% 5.90%

4.10% 4.70% 5.26%

Wo

na/"

fleanrs i saLs i r

Source: Toble 1

1980 1985

Year

1989

IAgencles lpoots , _ Otner

Hh0
I

3

4

5

6

7

8

s
l0

10.36%

9.38\
8.4t\
7.45h
6.50%

6.56%

4.61%

3.72%

2.81%

l.9l$
1.02\

t0.58%
9.69%

8.81C
7.93%

7.50%

6.18%

5.31%

4.45%

3.60%

2.75%
l.9ls

10.?7%

9.97\
Ll6"t,
8.351
7.54t
0.73%

5.gz%
5.12%

4.3t%
3.5t\
2.71\

10.94%

10.201

9.16%

8.72";
7.S7%

7.22%
6.46%

6.71%
4.95%

4.19%

3.44\

I1.44%
10.92

10.38t
9.83r
9.28t
8.71%

8.14%

7.66%

6.97%

6.37%

6.76%

I t.5,1%

I1.051;
10.55\
10.05%

8.47%

7.92%
7.36%

6.80".
6.23%

11.62%

I l.l7s
10.71\
10.24

9.76r
9.26%

8.76%

8.25%
7.73%

7.20%
6.65%

I1.70%
I1.28\
10.85%

l0.4lt
9.S69"

9.50%

9.03%

8.65%

8.06\
7.56C
7.05\

;..:..

1975

2t REAL ESTATE ISSUES SPRING/SUMMER 1992 The Impoct ol Supply Chonges on Reol NOI

Life
Com panres
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TABLE 2

Overall Capitalization Rate

force in multi-family residential property financing.
As Table 1 shows, between the end of 1975 and the
end of 1989, bank-financed multi-family residential
mortgage loans grew from $5.9 billion to $36.9 bil-
lion. This growth was accompanied by a doubling of
banks'mortgage market share from 5.9% to 72.79o.

Satings Institutions
Table 1 and Figure 1 also reveal that savings institu-
tions have long held the largest market share for
multi-family residential property loans. In part, this
role can be viewed as an extension of their specializ-
ation as predominantly single-family residential
property lenders. The Garn-St. Germain Act of 1982
liberalized income-property lending and enhanced
the deposit-gathering capabilities of these institu-
tions. As a result, huge amounts of funds flowed into
multi-family residential mortgage loans. In just five
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FIGURE I
Mortgage foan Financing and the Internal Rate of Return

TABLE 3

Number and Percentage Change in Multi-Family Housing Starts and Moving Averages for the Years 1975
through 1989

llulti-Family Housing Starts
Moving,{verages

'li'ar \umber 2-l'car il-l'ear l-l'crr

Invesunent \hlue

Input Assumptions

Initisl NOI 66000

loan information:
DCB r.2
lnter$t rstr 10.00%
tosn t€rm 30 years
Pqvmnts/year l2 per yesr

Gmwti rates:
Nol Srowth rste 4.00% per )'€8r
Overall cspitslizstion rste 8.6?%
Tbrminalcapitalizationrate 8.67%
Estimattd NOI (1,ear 10) i02,616
Reqdred return 16.90%

Calculations based on &bove inputs:
loan amount 614361
Annual debt s€rvice 54167
CoNtant 10.59%
EqLity investn€nt 235606

1975
r976
1977
1978
1979
1980
l98l
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
r987
1988
1989

Average

Stands.rd delistion

223.0
t57 .0
196.0
229.0
24 r.0
196.1
135.3
I 17.0
191.5
313.2
365.2
407.6
345.6
284.5
N.A.

227 .l
105.8

qlelce
-45.0?%
-29.60%

24.84%
I6.84%
5.24%

-18.63%
-3r.00%
-13.53%

63.68%
63.66%
16.60%
ll.6t%

-15.21v"
-17.68%

N.A.

-37.34%
- 2,38%

20.84%
11.04""

- 6.70%

-24.82"n
-22.27%

25.0796
63.61%
40.08%
14.I I%

- 1.80%

-I6.45%
N.A.

-16.6I%
4.03%

15.64%
l.l5%

-I4.80''r
-2 r.05%

6.38%
87 .90v"
47 .94%
30.69%

4.33%

- 7 .0sv"
N.A.

6.80e"

20.34e"

7.67%

15.96%

5.48""

29.18""

4.50%

26.16%Surnmary loan information:
End ol year I
PEyrlent 5416?
Mort{age balarce 511502
Interest 51307
Principal 2860

2
54167

508343
51008

3159

4
54 r67

500999
50312

3855

5
54 t67

496741
49s08

4258

6
54167

492037
49462

4704

7
54167

486840
48970

5197

I
54t6?

4? 4756
47824
6342

3
54167

504854
506?7
3489

8
54167

481099
48426

57 4r

Sozrcer Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990; Table No. 1269, Neu. Atnrtments Complete.l and Rented in Three Months, p- 718
For structures of more lhon 4 units, priuotel! financed, non-subsidized, unfurnished aWrtments. Measured in thousands.

Estim&tes of cash flow from operations:

apartment glut at that time. By the end of 1989,
however, REITs were but a modest source of such
loans. By then, state and local credit agencies had
become the most important lenders in this category,
accounting for $43.1 billion3 or more than half the
amount attributed to all other lenders.

Analysis of the Multi-Family Market
Attention is now focused upon the multi-family resi-
dential market. Although excessive supply has had an
impact on all major sectors of the real estate market,
fluctuations in newly constructed multi-family resi-
dential units have been especially dramatic. The ma-
terial below analyzes the rental productivity ofthese
properties by determining the impact from changes in
the level of new construction on changes in the net
operating income of multi-family properties. This
analysis first separately examines the demand and
supply components of the multi-family residential
rental sector and then statistically studies the rela-
tionship between supply and demand.

Demand-Side Considerations
Table 2 estimates the demand for multi-family hous-
ing by examining the level of net operating income
generated by these properties from 1975 through
1989. The net operating income (as opposed to rental
rates) over time captures not only rental levels but
also vacancy rates, bad debt losses and operating
expenses. Real estate essentially is a cash flow busi-
ness; thus, the ability of rental and occupancy rates
to keep pace with increasing operating expenses is
critical. For purposes of this analysis, per-square-
foot figures are utilized zrs a common base.{ From

these net operating income (NOI) data, nominal in-
creases that are solely attributable to inflation are
stripped out. These have been measured by the an-
nual percentage change in the consumer price index
(CPI). The result is the percentage change in the
real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) NOI per square foot as
shown in Thble 2.

Notwithstanding the variability in the yearly
figures (as indicated by their standard deviation),
the data in Table 2 show that real NOI has substan-
tially kept pace with inflation; real NOI in 1989 was
$1.18 per square foot as compared to $1.21 in 1975.
Alternatively stated, the nominal NOI increase to
$2.73 per square foot reflects approximately 97c/c of
the increase in CPI during this period. The table
also shows that the annual growth in nominal NOI
was 5.987r in comparison to 6.157c for the CPI dur-
ing this period.

Interestingly, the Institute of Real Estate Man"
agement (IREM) reported that actual revenue col-
Iections increased by 5.66% between 1975 and 1989,
a level of increase greater than the 5.337. rate re-
ported for operating expenses over this same pe-
riod.5 Since operating expenses represented
approximately 507. of revenue collections, NOI in-
creased faster than revenues and at a rate approach-
ing the increase in the CPI.

Supply-Side Considerations
Table 3 presents data pertaining to multi-family
housing starts for the years 1975 through 1988. Over
this l4-year period, new starts ranged from a low of
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approximately 117,000 units to a high of approx-
imately 408,000 units. The yearly starts averaged
approximately 227,000 units, and the standard devi-
ation from this average was a relatively high
106,000 units.

To a large degree, the impact of new additions on
overall supply is cumulative. Consequently, Table 3
not only reflects the percentage change in housing
starts in comparison to the level of starts for the
previous year, it also depicts moving averages for the
Ievel of starts over two-year, three-year and four-
year periods. The percentage change data for both
the level of starts and those for the moving averages
(along with the standard deviations for these data)
reflect the high degree of volatility in the construc-
tion of multi-family properties.

Supply And Demand Interaction
Table 4 integrates selected demand data from Table
2 and selected supply data from Table 3 to reveal
that the degree of variability in real NOI is far less
than that shown for housing starts. The housing
start data incorporated in the table are the two-year
moving average data which have been lagged one
year to allow for the effects of supply additions on
net operating income.

A closer examination of the data shows a strong
inverse relationship between real NOI and the
lagged two-year moving average of housing starts- A
year-by-year review of the data, which are graph-
ically displayed in Figure 2, shows that this inverse
relationship exists in every year but two, 1984 and
1989. In all other years, when the two-year moving
average of multi-family housing starts declined, real
NOI per square foot increased the following year.
The converse was also true; when starts increased,
real NOI decreased.

TAI]LE .I

Real NOI and Lagged, 2-Year Moving Average in
Multi-Family Housing Starts

)ta r Real \Ol
2-l'ear Moving Average

(Lagsed I Year)

FIGURE Z

Relationship of Real NOI to Multi-Family Housing
Starts for the Years 1977 to 1989

50%

Discount Rate Analysis
In an unleveraged situation, the discount rate/
internal rate of return is equal to the overall cap-
italization rate plus the estimated rate of growth. In
Example 1, the overall rate of return is 8.677, and
the estimated growth rate is 4%. Therefore, the
discounUinternal rate of return rs 12.67c( . The proof
of this is shown in Example 2.

Example 2

Valuation by 10-Year Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis

Present Worth
Year Cash Flow Factor Ce 12.67q( Present Worth

n 65,000
67,600
70,304
73,116
76,041
79,082
82,246
85,536
88,957

1,202,698*

887548
7877 41
699158
620536
550755
488821
433852
385065
3477 63
303331

$ 57,691
53,251
49,154
45,37 |
41,880
38,657
35,683
32,937
30,402

364,816

$7 49,842

$750,000

Total

and value unchanged, the overall rate of return re-
mains unchanged. With the introduction of mort-
gage loan financing, the yields are redistributed.
This is illustrated in Example 4:

Rate Weighted Rate

Mortgage 68.587. 10.537o* 7.221o
Equity 37 .42q. 4 .607o 7 .45Ea

Overall 100.007" 75.73%, 8.67q(,
*Mortgage Loan Constraint, 10%, 30 Years

Table 1 presents capitalization rates based on
debt service coverage ratios (DCR) of 1.0 to 1.30.
Note that by interpolation with a 1.20 DCR and an
overall rate of 8.67%, the cash-on-cash (equity divi-
dend) rate would be approximately 4.60% (see

Example 5).

Example 5:

Equity
Dividend Rate OAR OAR
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0867
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1978 r 980 1S82
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EReal NOI + M ulli

ges ,nau ,n
1 984 1986

- Family Starls

1l 87 r 989
1988

So rces: Tobles 2 and 3

Say

*S92,515 + t$750.000 r 1.480244 (futureworth of l (, 4?)l

To illustrate that the discount rate and internal
rate of return are effectively the same, see the anal-
ysis in Example 3.

Example 3:

Internal Rate of Return

Time Cash Flow

(s750,000)
65,000
67,600
70,304
73,116
76,041
79,082
82,246
85,536
88,95?

1,202,698

IRR = 12.67c.

The Affect Of Mortgage Loan Financing
The next step in the relationship chain is to consider
the effect of mortgage loan financing on equity. The
analysis in Figure 1 indicates an equity internal
rate of return of 15.907t and a cash-on-cash return of
4.607o based on the calculation:
($65,000 $54,167) + ($750,000 - $5L4,3611 = 4.60%

Band Of Investment Analysis
As indicated previously, the cash-on-cash return in
the mortgage loan scenario is 4.60%. With income

Overall Capitalization, Growth And Equity
Discount Rates
With the previous discounted cash flow analysis
(which reflected ao 8.67clr overall rate ofreturn on a
4% growth rate, 15.9091 equity discount rate, 1.20
debt service coverage ratio and a 10%, 30-year mort-
gage), it should be clear that as the growth and
equity discount rates change for any given mortgage
situation, the overall capitalization rate also will
change.

Table 2 presents overall capitalization rate ta-
bles reflecting growth rates of 0% to l0% and equity
discount rates of 107r, to 20%,. The table permits
analysis of the changes in overall capitalization
rates based upon mortgages with a DCR of 1.20 and
interest rates of 9.5a,l07c and 10.5%.

Use Of Capitalization Rate Thbles
The most obvious use of capitalization rate tables is
to estimate an appropriat€ overall capitalization
rate. This estimate may be obtained by identifying,
in the equity discount rate (IRR) column, the row
that reflects the estimated growth rate and the in-
tersecting overall capitalization rate. For instance,
assume there is a new 30-year, 10% mortgage, with
a DCR of 1.20, and that the market driven equity
yield is 15% and 4q. growth is anticipated. The 107r
mortgage interest table at the 157r equity discount
rate column and the 47r growth row reveals an over-
all capitalization rate of 8.40?.

01
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Example 4:

Interest

Statistical Approach
Clearly, there seems to be a time-delayed, inverse
relationship between changes in supply and their
effect on real NOI. The challenge is to find whether
such a relationship is statistically significant.

In order to examine this relationship from a sta-
tistical point of view, a simple regression equation
(using the ordinary, least-squares approach) is uti-
lized. The nature of this process is to mathe-
matically determine the line that provides the best
fit to the data-i.e., one that minimizes the sum of
the squared deviations between the regression line
and the observations. The equation used to examine
how the independent variable (supply, designated as
x) affects the dependent variable (real NOI, desig-
nated as y) is specified as follows;

Y-a+bx+e
where:

y = the annual percentage change in real NOI
per square foot for the current year,

a : a constant,

b : a coelficient that modifies x,

x : the two-year moving average of the annual
percentage change in multi-family housing
starts lagged by one year, and

e = an error term.

The result of the regression analysis is the fol-
lowing observed historical relationship:

y = 0.27% - .069 (x)
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REtrL ESTf,TE
INVESTMENT
YIELD
LINKAGES

Interrelations hips among inuestm.ent yields
and the equity diuidend influence the
profits deuelopers can realize.

by Robert A. Steele, CRE

Grou'th rate is defined in this article as tfu antici-
pted increase in net operdting income. It also can
relate to changes in expenses and/or talue, Owrall
capitalization rate is the marhet-deriuud relationship
between the selling price or talue of a property and its
net operdling income. The required return (discount
rale ) and IRR (internal rate of return) are the same
thing. The discount rqte is used prospectivuly, and
the internal rate of return is deriued by equating the
present borth of all reuenues with the initial inuest-
ment so thol the difference is zero.

f he real estate market uses several measures to
I equate rates ofreturn. although it is not always
I .l"..ly recognized that these measures bear a

relationship to one another and to the money market.
The most commonly used measurements are:

r gross rental multiplier (GRM)

r overall capitalization rate (OAR)
r overall discount rate/internal rate of return (IRR)
r equity yield./internal rate of return
r equity dividend rate (cash on cash; Re)
r developers' profit

Each of the above yields are affected by:

r supply and demand
r interest rates
r inflation and growth rates

A series of illustrations may help to illustrate
these relationships. The examples that follow have
been kept simple deliberately. This article focuses on
the interrelationships of yields; it does not treat the
complexities of various major property t)?es.

The Gross Rental Multiplier And The Overall
Capitalization Rate And Internal Rate Of
Return

Example 1:

Scheduled gross revenue .. . . $100,000
Operating ratio

[1 - (vacancy + expense ratio)] .,.. .65
Gross rental multiplier

based on market comparables ....... 7.5
Estimated annual growth

in revenue and value .04
Value is being estimated

on a free and clear basis
no mortgage is considered

Valuation by GRM
-smm00Tr5
Overali capitalization rate analysis

.65 + 7.5 = ..
Valuation by OAR

$100,000 x .65 + .0867 :
Sav

This relationship states that real NOI per
square foot for any given year is expected to increase
by 0.277, over the prior year, less .069 of the lagged,
rolling two-year average ofthe percentage change in
multi-family housing starts. For example, a two-
year moving average of multi-family starts con-
cluded in the prior year at a 107. increase suggests a
0.427a decline in real NOI per square feet in the
cunent year:

y : 0.27'/( - .069 (10.07r) = <0.42>1t

Viewed from a different perspective, any in-
crease in the two-year moving average of the ad-
justed multi-family housing starts in excess of
approximately 3.97r suggests a real decline in NOI
per square foot in the current year:

y = 0.27q( .069 (3.9137") : 0.09.

The 3.97 "baseline' estimate is comparable in
magnitude to the 3.17r real growth in GNP over this
time period,6 suggesting that the percentage change
in housing starts in excess of what the inflation-
adjusted economy generates may be unsustainable
by the multi-family sector.

Before continuing, it is important to examine
the statistical system of checks and balances
through the following key parameters:

12 - 45.9%

x coeffrcients:
standard error = 2.3%
t-statistic - 3.05%

In simple terms, these parameters indicate that
new construction accounts for approximately 467r, of
the rariation in real NOI.7 This degree of explana-
tion seems satisfactory, given that this model does
not attempt to incorporate various demand-side vari-
ables (such as population size, household formations,
household size, household income, age distribution
and affordability of owner-occupied housing). Addi-
tionally, the error estimates las measured by the
standard error and the t-statistic) associated with
the x coefficient suggest that the regression equa-
tion should be viewed as statistically meaningful.
Assuming that the variables are normally distrib-
uted, there is a confidence level of 98% associated
with the equation's explanatory value.

From the above data, one may judge that new
construction activity has accounted for about 467r of
the change in real cash flow as measured by NOI per
square foot. This is close to what one may intu-
itively suspect, based on the assumption that de-
mand and supply each contribute about 507r.
During periods of significant levels of new construc-
tion, the potential for negative real cash flow is sub-
stantial, thereby jeopardizing the real yields
investors expect from their investments. Conversely,
prolonged periods of declining construction have the
effect of substantially increasing real yields.

Caveat: Local Market Considerations
It should be stressed that macro-based analyses deal
with averages; thus, their use and application re-
quire care. Before applying the equation developed
in this article to a particular submarket, a critical
examination of local supply and demand forces is
essential.s If possible, it would be preferable to use
similar statistics for the local market in evaluating
the impact ofexcess supply upon real NOI. Moreover,
the multi-family residential sector by its very na-
ture is extremely management intensive; at the
same time, it is understaffed by qualifred asset and
property managers. Consequently, economic anal-
ysis of the type incorporated in this article must be
evaluated in a context that also focuses upon the
effectiveness with which individual properties are
being managed.

Ftture Capital Market Flows-General
Quite obviously, the flow of debt and equity capital
into new construction is a critical element in gaug-
ing a property's future ability to generate cash flows
that meet or exceed inflationary increases. More-
over, one of the ways to uncover superior investment
opportunities is to identify markets that have favor-
able demographic trends and constraints against fu-
ture additions to supply.

The multifamily residential sector of the real
estate industry is entering a phase during which
such investment potential may develop in numerous
local markets. On a broad scale, recent additions to
supply have slowed markedly; major capital market
forces suggest that this trend will continue.

F\rture Capital Market Flows-Real Estate
Equity
The confluence of major events in the early 1990s,
unlike the early 1980s, has dramatically decreased
the relative attractiveness of real estate equity in-
vestments. These factors include:

Tox lnu
Without question, the most important change on the
individual investor landscape has been the Tax Re-
form Act of 1986 (TRA '86). lt included the following
provisions:
a the top marginal tax rate effectively declined to

28%;
r the capital gains exclusion was eliminated;
r depreciable lives were lengthened; and
r most importantly, individual investors were no

longer able to offset losses generated by their real
estate investments against other sources of
income,

Perhaps the best way to gauge the impact of
these changes is to consider an individual investor's
after-tax annual rate of return before and after TRA
'86. For example, assuming 717c leverage, the inves-
tor's after-tax return under a pre-TRA '86 tax struc-
ture would have been 19.87r per annum, using a 40%
tax bracket (rather than 50%, which was the highest
marginal tax bracket). Using a 287o tax bracket un-
der a TRA '86 tax structure, the after-tax return
would decline to 11.97c.e

$750,000

.0867

$7 49,772

$750,000

tuberl A, Stecle. (RI;, is president of Parhcentet RealtJ
Aduisors in Lts Angeles. He has been an actiLc number of
the Amertan Sc|ciet:'of Real Estate Counselors sen:ing oa
L,ie presidenl and o member of lhe BNtd of Goternors.
Steele is a frequent conlributor to the Approisal Journal
and other industa publbalions.
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The draconian impacts of this change also are
seen in the precipitous decline in annual real estate
limited partnership investment. From a high of ap-
proximately $10 billion in 1984, the market plum-
meted to approximately $0.6 billion in 1989.ro

Securities l,au And Staged Pay-lns
While there have been no substantive adverse
changes in the relevant securities law over the past
decade, a tremendous decline has occurred in the
financing of staged pay-in capital contributions.
This decline clearly is a function of individuals' re-
luctance to invest in real estate equities as well as
insurance companies' and banks' concerns about
falling real estate values.

I ru,u stmen t A lter naliue s
Very importantly, the recent performance of avail-
able investment alternatives, unlike the early 1980s,
makes many different types of investment oppor-
tunities attractive to the indiyidual investor. For in-
stance, for the five-year period ending in 1990:rt
r inflation averaged 4.17 per annum (an approxi-

male 60% reduction from a little less than a dec-
ade earlier);

r fixed-income securities, in large part reflecting a
decline in the inflation rate, averaged a total re-
turn of 10.87o; and

r despite the steep decline in October, 1987, stocks
averaged a total return of 13.29r per annum.

Individuals and institutions therefore have a
much broader array of apparently soundly perform-
ing investment alternatives.

Obviously, much of the luster of real estate eq-
uity investments has been effectively removed for
the individual investor because ofthe changes to the
tax codes; it is as if the interest income on municipal
bonds suddenly was declared to be no longer exempt
from federal taxation. While much of the slack in
individual investor demand has been taken up by
pension fund investment, the acquisitions made by
these institutional investors most often take the
form of Class A"/trophy properties. Such properties
represent only a small portion of the total apart-
ment market.

F\rture Capital Market Flows- Multi-Family
Mortgage Debt
Just as fundamental changes are having an impact
on real estate equity markets, major influences are
affecting the potential supply of mortgage debt for
multi-family residential properties. In considering
the future, recall that over the last 15 years, the
market share of multi-family residential mortgage
loans held by commercial banks increased, while
that held by the savings institutions, life insurance
companies and federal-related agencies as direct
lenders declined. Mortgage-backed securities be-
came a much more important source of funds, as did
funds provided by all other lenders.

What roles are these sources likely to play in the
future? Commercial banks, in order to rectify con-
cerns about their capital adequacy, are cutting back
on income-property lending. Thus, both commercial

and multi-family residential mortgage loans from
these lenders will be more difficult to obtain, while
those that are funded will be subject to much more
stringent underwriting than in the past.l2 Among
other outcomes, the fundings from commercial
banks also will be at lower loan-to-value ratios, ne-
cessitating added investor/borrower equity capital.

Savings institutions, in part because of major
capital deficiencies, will continue to decline in im-
portance as a source of multi-family residential
mortgage loans. New capital requirements, as a re-
sult of The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery
and Enforcement Act of 1989, not only limit what
may be included as capital but also generally re-
strict loans to one borrower to 15-25% of capital in
contrast to the former limit of 100%. Furthermore,
capital investments in real estate development sub-
sidiaries must be deducted from capital. This re-
quirement will significantly curtail the activities of
development joint ventures, including those that
otherq/ise would develop multi-family residential
properties.

Life insurance companies also are being influ-
enced by the deleterious circumstances affecting the
quality of income-property loans held by commercial
banks. During the last decade, these firms heavily
depended on funds raised through guaranteed in-
vestment contracts (GICs) for their investments in
commercial mortgage loans as well as their acquisi-
tions of non-investment grade, non-mortgage debt.
Whether GICs will continue to be so readily avail-
able is open to question. In any event, life insurance
companies will likely focus on refinancing existing
mortgage debt for much of the coming decade. A
major reversal of this industry's declining impor-
tance as a source of multi-family residential mort-
gage debt is therefore unlikely during the 1990s.

Table 1 illustrates the remarkable shift from di-
rect multi-family residential lending by federal and
related agencies to mortgage pools and trusts. Re-
cently, however, there has been much turbulence in
this sector of the market. Problems associated with
both the FHA $221(dX4) and $223(fl programs have
resulted in substantial reductions in the levels of
GNMA-guaranteed multi -fami Iy residential
mortgage-backed securities being issued. Major re-
ductions in multi-family residential mortgage fund-
ing by FHLMC also have occurred because of
defaults and other loan quality problems. Indeed, of
the federal and related agencies, only FNMA re-
mains a significant source of securitized mortgage
funds in the multi-family residential market, espe-
cially for larger properties. Moreover, its participa-
tion in the market place is associated with greater
underwriting stringencies, thereby reducing the
availability of capital.

The all-other-lender category in recent years has
been dominated by state and local credit agencies.
This role will lessen in the future because of the
virtual elimination of the potential for using tax-
exempt revenue bonds to finance multi-family
residential properties. While not likely to supplant

factor. For example, a profitable and cash-producing
tenant finish operation could be a real plus, while
the maintenance of a park indentured common area
or storm water retention pond on an unprofitable or
breakeven basis could be a negative.

The tlpe and size of the projects that are man-
aged, as well as their quality of maintenance and
condition, affect profitability, stability and ease of
assimilation.

The flrrm's reputation, not only the sometimes
nebulous goodwill factor but also its character, re-
spect, integrity, trust, community acceptance and
recognition, acknowledged expertise and perfor-
mance, prestige and credibility, play a role.

Not to be overlooked is an assessment of lia-
bilities, especially those contingent liabilities that
fail to show on a balance sheet. The buyer should
seek a satisfactory form of indemnification from the
seller regarding undisclosed or hidden liabilities.

Lastly, the status and condition of the firm's
physical plant - computers, word processors, tele-
phone system, other office equipment, leased or
owned premises, etc. must be determined.

Structuring The Ttansaction
The buyer should negotiate up to a maximum price
which has been derived on the basis of a low multi
ple of net income before taxes but after adjusting to
normal compensation for the owners active in the
business. The net income after taxes may be used as
a starting point and a basis that favors a lower price,
presuming the seller has tax exposure. Remember,
the buyer purchases current, not future, value.

The buyer should propose terms to help create
value for the seller as well as to ease financing ofthe
acquisition and provide monetary values tied to con-
tingencies related to the retention of accounts.
These contingencies will help maintain and possibly
create value for the buyer, too. Depending upon
where the price appears to be headed, this counselor
suggests resisting any substantial upfront cash
payment.

The balance due ideally should be payable over
several years, and it should be tied to retention of
existing accounts and their related volume. The
writer likes the approach of tying in retention
through a calculated percentage ofthe gross revenue
from existing account billings which is payable
monthly. This approach provides an excellent and
responsive incentive for the principals of the ac-
quired firm to retain their present accounts.

This counselor strongly suggests including in
the contract non-compete clauses for the present
owners in terms of geography, time-frame, clientele
and penalties. These clauses should be sufficiently
reasonable so they will not be perceived as enforce-
able deterrents. In judging reasonableness, the
sellers must be recognized as prior owners, not just
employees.

This author also suggests employment agree-
ments for the sellers and the key employees, if any,
that the buyer plans on retaining for a specific
length of time. This period of time is long enough at
least for the transition to take place or, with some
key executives, long enough to \.r'ean away their ac-
counts. Employment agreements may be difficult to
achieve with employees. These agreements are two-
sided and can restrict the buyer's flexibility, too.

Legal and accounting counsel should be em-
ployed to make certain that most, if not all, of the
purchase price is allocated in the purchase contract
to intangible assets that can be amortized as deduct-
ible expenses under federal income tax laws.

Obviously, these recommendations represent the
ideal, in this counselor's view Ideal structures may
not be practical routes for completing a transaction
in a way that best fulfills objectives. Thus, the rela-
tive importance of each factor and structural ideal
should be taken into account. Other factors that al-
ter a buyer's view or the view from the other side of
the negotiating table also should be considered. For
example, the buyer's plans for transition certainly
should be reflected in the transaction's structure. In
structuring and negotiating a purchase, the buyer
should recognize that it may be more economical to
pirate the key people and accounts rather than buy
out the owners. This thought may strengthen the
buyer's negotiating posture.

Summary
The process of valuing or acquiring a property man-
agement company provides an excellent example of
decision-making based upon the use of analy'tical
approaches that have been appropriately modified
by intuitive judgment founded upon experience. As
outlined, the valuation requires both analytically
derived input as well as intuitive judgmenk relating
to its application and the consideration of a host of
relevant factors, both tangible and intangible. Re-
tention of clients and professionals, as well as the
caliber of the management contracts, are major fac-
tors to be recognized.

Regardless of approach, market value of a prop-
erty management company, relative to its income
stream, has declined due to increasing manager
turnover, fickleness of current clients and general
turbulence in the industry.

Coupled with and interrelated to the above valu-
ation and the relevant factors and concerns is the
structuring of any related transaction to recognize
them. The sale structure should complement and re-
inforce the principles upon which the acquisition is
based.

N(}TES
Pratt, Shannon P, Williamette Management A6sociates, [nc., yoi-
uing a Propert! Management Compony, (tnstituts of Real Estat€
Management Foundation, 19881.
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Whether right or wrong, perception can become
reality.

Recognizing the Willamette study, but relying
on this personal contact survey for more recent and
comparable insight, the author has come to the con-
clusion that the multiplier, applied to net income to
determine value, declined from a range of three to
six times net income, only four to six years ago in
the hectic and active acquisition days when the gi-
ants tried to get bigger at any costs, to a more recent
range of one to three times net income. Some execu-
tives even felt that a multiplier of 1.0 is tops, be-
cause of the short-term nature of property
management contracts, their 30-day cancellation
clauses, the turbulence of the industry and the ap-
parent fickleness of some current clients compared
to clients of the past. Yet a few other executives,
including one who claimed to be in an acquisition
mode, still believe in higher multiples. Some of the
variance in opinion among executives may relate to
the viability and potential ofthe markets they serve.

These dramatic changes have led to a divergence
in the assessment of value between buyers and
sellers and frequent failure to reach agreement ex-
cept when either or both buyer and seller have a
unique motivation that affects their view of price.
For example, a seller may be facing financial diffr-
culties, divorce, estate settlement, health problems,
burnout or have a sincere desire to retire. A buyer
may see a particular synergy, an economy of scale, a
special fit with his vision of the business, an entry
into a desired market or a means of acquiring key
accounts and-/or professional staff. Such unique mo-
tivations can drive or fuel a transaction and
heighten the need for a negotiator to put himself in
the other person's shoes.

Factors And Concerns Tb Consider
In buying a property management firm, agreement
on a normalized pro-forma helps clear the air and
move negotiations ahead. This focus then brings us
full circle to the other factors that significantly de-
termine value.

The most influential factor is the retention of
the existing property management accounts and the
preservation of their gro*'th potential or protection
against any likely loss or shrinkage. Some existing
accounts may move solely because of the transaction
itself and the changes the client perceives; or the
owner may use the opportunity to rebid contracts
among existing accounts, expecially in these cost-
conscious times. An ownership transaction regard-
ing the property management company or the prop-
erty itself may create an unanticipated exposure, In
valuing a property management income stream and
the likelihood it will continue, a helpful exercise is
to review the probable continuity of income by ac-
count and category.

Directly related to this retention of accounts are
the management contracts themselves. Unfor-
tunately, in most cases, the contracts are short-term,
frequently one to three years, and have cancellation

provisions as short as 30 days. Others flag owner-
ship change by either party as reason for recon-
sideration of the contracts' terms. Related then are
the longevity of the accounts with a specific client
and the diversity of the firm's clients.

At the heart of this retention are client relation-
ships. Property management is very much a rela-
tionship- and people-oriented business. High on the
list of management assets are the caliber and mo-
tivation of the employees, the ability to retain em-
ployees key to the business and the relationships
upon which success depends. Property management
is people intensive.

The chemistry or fit of the to-be-acquired busi-
ness with the present business often can be the final
decision-maker. Will the new business conflict with
or complement the existing one? Does it add to or
detract from the existing business? Will each busi-
ness enhance the volume and profrtability of the
other? Will the needed key people in both businesses
fit well together?

Potential buyers should look for the ability to
generate other earnings, for example, thmugh com-
missions, tenant improvements and construction man-
agement fees or to capitalize on t€nant and owner
relationships and the future work they can provide.
Property management can put an executive team
in the middleman slot in closest communications
between investors and tenants. Interestingly, most
profitable real estate operations require serving
both customers, meeting their needs and enhancing
their profrtability and success. Developers have his-
torically thought of development as creating prop-
erty management, and many have treated property
management as a step-child or a necessary evil-
When demand closes the gap on supply, good prop-
erty management and its excellent client communi-
cations lead to development opportunities.

The location of the firm's business is a factor
that relates not only to the growth potential of the
area, its economy and the competition but also to
the assimilation of the new business. Competition in
the firm's markets should be evaluated. The size of
the frrm is important as it relates to the ability to
assimilate or digest the acquisition and the result-
ing potential economies of scale.

The accounting and reporting systems of the
firm are other relevant considerations. In reviewing
accounting data, buyers should look for any over-
head costs that can be reduced, for example, signih-
cant travel and entertainment expenses that may be
viewed as appropriate or tax effrcient for present
owners but would be unnecessary and wasteful in
the new environment. These savings may take time
to achieve tactfully.

The nature and diversity of the ownership and
firnancing of the property that is managed affect the
valuation and related decisions.

The character of the f-rrm that is being acquired
or valued relative to its pursuit of and involvement
in other related businesses is a positive or negative

the role played by state and local credit agencies,
pension funds, REITs and other specialized finance
companies including credit companies may emerge
as more important lenders. These less regulated in-
stitutions have the flexibility that banks and sav-
ings institutions lack. Their roles largely will be
determined by the prospective yields available on
mortgage debt used to finance multi-family residen-
tial properties.

When all these forces are considered, it appears
that a major structural change has occurred. The
prospect of another debt-financed boom is unlikely.

Conclusions
Clearly, if new construction continues to abate, not-
withstanding a slowdown in demand, a major win-
dow of opportunity for multi-family property
investment is at hand. The capital-driven invest-
ment environment prevalent for much of the Iast
generation (going back to the REITs in the 1970s
followed by the syndicators, S&Ls and commercial
banks in the 1980s) lacked a braking mechanism;
inevitably, boom and bust cycles occurred. However,
given the new stricter capital requirements for both
S&Ls and commercial banks, coupled with more
stringent mortgage loan underwriting and the mass
exodus of the individual investor, multi-family prop-
erty investments are becoming attractive. More im-
portantly, a prolonged period of decreased
construction portends strong rates of increase for
rental rates and real NOI. Greater constraints
placed on new construction should, in time, restore
the financial attributes of real estate equities in pro-
viding both a hedge against inflation and stable,
high risk-adjusted rates of return.

The capital market contractions Iikely will have
a favorable impact on the ability of apartments to
generate real increases in NOI. However, one key to
uncovering superior long-term investments is to
identify the situations that have additional bamiers
(i.e., beyond the capital market forces), to future
competition. These constraints often take the form
of restrictions imposed by local municipalities with
an aversion to multi-family development (based on
slow/no-growth policies, a bias against high-
densities, "not in my backyard" thinking, or other
perceived self-interests which outweigh the incre-
mental tax revenue generated by the development).
Or they involve prohibitive land costs that preclude
multi-family property development. Communities
that substantially restrict new construction and/or
possess prohibitively high-priced land will create a

scarcity of supply that will be favorable to existing
properties and those few that are newly developed.

New construction, albeit on a much reduced
scale, nevertheless will occur in growing markets.
The key to achieving enhanced productivity and fa-
vorable increases in real NOI is to frnd those Io-
calities where the barriers to new construction are
high enough to keep demand and supply in equilib-
rium once the capital markets recover.
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COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTf,TE
LOf,N
EVALUATION
IN THE
INSURANCE
INDUSTRY

Underuriters in one insurance company
weigh wriables related to property and
real estate market more highly than other
factors when ernluating loon applications.

by Daniel M. Norris

The outhor uauld lihe lo eapress his apprecialion to BeckJ Bolen
and Marh Nelson for lheir in$luable assistonce uith this stud!.

f, anks and thrift associations are not the only
!f institutions that provide commercial mort-
U eug"" in this countiy. The life insurance indus-
try holds slightly more than 251c of all outstanding
commercial mortgages, and its total mortgage hold-
ings exceed $231 billion, according to Federal Re-
serve statistics.r, Within the life insurance industry,
mortgage holdings are concentrated among 30 to 40
life insurance companies.

The commercial mortgage problem in the life
insurance industry first became evident in 1986,
when delinquencies and foreclosures rose for the
first time since the mid-1970s' recession. There was
a 1,5007 increase in the proportion of holdings of
large life insurance companies that constituted com-
mercial loan foreclosures during the 1980s.5 Reflect-
ing a continuing problem, the proportion of
outstanding commercial loan balances classified as
either delinquent or in the process of foreclosure has
increased more than fourfold.r' These and similarly
alarming ligures have fueled a concern in recent
years over the financial soundness of the insurance
companies that count commercial real estate mort-
gages as a significant portion of their assets. The
increase in foreclosures and commercial loan delin-
quencies has put intense pressure on the profits and
long-term viability ofthe life insurance industry. As
a result, Iife insurance companies like banks and
thrifts, are facing significant asset-quality chal-
lenges in the first half of this decade.

One way of averting commercial loan Iosses is by
effectively screening loan applicants to assess cred-
itworthiness. To the extent that loan losses are cor-
related with specific property and applicant factors
that are detectable before loan approval, an effective
screening process may reduce commercial loan
losses. Alternatively. the screening process may
identify applicants who should be charged a higher
interest rate or given stricter loan terms to compen-
sate the lender for assuming a higher risk of loan
default. Ideally, such a screening process would be
mechanized to reduce loan approval costs and en-
sure consistent application. However, loan olficers
never will completely bypass the need for making
subjective judgments concerning the probability
that a Ioan will be repaid.l

The purpose of the study reported in this article
was to determine ho\a, important certain variables
were to underwriters who evaluated and approved
(underwrote) commercial real estate loans in one
Iarge insurance company. The results may help
guide other commercial real estate mortgage pro-
viders in the development of a loan approval model
by identifying variables that may be used to screen
Ioan applicants' creditworthiness.

The Study
The commercial real estate loan underwriting de-
partment of a large insurance company that agreed

Doniel jr. liorris is an assoai4te professor of accountinE at
loua Stole Unioersit!. He teacfus ond conducts research in
the atcountinE in[ornalinn s]st.ms drco.

the numerical aspects of the Williamette study could
lead to overvaluing.

The Williamette study sample was weighted
away from the office, industrial and retail categories
of property management and biased toward residen-
tial management. The survey transactions involved
many small companies, combined with a sprinkling
of very large companies, some of which were pUblic.

In this counselor's opinion, the generalizations
and observations of the IREM-sponsored study, some
of which could be logically concluded or confirmed,
may be of greater importance than its numerical or
mathematical approaches or conclusions. This au-
thor agrees with much of Willamette's research re-
port and does not fault its methodology. Although
the survey appears to be biased toward smaller resi-
dential property management, some of the report's
information and conclusions have been reinforced by
this more recent survey and the input it generated.
However, this counselor is concerned about current
application of any such study, his included, without
paying close attention to the thought processes and
intuitive judgment that a businessman must com-
mit to the valuation process before he can apply any
study results to his own business. Willamette's
study necessarily focuses on a mathematically quan-
titative approach to valuation and, thus, on those
factors most likely to affect the math. Other more
subjective factors also affect the value of a property
management business to an acquiring firm or to the
owners of the frrm that is being acquired in a trans-
action. Willametteb study suggests and alludes to
the factors in several parts of its report.

Survey Results On Valuing A Property
Management Folio
Several trends and directions emerged from the sur-
vey of real estate executives. The most frequently
suggested quantitative approaches were:
r Multiples of current gross revenue or, preferably,

current net income, the latter suggesting a cap-
italization rate applied to the current net income
after some reasonable adjustments, for examplq
altering owner compensation to an amount that
would be normal for the position he fulfilted.

r To a much lesser extent, the present worth of an
anticipated income stream which requires a dis-
counted cash flow analysis using a projection of
the net income from current accounts or opera-
tions that have been extrapolated into the future.

Multiples of (or capitalization rates applied tot
net income were the preferred route used by experi
enced real estate executives because this approach
directly addresses the bottomline. Some inter-
viewees argued for a multiple of gross revenue,
which would make sense when used in a folio of
many small management transactions or when rea-
sonable assumptions could be made about eventual
profitability. This method may very well be the case
for residential property management. Frankly, this
counselor feels that the multiples of gross revenue
approach tends to inflate value or price to the advan-
tage of the seller.

Larger more sophisticated firms seemed to favor
a multiple of earnings, i.e., net income, while
smaller firms accepted a multiple of gross revenues.
The present worth or discounted value of an antici-
pated income stream resulting from a discounted
cash flow analysis appealed more to those executives
whose backgrounds were closely allied with ap-
praisal or accounting, and, in my opinion, has value
more as a cross-check or as a sales tool. As those in
commercial real estate should know, assumptions re-
garding projections can sigrrificantly affect the value
of a projected income stream.

Any quantitative approach, even though mathe-
matically derived through discount factors, capital-
ization rates or multipliers, recognized the short-
term nature of property management contracts,
their cancellability and their reliance to the present
professional staff. Potential retention of clients and
professionals, as well as the caliber of the property
management contracts, became paramount. Thus,
these influential factors, and the means of evaluat-
ing them, became just as important as any quantita-
tive approach to the valuation.

Over the past few years, the numerical multiples
applied to gross revenue or net income have de-
clined, and the percentage discounts applied to fu-
ture anticipated income streams have increased. In
either case, the value of the property management
company or its portfolio of service contracts has de-
clined. These trends reflect increased uncertainty
and competition which have reduced the values of
property management portfolios as viewed by pro-
spective buyers. More firms, especially development
firms, have aggressively entered the property man-
agement competition. Many will likely fail in their
efforts, with the odds far worse for those merchant
builders who have not managed a portfolio and bet-
ter for those who have managed for third parties.
However, nothing prevents Iirms from undercutting
competition, not just in management fees but in
what is provided in return for those fees. Property
managers increasingly face competition from
owners, primarily institutions that have formed
their own property management subsidiaries, over
one of the few remaining areas of income in the
current real estate environment. Other owners are
skimping on property management in these trying
times to conserve outflows on already distressed
property. Some banks, for example, are trying to
manage their REO with their own personnel rather
than use professional property managers as they
have in the past.

The preference for applying a multiplier to net
income accompanied a preference for using net in-
come before taxes, rather than after taxes, and in
some cases a real or perceived lack of a difference
between the two at least by some executives. They
saw income taxes as an exposure that differs depend-
ing not only on profitability but also on tax strategy,
depreciation, interest exposure, etc. Some executives
said that the multiplier is the same or at least simi-
lar in either case, that it makes no difference.
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VALUATION Of
A PBOPERTY
Mf,NAGEMENT
COMPANY TOR
ACQUISITION

In addition to quantitatiue tneasures,
factors such as the retention of existing
o.ccounts and the presenntion of their
growth potential are hey to determining
the market wlue of a management firm.

by Richard C. Shepard, CRE

f he purpose of the counseling engagement re-

I ported here was to provide guidelines and com-

- parables from actual transactions that would
assist and provide direction to a client'.s determina-
tion of the market value of a property management
company. Efforts first concentrated on obtaining in-
terviews with real estate executives who most likely
would have addressed this topic or would have actual
comparables, coupled with followup of references
and sources uncovered through the interview pro-
cess. The same sources and contacts logically ex-
panded the scope ofthe interviews to incorporate the
larger context of the subject, including not only
value and pricing, with comparables in several in-
stances, but also the structure of the transaction
and other relevant factors that affect the acquisition
or sale of a property management company. While
the client relationship and the confidentiality owed
the interviewees prevent disclosure of specific com-
parables, the client for this study graciously has al-
lowed the author to share the study's underlying
trends, general guidelines, conclusions and observa-
tions with industry professionals.

The Survey
The survey took place during early 1991. More than
60 real estate executives located throughout the con-
tinental United States participated. Each was con-
tacted personally and interviewed by telephone.
While the interviews focused on standard areas of
inquiry, they encouraged free-fl owing conversation
to inhibit the interviewees the }east and allow them
to respond to and explore their agenda for the topic.
Executives were eager to participate in the study
because of the current interest in the topic in these
times ofdramatic change in the real estate industry.

Other Resources
The author reviewed a 1988 research report of a

study for the IREM Foundation by Dr Shannon P
Pratt of Willamette Management Associates, Inc.,
entitled Valaing a Property Management Company.
This study's target mirrors that of this engagement.
The Willamette study was comprehensive, had a sig-
nificant response to its initial questionnaire, applied
recognized and accepted statistical methods of anal-
ysis to a surprisingly large sample of comparable
transactions and collected and analyzed the data by
a competent team.

While the report was published in early 1988,
the period for which transactions were analyzed
extended over the previous five years. Some of the
numerical factors used in the study character-
istically change with time, and they have changed
dramatically in today's volatile real estate environ-
ment. The author therefore believes current use of

Richard C. Shepard, CRE, is principal and founder of Real
Estate Strategies and Adl,isorf Seruices, St. I-t'uis. Prior to
ente nE real pstale counselng. Shepard uas o senior execu-
liLp in o mukicitf ftal eslale deL\llopnent (rnd asset man'
ogement firn for 21 lears. eight ds ils president and CEA
He holds an engircertng degree fron Washington UniLer-
sit)- and an MBA from St- Iauis UniLersil!.

to participate in this study manages a multibillion
dollar portfolio of commercial real estate loans. Like
loan underwriters in other institutions, the under-
writers in this department incorporate all important
facts and analyses about a commercial real estate
loan onto a loan information sheet. If an underwri-
ter believes that a proposed transaction meets crite-
ria for a good mortgage, he presents the loan
information sheet to a loan approval cornmittee
which decides whether to grant credit. The under-
writer is held accountable for the completeness and
accuracy of all the facts and analyses included on
the loan information sheet.

The loan information sheet as well as interviews
with underwriters were employed here to identify 19

specifrc variables used by the underwriters to evalu-
ate a real estate loan. The 19 factors were grouped
into four categories (loan, borrower, property and
market) which correspond to classifications em-
ployed in other studies of grouped loan variables.2 a s

Although this study focused on individual factors, it
also determined the importance of group factors.

Defi nitions Of Variables
Several variables had meanings that may not be
obvious. For example, among the Ioan variables,
when the amortization schedule was longer than the
term of the loan, a balloon payment was set at the
end of the term. The amortization period typically
ranged from five to 30 years and could be an
interest-only schedule. The amount of the loan was
used to measure the magnitude of the commitment
by the insurance company. The interest rate com-
bined with other loan variables determined the pay-
ment amount that must be supported by cash flow
from the property.

The property category contained the largest
number of variables since, in essence, the actual or
potential cash flow generated from commercial prop-
erty creates value and is the source for mortgage
payments. The property t,?e variable included a de-
tailed description of the property that suPported the
mortgage loan, for example, hotel, department store,
apartment, medical offrce, etc. The loan per square
foot variable allowed the underwriter to compare
properties of different size. The lease rollover vari-
able indicated the percentage of the square footage
that would be subject to lease expiration in a partic-
ular year; it provided a clue to the effect on cash flow
from the property and the ability of the borrower to
meet mortgage payments ifleases were not renewed.
The micro-location variable was an assessment of
the specific neighborhood in which the ProPerty was
located and of the uses of surrounding properties
The loan-to-value ratio compared the loan amount to
the appraised value of the property and measured
the risk of borrower default; presumably, the smaller
Ioan-to-value ratio, the less chance of default by the
borrower. The contract debt service coverage ratio
indicated how many times the yearly principal and
interest payments could be paid by the yearly net
operating cash flow from the property.

The personal liability of the borrower for the
mortgage ranged from O1 lo L001c and affected the
overall riskiness of the loan. The borower classifica-
tion variable used codes to specify the nature of the
borrower, namely: individual borrower, corPoration,
partnership, joint venture, etc. The total assets, net
worth and liquid assets of the borrower were rele-
vant if the borrower was assuming any personal lia-
bility on the loan (as with recourse Ioan).

The real estate market group of variables in-
cluded factors that were not specihc to a particular
piece of property. The macro-location variable was a
broad assessment of the region of the country in
which the property was located. The metropolitan
statistical area reflected forces that could affect the
value ofthe property, such as the real estate market
downturn in Boston. The economic debt service cov-
erage was similar to the contract debt service cover-
age variable except that the economic debt service
coverage variable used current rental and vacancy
rates in the market area to calculate the possible
cash flow from the property. Market vacancy was a
measure of the vacancy percentage of similar prop-
erties in the area and attempted to capture aspects
of the overall market in which the property was
Iocated.

The respondents were asked to list other factors
that might be important in evaluating a loan. Sev-
eral mentioned that the credit or frnancial strength
of tenants should be an underwriting factor. One
underwriter stated that the loan amount in relation
to reproduction cost should be examined. Another
underwriter declared that the attitudes and recent
actions of the loan approval committee should be
taken into account. However, none of the additional
factors was mentioned frequently enough to be
significant.

The Results
Questionnaires were sent to 40 members of the un-
derwriting department of the insurance company;
36 $0?a) were returned. In the questionnaire re-
spondents were asked to complete the following sen-
tence: "This factor is 

- 

important when I
underwrite a real estate loan," with responses
numbered as follows: 1=not; 2 = slightly;
3: moderately; 4: very; and 5: extremely. The
scores for each factor in each category were summed
across all respondents and divided by the number of
factors in that category to provide an overall cate-
gory score. The most important category was the
property factors group (3.91) followed by market fac-
tors (3.84), loan factors (3.59) and borrower factors
(3.24). Table l presents the descriptive statistics re-
garding the 19 variables and the four variable cate-
gories (loan, borrower, property and market factors).

Borrower Category
The lack of importance of the borrower category may
be related to the structure of the mortgages. Mort-
gages usually are structured so the lender can fore-
close on default; therefore, the lender's primary
concern centers on the property's sustained value
and its ability to generate rents. In fact, most loan
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agreements are structured without recourse, which
means the lender cannot require any assets other
than property from the borrower in foreclosure.
Thus, the borrower's hnancial condition is much less
important than that of the property used to secure
the loan.

Loan Amount
The most important of the 19 variables was the
amount of the loan (4.36). Four of the seven factors
that received at least a 4 rating were property fac-
tors. The only two variables to receive a mean rating
of less than 3.00 were total assets of the borrower
(2.75) and the personal liability of the borrower
(2.17). These results were not surprising considering
that most loans are structured without recourse.

Underwriter Experience
Table l also correlates each individual variable and
each variable group with the years of experience of
the underwriter. The average for the study respon-
dents was 6.2 years of experience (standard devia-
tion of 3.6 years) with a range of one to 18 years. A
relationship between experience and factor ratings
suggests that less experienced underwriters may
need training to model their assessments more in
keeping with those of experienced underwriters
since expertise has been defined as a convergence of
opinion with other experts.3 Of the four groups, the
property factors category had the largest correlation

coeffrcient (-.32), which suggests that more experi-
enced underwriters provided less weight to variables
in this group than did less experienced underwri-
ters. In addition, more experienced underwriters
provided Iess weight to the personal liability of the
borrower and the amortization schedule than did
less experienced underwriters. More experienced un-
derwriters seemed to focus more on the term of the
Ioan and the borrower classification.

Under*'riter Job Category
Table 2 breaks down the mean scores for variables
by three job categories of the underwriters (€ntry
level underwriter. midJevel underwriter and senior
underwriter). These job categories reflect the experi-
ence and competence of the underwriter as shown by
the average years of experience for each classifrca-
tion: 3.3 years for entry level, 5.5 years for mid-level,
and 9.2 years for senior underwriter. A one-way AN-
OVA was run for each factor and factor grouping. At
a signifrcance level of p< = .65, only the amount of
the loan and the loan-to-value ratio were signifi-
cantly different among the underwriter job catego-
ries. The entry level underwriters rated the amount
of the loan much lower (3.67) than the other two
types of underwriters did (4.70 for mid-level and
4.67 for senior underwriters). The mid-level under-
writ€rs rated the loan-to-ralue ratio higher (4.60)
than other underwriters (3.83 for mid-level and 3.67
for senior underwriters).

TABLE 4

Expense Regression Summary: Zero Intercept

Principal Explanatory Variable
Other Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient
(t Value)

Age at
Sale

D*elling units

Standard Error
of Estimation

Increase in
Standard ErrorTime

Total rooms

Totsl N.R.A.

Totsl b€drooms

Gross income

Effective gtoss income

2,361
( 37.6)
2,5t3
(4e.4)

505
(23.6)

561
( 30. 1)
2.05

(28.8)
2.31

(31.e)
I,192
(1e.8)
1,355
(24.8)
30.6%

(37.e)
32.8.i

(3e.5)
32.1"4

(40.7)
34.zei

(41.8)

17,869
(3.35)

37,l9 7
( 4.00 )

30,463
(3.7e)

34.055
( 5.21 )

66,035

76,789

r03,318

124,891

85.442

117,906

121,936

150,218

74,522

95,835

69,591

90,494

- 12,543
(4.5 )

- 12,053
( - 4.6)

l6%

2rv.
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23%
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TABLE I
Commercial Real Estate [oan Underwriting Factors

Mean
(n = 36)

Standard
Deviation\'pe of Factor

[,osn factors
Amount of loan
Amortization schedule
Interest rat€ on loon
Term of loan

Borrower factors
Liquid ass€ts of borrower
Net worth of borrower
Borrower classifi cstion
Total assets of borrower
Personal liability of borrower

Property factors
Microlocation
Ioan to value retio
[pe of property
Pertent leased
I-ease rollover
Contmct debt service coverage ratio
Losn p€r squsre foot

Msrket factorf,
Economic debt service coverage ratio
Macrolocation
Market vacancy

Experience

Finally, the standard error for the expected
gross income (EGI), model is 187c higher than the
standard error for the dwelling unit (DU) model.
This indicates that expenses are probably better pre-
dicted on a per dwelling unit basis rather than as a
percentage of income.

r Among the inrome multiplter mo&ls, the net in-
come multiplier (UOAR) proved to be superior to
the EGIM, GIM and GRM in terms of prediction
error, but this superiority was not great. These
multipliers appeared to need no adjustments for
the time, age at sale or number of units in the
complex; so all were valid in their simple, directly
proportional form.

r The per unit multipliers associated with the sales
approach to valuation were valid for the most part
in their directly proportional form, but they could
be adjusted for time and age at sale to reduce
modeling (prediction) error. Dwelling units were
the superior predictor, with total bedrooms and
total rooms close behind. The total net rentable
area had too high a standard error to be an ade-
quate predictor.

t The income multiplier models generally were su-
perbr to the per unit multipliers by a factor of
more than 2. Thus, it appeared that the income
approach results should be favored, a priori, over
the sales comparison approach results.

r All of the directly proportional expense models
proved to be adequate, although all could benefit
from adjustments for either time or age at sale to
Iower their prediction error. Estimation of expense
based on effective gross income had a slightly
lower prediction error than estimation as a per-
centage of gross income. However, estimation
based on dwelling units had the smallest estima-
tion error and, therefore, was the superior estima-
tion method for this dataset.

None of the statistical results was surprising,
and all generally supported the adequacy ofthe sim-
ple, directly proportional models that are commonly
used by real estate professionals for raluation. These
results probably generalize to larger, multifamily
complexes under professional management.

NOTES
1. The OAR is equivalently and more conveniently represented ss

a net income multiplier, and it is prop€rly grouped with other
income multipliers.

2. Most of these models are applicable only to properties in $.hich
operations haee been stabilized, although they still have
usefulness as rules of thumb. When used as rules of thumb,
these simple models require careful applicstion due to compa-
rability problems.

3. Their very simplicity is appealing in the extreme. It is difficult
to imagine real estate professionals functioning without an-
swering Buch questions as "what is the cap ratel'

4. All nominal dollar data were converted to constdn, 1988 dol-
lars based on the U.S. All-Urban Consumer Price lndex.

5, Many more regressions were run than are reported here. For
purpos€s of brevity, this exposition does not deal *'ith the
many relationships that did not pro\'e to be significant.

Rangc

2.25 - 4.25
2-5
2-6
2-6
2-4

2.20 - 4.00
2-5
2-5
2-5
l-4
l-3

2.43 - 6.00
2-6
l-6
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
l-6

2.67 - 4.67
2-6
3-5
2-5

.00

.08

-.58*{'
-.08

-.05
-.13
-.15

.29

-.ll
_.25

-.32*
-,2?
-.26
-.09
-.33*
-.07
-.t7
-.27
-.10

.12

-.07
-.17

r
3.59
4.36
3.64

3.14

3.24
4.00
3.78
3.50
2.?5
2.t7
3.91
4.ll
4.06
4.03
4.00
3.92
3.64
3.63

3.84
4.03
3.83
3.67

.48
1.02
.80
.72
.59

.46

.79

.72

.70

.65

.bD

.44

.75

.89

.81

.59

.84

.80

.91

.46

.70

.77

.63
* p'.01*'p..os
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Table 3 includes regression models based on
value indicators commonly associated with the
comparable sales approach to valuation. These re-
gressions provided some interesting results. For ex-
ample, in the first regression shown, dwelling units
(DU) proved, not surprisingly, to be the most impor-
tant explanatory variable. However, both age at sale
(AGE) and time (T) also had statistically significant
I values and therefore played a statistically impor-
tant, albeit small, role in the model. Thus, it ap-
peared that the number of dwelling units was a good
indicator of value (based on the second regression),
even as a directly proportional unadjusted indicator.
The same could be said for the other physical
indicators-area. rooms and bedrooms-but not to
the same degree.

The standard error of the regression on dwelling
units alone was 24q. greater than the standard error
of the regression including time and age. The other
increases in standard error were 607. for area, 187r
for rooms and 17% for bedrooms. For all four regres-
sions, these findings indicated a larger prediction
error when the age and time variables were not
used. A 17%, 187. or even 24q. error could be ad-
justed for; a 60% higher prediction error was too
high to be accepted graciously or adjusted for Thus,
the use of net rentable area, based on these data,
could not be recommended. Further, adjustments for
time and age at sale should be utilized in order to
decrease error.

A final and very important conclusion was drawn
by comparing the standard errors of estimate for the
regressions in Thble 2 and the regressions in Table 3.
The standard errors for the sales cornparison ap-
proach indicators, taken in their directly proportional
form, ranged from 2,277 to 3,622 (Thble 3), while
those associated with the income capitalization ap-
proach ranged from 896 to 1,077 (Thble 2). Thus, the
indicators for the comparable sales approach had
about two to three times the prediction eror of the
indicators for the income approach. This led us to the
conclusion that, a priori, the income approach indica-
tors provided value estimates that were considerably
superior to those of the comparable sales approach.
This result is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Expense Model Tbsts
The simple direct proportionality models described
above are often used to obtain valuation conclusions.
Direct proportionality models are used to model ex-
penses in the income approach to valuation. Specifi-
cally, expenses are estimated as a percentage of
effective gross income, gross income or as an amount
per dwelling unit; sometimes, they are estimated as
an amount per room, bedroom or square foot.

We used simple regression analysis on our
database ari a means of analyzing and comparing
these methods of expense estimation. The anal-
ysis proceeded in much the same way as described
above and yielded similar results. Expense was re-
gressed against a sequence of principal explanatory
variables together with age at sale and time, The
intercept in the regressions was never significant,
indicating that directly proportional models were

FIGURE 1

Standard Error in Sales Price Prediction
Using Alternative Predictors

TABLE 2

Mean Scores by Underwriter Job Category
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Tlpe of Factor

Years of experience

losn factors
Amount of losn
Amortization schedule
Interest mte on loen
Term of loan

Bormwer fsctors
Liquid assets of borrower
Net worth of borrower
Borrower classifi cation
Totsl assets of borrower
Personal liability of borrower

Property foators
Microlocation
Ioan to value ratio
[pe of property
Percent leased
Lease rollover
Contrsct debt s€rvice covere{e ratio
I.oan p€r square foot

Market factors
Economic debt service coversge ratio
Ma.crolocation
Market vscanry

Entry
Level

(n = 12)

3.3

3.38
3.67
3.75
3.17
to,
3.18
t.75
3.83
3.42
2.83
2.08

3.92
4.33
3.83
4.08
4.00
3.75
3.83
3.58

3.89
4.17
3.83
3.67

Mid-
Lercl

(n = 10)

,\nolir
Senior

(n = 9)*

9.2

3.66
4.67

3.00
3.33

3.18
3.89
3.78
3.78
2.56
r.89

3.7r
4.11
3.67
3.78
3.78
3.78
3.78
3.38

3.89
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3.89
3.67
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3.90
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3.42
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3.90
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2.90
2.50

4.07
4.00
4.60
4.30
4.30
4.20
3.40
3.70

3.93
4.20
3.90
3.70

z.t6
3.99
2.00

.90
1.59

.85
1.96
.06
.82
.69

2.56

I.38
.57

3.42
.98

1.90
.94

.r3

.03

.16

.42

.44

.16

.94

.45
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.10

.27

.57

.05
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meaningful; thus, further regressions were forced to
have a zero intercept.

Not surprisingly, time entered the regressions
on physical indicators at a singificant level, but it
was not signif-rcant for the income indicators. Age
appeared at a significant level with the income indi-
cators, but it was not significant for the physical
indicators. However, the time (T) and age at sale
(AGE) variables had relatively low impact. The exis-
tence of these variables in the regression indicated
that appropriate adjustments should be made to the
directly proportional models in order to reduce the
prediction error increases that would otherwise oc-
cur These increases can be seen in the f-rnal column
of Table 4, along with the other regression results.

Table 4 also furnishes expected conclusions con-
cerning the relative potential errors among the
physical models and the income percentage models.
First, the standard error of the regression for the
simple, direct proportionality expense model based
on dwelling units was much smaller than that for
the rooms, area and bedroom models. Stated another
way, these latter three models have standard errors
which are 631c, 54% and 967r higher Thus, among
the physical expense models, it appears that expense
per dwelling unit is superior.

Only two income models were considered, with
the gross income regression carrying a 6% higher
prediction error. This is hardly enough difference to
make comfortable generalities, but the result does
not difler from expectations. Thus, we should con-
tinue to favor the model based on effective gross
income, since it corresponds most closely with expe-
rience and theory.

92
.28

.04

.05

.02

.01

* Tun had an "othzr" job classifitation, and three uere nat inrluded

The divergence of scores may be the result of
influences other than underwriters' experience or
job classification. Underwriters in this insurance
company are assigned to evaluate loans for proper-
ties within certain regions of the country. Since real
estate market conditions vary across the country,
the variables that may be important for an under-
writer's particular loan evaluation may vary accord-
ingly. The diversity of scores also may be the result
of differences in the personal experiences of under-
writ€rs with different t)?es of property. An experi-
enced underwriter from this department stated that
these disparities were not at all surprising.

Summary
Thirty-six real estate loan underwriters at a large
insurance company participated in a study to deter-
mine the importance of 19 variables in the commer-
cial real estate underwriting process. Four of the
seven lariables most heavily weighted by underwri-
t€rs were property-specific factors, which reflect the
importance of a property's characteristics when a
commercial loan is structured without recourse. The
overall market variables category was heavily
weighted, which may reflect underwriters' response
to cyclic real estate markets and the need to diver-
sify mortgages from seemingly hot markets.

NOTES
l. Bsiley, C. D. Does skill at commercral lending improve with

expeience? The Journal of Commercial Banh lcnding (March,
1984) pp. 38-45.

2. Cowen, S- S. and Page, A. L. A note on the use of s€lected
nonlinancral ratio llariables to predict small-businese loan per-
formsnce. Dec,sion Scrences, vol. 13 (19E2) pp. 82-87.

3. Einhorn, H. Expert judghedt: Some necessary conditions and
an example. Joumal of Appli.ed Psyhology, vol.59 119741 pp
562-571.

4. Miller, T. C. Cledit clsssilication system for real estate loans.
The Journal of Comnerial Banh lcnding (May, 1984) pp l-8.

5. Vandell, K. Predicting commeroal mortgage foreclo8ule expe-
rience. Saloman Brcthers Bond Morhet Reseorch-Real Eslale
(Ma!ch, 1990).
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Given that the insurance industry is experienc-
ing problems with real estate loans along with the
banking and thrift industries, assessment of the
creditworthiness of loan applicants deserves close
scrutiny to protect the U.S. economy from further
deleterious shocks. One suggestion for extending re-
search in this area is a study that constructs a pre-
diction model for loan default using data supplied by
the same insurance company surveyed here. The
analysis may compare the factors underwriters
think are important in evaluating real estate Ioans
and the factors that predict loan defaull.



!l eal estate developers tvpically are an optimis-
l{ tic lot. Get a grorp of ievelopers together. and
I I you will hear little bad news. Even in today's
turbulent economic climate, developers are upbeat.
In Colorado, developers already are talking about a
market turnaround. Real estate developers are like
skilled rock climbers who can spot a viable route to
the top of even the most obscure and diffrcult crag.
They see opportunities long before the future has
come into focus for most of the rest of us. The devel-
oper's imperative is, "I build; therefore, I aml'

Many of us believe that optimism is one of the
necessary ingredients for success in the development
business. It is important to be positive about the
market when talking to anyone about a proposed
development project. Can you imagine a developer
telling his lender nothing but bad news about a pro-
posed project and its prospects for success? Devel-
opers must be eflective salesmen, and the best sales
strategy is to emphasize the good points and hide
the bad points, right?

Wrong. As important as optimism is to devel-
opers, it can be one of the most likely causes of their
failure. Combine optimism with someone else's
money, and you have the ingredients for a potential
business disaster. The recent failure of many of the
savings and loan institution-financed real estate
projects is a good example. Optimistic developers,
skilled at selling development projects, teamed up
with the S&L money machine in a classic case of
"skilled incompetencei' Despite the best of inten-
tions of many of the players, the projects had disas-
trous, unplanned outcomes.

Developer's Disease
In my years of experience as a consultant, I fre-
quently have encountered a phrase that character-
izes the "skilled incompetence' of some developers.
The phrase is "developer's diseasej'and it reflects a
developer's inability to look objectively at market
and financial facts and act on those facts accord-
ingly. A developer with developer's disease tlpically
brushes aside any information that suggests his pro-
posed project may not work and then uninten-
tionally covers up the fact that the information even
exists.

What is really behind this malady called "devel-
oper's disease?" Several researchers, including Chris
Argyris, a Harvard University professor, have dem-
onstrated that human beings are not very good
learners, especially when they are dealing with
threatening situations.r Research has shown that,
when faced with difficult issues, people protect
themselves from threat by applying action strategies
that involve:
r Iooking for evidence to support their views
r ignoring evidence that indicates they may be

1!TOng

Daoid C, Bambergcr is an independent consultdnt uith a
practbe in appLied econofii!:s ond real estate research. He is
affrlioled with Joseph Farber and Co., Int., a rcal estate
approisal and consulting firfi ih Den*r, Colorodo.

TABLE 2

Income Approach Model Results: Zero Intercept

()ther Explanatori
\hriables

Coefficient
(t lhlue)

-{ge at
Sale Timc

l) rplained
h1 llegression

S1:rndard Error
of Estimation

DEVELOPEB'S
DISEASE
CAN BE
HAZARDOUS
TO YOUR
HEALTH

7.99
(88.4)

8.I2
(85.4)

8.32
(86.8)

12.63
( 102.8)

99.6%

99.6

99.6

99.7

1,041

1,077

1,060

896

Gross income

Gross rent

Effective gross income

Net operating income

Each of the regressions described in this article was
examined for potential non-linearities and other sta-
tistical problems that would tend to render the re-
gression results statistically unreliable. All of the
regression results proved to be statistically reliable.

The regression results for the first four principal
variables in Table 2-gross income, gross rent, effec-
tive gross income and net operating income-related
to value indicators that typically would be used in
the income capitalization approach to valuation.

The first line of the table presents the results of
selling price regressed against gross income. None of
the other independent variables appeared, in any
combination, at a significant level. Well over 99% of
the variation in the data was explained by this sim-
ple regression. Most importantly, since none of the

other variables appeared at a statistically signifi-
cant level, we concluded that the simple, directly
proportional model that related selling price and
gross income through a gross income multiplier was
an entirely representative and valid approach to val-
uation based on this data set.

The next three lines in the table illustrate the
results for three other regressions based on gross
rent, effective gross income and net operating in-
come. The results of these regressions were almost
identical to the results of the first. Thus, taken as a
whole, the income multiplier approach, in whatever
form, appeared to be a valid technique for value
estimation. In fact, for this data set, there was no
important difference among the four income multi-
plier techniques.

A deueloper's inability to achnowledge ba.d
neus about a project can lead to business
disaster.

by David C. Bamberger TABLE 3

Comparable Sales Approach Results: Zero Intercept

Principal Explanatory Variable
Other Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient
(t Value)

62,160
(35.1)

60,500
(40.1)

55,200
(38.8)

55,600
(2e.e)

13,380
(24.7)

13,500
(2e.8)

31,680
(20.3)

32,700
(24.9)

Age at
Sale

- 12,594
( 5.e)

- 9,286
( 3.1)

- r 1,790
( 8.4)

Explained
by Regression

Standard Error
of Estimation

Increase in
Stsndard Error

IhYelling unils

Totnl roonls

Total bedrooms

- 4,378
( 4.2)

4,789
(2.2)

6,877
(6.3)

4,955
(3.4)

98.9%

98.2

98.8

96.9

97.9

96.8

97.0

95.6

1,830

2,27?

1,899

8,037

2,6? 4

3,042

3,089

3,622

2{%

60%

Itt';
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TABLE I
Descriptive Statistics for Multi-Family Complex Database

r skewing inferences in self-protective directions
r failing to test their views publicly
r discouraging any open discussion

A developer uses these same strategies to Pro-
tect himself from the threat of losing his project.
Putting together a development project is no easy
task. Acquiring land, drawing up plans, securing
financing and obtaining the necessary land use en-
titlements and permits takes many months, some-
times even yeam, and requires strong advocacy of
the project's merits by the developer. Good news sells
development projects in today's approval system; bad
news does not. It is no wonder that developers must
be optimistic to survive.

This same optimism that leads to the success of
one project can lead to the failure of another The
strategies used by the developer to protect a project
from being killed before it gets off the ground are
"anti-learning" because they close the developer's
mind to facts and prevent him from learning. These
behaviors generally lead to what is called "self-
sealing logic" which is employed by people who
think things are true simply because they wish
them to be true.

A developer who has developer's disease is not
difficult to spot; he is always selling his project with
very persuasive arg'uments and elaborate dialog. In
order to protect his project from any bad news, he
does not test his reasoning about the project's true
merits either privately or publicly. Some developers
are so heavily affected by developer's disease that
their staff are afraid to bring them any bad news.
Optimism about the project is the norm, which is
scrupulously enforced around the office. Conse-
quently, there is no talk of the negatives. Staff often
thinks the developer knows something about the
merits of the project that they do not. Staff also is
unwilling and unable to test the developer's knowl-
edge. They avoid upsetting the developer by not ask-
ing difficult questions and discussing bad news.

Productive Reasoning
Fortunately, not every developer has developer's dis-
ease; in fact, many seem to be immune from it. I
have known and worked with a number ofdevelopers
who do not enter the marketplace with poorly tlmed
and ill-planned projects. Many of these people are in
business today despite the diffrcult time the indus-
try has faced over the past cycle. What do these
developers have that others do not?

Successful developers employ "productive rea-
soning" to provide sure-fire protection from the dis-
ease. Productive reasoning is not a new concept.
Most of us claim to use it in business and even in
our daily lives. The ingredients ofproductive reason-
ing are:
r collecting and using hard data

r reasoning open to public inspection
! connecting conclusions with data
r publicly testing inferences and conclusions

The process of productive reasoning involves a
chain of activities that starts with the collection of
hard data. Ttr make sense of the data, models are
built, and an analysis is performed. This analysis
may involve simple, back-of-the-envelope techniques
or powerful and sophisticated quantitative methods.
Inferences about the data and analysis are then
drawn, and conclusions are developed that lead to
action.

Productive reasoning is not a purely data-driven
process, there is more to it than just science. Suc-
cessful developers implement productive reasoning
through the following action strategies:
! searching for and acting on disconfirming

information
r continuously checking logic both publicly and

privately
r remaining open to constructive confrontation
r encouraging others to test their reasoning
r considering mistakes as part of learning

Productive reasoning is built on a foundation of
hard data, clear thinking and continuous testing of
inferences and conclusions. Developers who employ
productive reasoning govern their actions by acquir-
ing and acting on valid information. They do not
become mired in a position of advocacy but are al-
ways on the lookout for data that may prove them
wrong. Developers who employ productive reasoning
encourage their staff to confront their logic, to dig
for the facts, to constantly question the project's
merits and continuously search for the right strat-
egy to make it work. Developers who employ produc-
tive reasoning are not afraid to modify their
position and their project in the service of learning;
they create an atmosphere of inquiry around the
office.

Defensive Reasoning
The opposite of productive reasoning is defensive
reasoning, the primary cause of developer's disease.
Defensive reasoning uses soft data or no data at all,
and the reasoning process is kept hidden in a black
box, unavailable for public inspection and testing.
Developers who employ defensive reasoning discour-
age any serious questioning in order to protect
themselves from the possibility that they may be
wrong; they do not discuss bad news around the
office; they seal themselves from the reality of the
marketplace and conclude that, "If we build it, the
market will comel'

Conclusion
A chronic case of developer's disease is usually ter-
minal. Although productive reasoning is not a guar-
antee that a developer will fluorish in the turbulent
1990s, it will increase his chances for survival. The
lesson for anyone with even a mild case of devel-
oper's disease is to learn to adopt productive rea-
soning before it is too late.

NO|IE
l. Argyris, Chris, Putnam, Robert and Smith, Diana..4rtion Sci.
eMe lsan Francisco: Jo$gey B8ss, 1985).

Yariable \ame !tea n lllinimum ]Iaximum
(loefficient
of thriation

Number units
Number rooms
Number Bedrooms
Number l bed, l bath
Number2bed,2bath
Number2bed,2bath
NumberBbed,2bath
Net rentable area
Year built
Age at sale
SeIing price
Gross rental incom€
Otfter income
Gross income
VacancT and collection loss
Efiective gross income
Expenses
Net op€reting income
Gross income multiplier
Gross rent nultiplier
Effective gross income multiplier
Net incom€ multiplier
Expense / SF
Expens€ / room
Expense / unit
Expense / bedmom
Se[ing price / SF
S€lling pric€ / room
Selling price / unit
Selling price / bedroom

DU
RMS

BDRMS
Rll
R2l
&22
R32
SF
YR

AGE
SP
GR
OI
GI
VC

EGI
EXP
NOI
GIM
GBM
EGIM
NIM
ESF
EBM
EDU
EBD
SPSF
SPRM
SPDU
SPBD

244.30
r063.70
439.60

92.60
32.70

r03.90
22.60

258.30
82.10
4.60*

I4459.00*r'
1819,50**

30.80**
1850.30**

76.00**
1774,30**
625.50**

1148.80**
7.62
l.lD
7.95

t2.62
2.62**,t

633.00***
2656.00r.**
1598.00*:*:|

56.96*.r*
57.80**
13.70+*
34.60**

64.00
336.00
r24.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

73.90
75.00
0.80*

3888.00**
493.30**

4.20**
500.60**

12.50**
487.20**
234.50**
252.70**

b.6b
6.93
6.15

10.84
1,72**4

430.00**+
1981.00***
1007.00*,i*

42,07*4*
35.30**
10,50**
25.00**

490.00
2398.00

974.00
406,00
126.00
350.00
136.00
585.90

88.00
14.00*

34181.00++
3968.00**

90.00*+
4048.00*+

197.70**
3850.30*+
1335,00**
27 59.50+*

8.68
8.8r
9.14

15.38
4,211***

869,00***
3664.00+**
2510.00:| +*
104,l5;r**
73,00+*
21.10**
60.60**

0.53
0.06
0.60
n/a
n/e
nlL
n/s
0.58
0.05
nlL
0.61
0.55
0.69
0.55
0.66
0.55
0.50
0.59
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.23
0.21
0.14
0.27
0.24
0.13
0.19
0.26

*Years

"Staled in thousonds of dollafi
*'*Stoled in dollors

A summary of some descriptive statistics is re-
ported in Table 1. These statistics include the mean,
minimum, maximum and coeffrcient of variation for
each measurement. For example, the smallest com-
plex contained 64 units, while the largest contained
490 units. The mean for the variable "number of
units" was 244.30. Annual gross rental income var-
ied from S493,300 to $3,958,000 with a mean of
$1,819,500, and so forth.

Valuation Model Tbsts
The database was analyzed using ordinary least
squares regression techniques as embodied in the
BMDP statistical software developed at the Univer-
sity of California, los Angeles. A series of multiple
linear regressions were run initially, with selling
price (SP) as the dependent variable against the
number of units (DU), age at sale (AGE) and a time
(market conditions) variable (T), along with onz of
the commonly used value indicators listed in Table 1.

These value indicators included gross rent (GR),
gross income (GI), effective gross income (EGI), net

operating income (NOI), area (SF), rooms (RMS),
bedrooms (BDRMS) and number of units (DU).

The first of the analyses regressed selling price
(SP) on gross income (GI), units (DU), age (AGE)
and time (T).5 This regression was highly sigrihcant
and had a coelficient of determination of 99.77r, in-
dicating the regression based on the four variables
explained 99.77r of all the variation in the data. The
units and age rariables each had student t values of
less than 1.00, while the time variable had a studcnt
I value of only 0.35. These values indicated that the
time, unit and age variables had little explanatory
power and could be dropped from the regression
model. Most importantly, the intercept was not sig-
nificant and was dropped by forcing a zero intercept
term.

The regression was rerun using only the gross
income variable (see Table 2). Similar analyses were
performed to regress selling price against each of
the remaining principal income-related explanatory
variables and size, age at sale and time; these re-
gressions produced similar results (see Table 2).
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MACRO.

OE TIME ON
THE MABKET

f he first st€p in any real estate transaction is

I for the seller to estimate the Iisting price of the
ll property being sold. Brokers, appraisers and

counselors assist the seller in making this deter-
mination.r Errors in list pricing can lead to subopti-
mal sales prices. However, the counselors who advise
sellers have few methods for determining the appro-
priateness of any past pricing decision because they
do not have access to true market values.

One signal that is available to counselors is the
Iength of time a property remains on the market. A
result of supply and demand interactions, time on
the market (TOM) is a measure of real estate mar-
ket activity. Perhaps more importantly, TOM also
sheds light on the pricing decisions made by sellers
and their advisors.

Sellers tend to set high listing prices (Miceli,
1986 and Zorn and Larsen, 1989), reasoning that
only by setting high listing prices can one be as-
sured of receiving high bids. However, high listing
prices may keep a property on the market for a
lengthy period while the seller rejects supposedly
below-market offers. Such pricing errors may be re-
vealed in abnormally long selling periods (long
TOM).

Of course, sellers may set listing prices too low;
however, low listing prices preclude the possibility of
obtaining high bids. Such a pricing error may be
revealed in abnormally short selling periods (short
TOM),

Empirical analyses of the determinants of TOM
therefore add to the understanding of real estate
markets and aid counselors in determining listing
prices on behalf of sellers. Unfortunately, studies of
TOM are few, and the results of these analyses are
mixed and inconclusive. The lack of study of this
topic is surprising, given the importance of TOM to
the brokerage and counseling industries and to the
efficient operation of real estate markets.

Of the prior work, the seminal and still most
relevant study was conducted by Belkin, Hempel and
Mcleavey (1976). According to these authors, in the
absence of mispricing, time on the market is equal
for all properties in a similar market.2 If abnormal
TOM is the result of mispricing, then any statis-
tically significant housing characteristic or neigh-
borhood quality is evidence that the item has been
mispriced. The authors concluded, however, that "in
general,. ..housing features...do not provide a sat-
isfactory basis for predicting TOMI'3

Ihul K, Asobre is ossociale prcfessor of real estate a, Tem-
ple UniuenitJ. He has authored nunerous (Eademi. studbs;
his Nrti.ular areos of interesl arc real estale inlestivnl,
apprabal ond real esutl2 narhels.

Forrcrt D, Hutfnnn is asstiote professor of real estate ond
director of Temple Unioersitlh Reol EsMe Centzr. A formcr
cohtributor to B.€al Estate lssues as uell os other journals,
he dedls uith histori. presenxlion issues and urban land

VATIDATION
Of BASIC
VALUATION
MODELS: A
MULTI.fAMILY
HOUSING
EXAMPLE

f here are a number of simple mathematical
I models used in the valuation of income-
I producing property. These include the various

income multipliers and the overall rate (OAR) which
are associated with the income capitalization ap-
proach.l Similar multipliers are used in the sales
comparison approach to value.2 Expenses often are
estimated on a per dwelling unit or per net rentable
square foot basis or as a percentage of gross income
or effective gross income. AII of these mathematical
models are directly proportional, almost the sim-
plest models we can imagine.3 How good are these
simple models? They are certainly intuitively ap-
pealing and appear to conform with the realities
of the market, at least to a first order of approxi-
mation over the relevant range of most real estate
transactions.

The objective of the study reported in this arti-
cle was to test and compare the simple, proportional
models used in income property valuation. The test-
ing and comparison used a basic statistical tech-
nique (multiple linear regression) on a good-quality,
relatively homogeneous sample of 30 multi-family
transactions in suburban collar areas in the At-
lanta, Georgia, metropolitan area for the years 1984
through 1988. Although not Iarge by statistical
standards, the sample was of high quality.

The Database
Each record (transaction) included the number and
type of units (DU) for the apartment complex, the
annual gross rental income (GR), other income (OI),
gross income (GI), vacancy and collection loss (VC),
effective gross income (EGI), expenses (EXP), net
operating income (NOI) and units by type. In addition,
the actual or contract selling price (SP), the year built
(YR) and the net rentable area (SF) were included.
From these, a number of measures were derived,
including age at sale (AGE), gross income multiplier
(GIM), gross rent multiplier (GRM), effective gross
income multiplier (EGIM), net income multiplier
(NIM) and expenses per square foot of net rentable
area (ESF), rooms (ERM), units (EDU) and bedrooms
(EBD). The sellingprice also was analyzed as a ratio of
square footage of net rentable area (SPSF), rooms
(SPRM), units (SPDLI) and bedrooms (SPBD).

In this analysis, all f-rgures for income, expenses
and selling price were rounded and reported in thou-
sands of constant dollars.a In cases where the apart-
ment complex was too new to have an extensive
income history, the projected figures for the transac-
tion were used.

Phi ip S, lritchell is o real estale consultant associaled uith
Real Estatp Scienres, Internalionol, a Chicogo-based con-
sulting fin. He l.us a professor of business administrotion
in lhe Colifornio Stole UniLersity Slstem for a number of
\earc before ?ntering the reol estale business full tinv.

Gory L. Berner, president of Bernes & Conpny of Atlanto,
Georgia, hos 15 lears of commerciol real estale eaperience,
specializing in apprdisinq apartnents and hatels. He is o
member of the International Society of Eospitalitf
Consultants.

How financing costs, business conditions
and h.ousing inflation ea,tend thz time a
property spends on the market.
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Mathematical models used to tnlue
income-producing property, such as the
income capitalization approach, sales
comparison approach, and estimation of
expenses, dre adequate rel-lections of the
market.
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Summary And Conclusion
Real estate market research often has a different
meaning to the industry practitioner and the aca-
demic researcher. It is hoped that these differences
will diminish as industry practitioners utilize more
sophisticated market research techniques and as ac-
ademic researchers begin to translate their ad-
vanced techniques into useful applications for
industry. This development will be mutually benefi-
cial; industry practitioners will be able to utilize
academic research techniques and models to im-
prove their market analyses and forecasts, and aca-
demic researchers will obtain better data to improve
their market research techniques.

Real estate market researchers must focus more
directly on submarket analyses because submarkets
can vary substantially within an MSA or region. It
is diflicult, however, to analyze markets at the sub-
county level because of the paucity of data. GIS is a
tool that can help with subcounty analysis and with
the quantification analysis oflocation factors as they
influence real estate.

The current environment is fruitful for aca-
demia to exchange its advanced market research
techniques for databases from industry. Business
schools have been criticized for producing research
that is irrelevant to industry needs; real estate de-
partments in business schools can help alleviate this
situation by developing techniques that can be
readily adopted by industry practitioners to improve
their market research. On the other hand, industry
practitioners are being encouraged to improve their
market research techniques. They can help accom-
plish this by allowing real estate researchers in aca-
demia to use the data they collect for refining
research techniques. The idea of exchanging market
research techniques and models for industry data is
logical.
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Cubbin (1974) found that large ratios of actual
selling price to 'true quality price result in in-
creased turnover of lower TOM, i.e., "higher priced
houses sold faster." The result, which was predicated
upon the accuracy of'true market values as esti-
mated by a hedonic pricing model, is somewhat sus-
pect in that the ratios used in the study, may not
have correctly measured the higher prices the au-
thor assumed.

Miller (1978) also examined the relationship be-
tween selling price and TOM and discovered a statis-
tically signiflrcant positive relationship to TOM with
both the real and the nominal selling price. Unfor-
tunately, Miller used TOM as an independent vari-
able and produced results that are not useful for
TOM estimation.

Haurin (1988) examined the eflect of atypical
housing features on TOM. The author assumed that
the greater the atwicality, the greater the variance
of offers and therefore the longer TOM required.
Haurin found that unusual houses do take longer to
sell; however, the paucity of evidence on normal
housing markets suggests that analyses of variables
that affect all housing are preferable.

Housing attributes that are familiar to coun-
selors, such as physical features and location advan-
tages, may pose less of a pricing problem than more
unpredictable macro-economic factors, such as
changes in interest rates, inflation and business
conditions. We add to the studies on TOM by includ-
ing analysis of macro-economic variables that have
been noted as important to real estate markets and
TOM. We use a stratified sample which includes
rural and suburban transactions as well as urban
sales. We account for pricing decisions by including a
Iisting price variable and the ratio of selling price to
listing price.

The Importance Of Macro-Determinants Of
TOM
As Miller noted, residential property values are a
function of three primary sets of variables: housing
services, informational and exchange factors (as in-
fluenced by brokers) and financial conditions. Unfor-
tunately, in Miller's study, "financial conditions
which may influence value have been assumed sta-
ble."a The traditional theory is that if markets are
elficient, then variations in TOM for similar proper-
ties should either be random events or they should
be explained by broker/seller mispricing. Macro-
economic activity will affect time on the market if
broker/seller pricing decisions do not adjust in a
timely fashion to changes in economic climate. Spe-
cifically, deteriorating business conditions should
lengthen TOM as purchasers postpone making
"move up" decisions and curtail spending, Brokers
and sellers, unaware of potential or real income
losses and possibly reduced expectations of potential
buyers, fail to adjust asking prices during such pe-
riods. As a result, property remains on the market
longer. Ultimately, sellers must take greater dis-
counts from the listing price in order to sell their
properties. The imbalance associated with falling

demand may be countered when potential sellers
pull housing from the market. Such supply adjust-
ments may minimize the long-term impact of high
unemployment rates. However, Iess active markets,
even in equilibrium, may increase TOM as transac-
tion costs increase to frnd suitable buyers.

The ability to obtain flrnancing at suitable rates
also may have a direct impact on TOM. High mort-
gage loan rates should increase TOM as buyers find
it more difficult to obtain financing. TOM should
increase as it becomes more diffrcult for buyers to
qualify for loans and as marginal borrowers,/buyers
drop from the market.

Finally, inflationary pressures may play a role
in the length of time required to find a buyer. In-
creasing inflation rates, specifically in housing,
have two possible impacts. Tb the extent that hous-
ing is perceived to be a hedge against inflation, de-
mand should increase, and TOM should fall as
inflation increases. However, as inflation rates drive
up prices and mortgage interest rates, buyers will
find it more difficult to afford and finance new pur-
chases. Thus, the ultimate effect of housing inflation
may be to increase TOM once unaffordability levels
have been breached.

The Data And Methodology
We examined the potential impacts on TOM from
national unemployment rates, mortgage interest
rate changes and housing inflation by using TOM as
a dependent variable in a conventional linear re-
gression analysis. Our study assumed that macro-
economic variables had a direct impact on the mar-
keting time of residential real estate.

We used 337 residential sales over the time pe-
riod December, 1986 to June, 1990, that had been
obtained from three separate multiple listing ser-
vices covering the Pennsylvania counties of Phila-
delphia, Montgomery and Chester. Separate MLS
data sets were used to derive sales from three geo-
graphic markets: urban, suburban and rural. One-
hundred-twenty-five sales occurred in the city of
Philadelphia, 100 in outlying suburbs (Montgomery)
and 112 in rural areas of Chester County. Additional
information collected from the MLS included lot size
(SQFT), number of bedrooms (BEDR) and baths
(BATH), gross sales price (SALESP) and sales price
per square foot (SALESSF), date of sale (CMONTH),
listing price (LP) and days on the market (DAYS).
Neighborhood conditions were proxied by data from
the 1980 U.S. Census and applied by census tract
location. The variables were: percent boarded up
(BOARDED), median household income (HHIN-
COME) and average monthly rent (RENT). We also
used a dummy variable to separate sales into two
price categories, those less than or equal to $200,000
(SIZE - 0) and those above (SIZE : 1), to account for
submarkets based on price. We accounted for possi-
ble effects of the time of sale by translating each
date of sale into sequential months with December,
1986, as the base month.s

We used these variables for control only; coeffr-
cient interpretation was not critical for the purposes
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ofthis study. Our primary interest was to determine
the impact of macro-economic variables including fr-
nancing terms, business conditions and inflation. We
used monthly, seasonally adjusted unemployment
rates compiled by the U.S. Department of Labor
(UNEMPLOY), the housing component of the
monthly Consumer Price Index as compiled by the
U.S. Department of Commerce (HCPI) and the aver-
age monthly mortgage contract rate (RATE) as cal-
culated by the Federal Reserve Board. We examined
the potential effects of selected variables on TOM by
using a standard hedonic pricing model, with days
on the market (DAYS or TOM) as our dependent
variable. Independent variables included the mea-
sures of housing attributes, neighborhood condition,
geographic location and the economic variables men-
tioned previously. In order to detect for any partial
effects, the following specifications were employed:

nI
lrtsTOM =p,,r ! g,X,- | 9.,2,,,

,- t -t u.l

measure, given the data currently available. We
would have liked to include, for example, variables
that would measure broker effrciency and produc-
tivity, but such data is not collected. The macro-
economic variables of concern in this study nev-
ertheless generated rather interesting results.

The descriptive statistics for a1l variables are
presented in Table 1. This table shows the greatest
variance among variables that measure housing
size. Of 337 sales, 55 involved two bedrooms, 177
involved three bedrooms, 95 involved four bedrooms
and the rest involved five bedrooms and up. To con-
trol for differential results associated with size, we
performed separate regressions for three- and four-
bedroom home sales.

Equations 1 and 2, which were presented in re-
duced form (Table 2t, demonstrated that the impact
of the property-specific variables (BEDR, BATH and
SQFT) was statistically insignificant. However,
equations 3 and 4 indicated that the number of bath-
rooms was signifrcant, suggesting that the presence
of housing amenities, as proxied by bathrooms, re-
duced TOM. In the context of pricing error, these
results also suggested that sellers were probably un-
derpricing this item for three- and four-bedroom
sales.

Neighborhood variables were statistically insig-
nificant in all equations. Listing price and sales
price divided by listing price, measures of broker
pricing hypothesized to affect TOM, were insignifi-
cant and positive. However, variables that accounted
for sales outside the city TSUBURB and RURAL)
were significant and negative with the single excep-
tion of suburban sales of four-bedroom properties.
Thus, residential real estate located outside the city
sold quicker than property inside the city. Translat-
ing the coefficient for suburban sales in equation 1

into its antilog effect (e o 3e56 1), we discovered
that a suburban location decreased TOM by nearly
one-third (32.77c); property located in rural areas
reduced TOM by 58%. These results may be peculiar
to our study area (Philadelphia); they can be ex-
plained by city policies that have made the purchase
of city properties less attractive (higher property
taxes, wage taxes and higher property transfer
taxes)6 than the purchase of properties in suburban
and rural areas. These advantages, in addition to
the presence of other suburban and rural amenities
such as better school districts. less traffrc and re-
duced crime, may not have been fully capitalized
into listing prices by suburban and rural sellers.

All macro-variables had the effects we hypothe-
sized. Although the mortgage interest rate variable
(RATE) was statistically insignificant at conven-
tional levels in equation 1, it was signihcant and
positive in the reduced-form equation 2 and for
three- and four-bedroom sales, respectively. A one-
point increase in mortgage rates increased TOM
overall by over 42% in equation 2. Mortgage rates
affected larger houses more severely than smaller
houses, increasing TOM for four-bedroom homes by
1197o but increasing TOM for three bedroom homes

FIGURE 7

Single Family Building Permits
1970-1990. Atlanta Metro Area
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where:
l,osTOM

xi
number of days on market (TOM)

conventional variables for hous-
ing attributes, neighborhood con-
ditions and geographic location

macro-variables in monthly form

constant term
random error

The functional form and log transformation allowed
for the use of ordinary Ieast squares to estimate
parameters.

Estimation Results
The explanatory power of the estimated equations
was rather low, ranging from 0.16 to 0.25. Such low
values suggested that we did not capture all possible
variables that may have had an impact on TOM.
Howeveq many additional variables worthy of con-
sideration could be difficult, if not impossible, to

TAI}LE I

Descriptive Statistics

Standard
Deriation Minimum Vatimum

zj

B.
e

Good time series data on population and employ-
ment by subcounty area would be very valuable for
the Cherokee County GIS. One future area of re-
search is to explore the feasibility of obtaining sub-
county data from state and local authorities in the
Atlanta area to input into the GIS. Some states al-
ready publish employment and other key data by zip
code for certain time periods.

T[anslating Academic Research Ttr Practical
Application
No matter how elegant and rigorous the model or
market analysis, the application is severely limited
if the translation is not made to the industry prac-
tioners' level. At the present time there are compel-
ling reasons to make this translation and bridge the
gap between academic research and industry
application.

From the academic perspective, there are signs
that some business schools (where most academic
real estate departments reside) may be recognizing
the need to place more emphasis on research that
benefits industry practitioners. In the 1950s, the
Carnegie Commission issued an unflattering report
of business schools, portraying them as nonrigorous
institutions that conducted little sophisticated re-
search. Undoubtedly influenced by this, business
schools became more research-oriented institutions
that emphasized the publication of formal studies in
academic journals.

In a more recent report on business schools, Por-
ter and McKibbin (1988) released the survey results
of top corporate executives on the relevance of busi-
ness school research. They noted that the vast ma-
jority of CEOs of major corporations believe the
research conducted in business schools is irrelevant
to them and to their business activities. In other
words, the pendulum has swung too far in the other
direction over the past two decades, to the point
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FIGURE It

Greatest Absorption Increases
(by Price Range and Countyt

where business school research stresses rigor at the
expense of relevance.

From the industry perspective, new regulations
mandate that market analysts and appraisers incor-
porate better market research into their analyses
and reports. Therefore, industry practitioners have
an increased need for adyanced market research
techniques and models. Since industry practitioners
require more sophisticated analytical techniques
and models for market analysis and academic re-
searchers need more data to test and refine their
models, the atmosphere is conducive for a fruitful
exchange of market analysis for industry data.

Putting more advanced analytical techniques
and models into the hands of industry practitioners
will significantly improye the level of rigor of real
estate market research performed by industry prac-
titioners. For example, industry appraisers often
focus narrowly on the micromarket for a particular
property and pay only lip service to the larger issues
of the local and regional economies and the specific
demographic and economic variables driving the de-
mand for and supply of particular types of real es-
tate. More advanced analytical techniques and
market models will help appraisers understand the
larger picture and improve the valuation process. A
leading regional appraisal company in the nation
recently established a wholly owned subsidiary that
performs sophisticated market research using judg-
mental and econometric models. The appraisers in
this firm are required to submit their work to the
inhouse subsidiary for a thorough market analysis
and absorption study (if needed) before they give
final valuations. In short, one way to help remedy
the lack of data available to academic real estate
researchers is to assist industry practitioners with
their real estate market analysis and research in
exchange for data that will improve research models
and techniques.



TIGURE 5

New Build House Price Spread as
7o of Highest House Price,
Cherokee County (July, 1990)

FIGURE 6

Midway Price for New Subdivisions
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Estimation Results (Dependent Variable-LogTOM)
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Figure 5 is a contour map of the normalized
price spread in each subdivision. Price spread was
derived by calculating the difference between the
maximum and the minimum house price within
each subdivision and dividing that figure by the
maximum house price. Figure 5 shows that the aver-
age price spread in the subdivisions in the southern
part of the county is much lower than the price
spread in the northern, much less developed part of
the county.

One interpretation of this phenomenon is that,
in the more developed southern portion, subdivisions
are fairly homogeneous in nature, i.e., the houses are
built so they will be fairly close in price. However, in
the northern, less developed portion of the county,
specialization is more difficult; the subdivisions
therefore are developed with a large spread in the
price range to serve a thinner market. In other
words, because it is more diffrcult to specialize in
the northern portion of the county, subdivisions
must include houses with many different price
ranges. From the developer's standpoint, a subdivi-
sion of houses in different price ranges may be less
desirable because the prices of the premium houses
will be lowered by the presence of lower priced
houses. Because demand is higher and development
is greater in the southern part of the county, devel-
opers can afford to specialize and build homogeneous
subdivisions. This is an untested preliminary hy-
pothesis to explain the spatial price spread phenom-
enon disclosed in Figure 5.

Figure 6 is a three-dimensional plot of aver-
age subdivision price, created using the software
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by about 53qa on average. The evidence suggested
that larger houses were more difficult to sell during
periods of high rates and that significant price dis-
counts must be made to generate lower TOM.

The business conditions variable (UNEMPLOY)
was highly significant in both equations 1 and 2 and
significant in equation 3 for three-bedroom sales;
however, it was insigrrificant for four-bedroom sales.
The transformed coefficient associated with the
business conditions variable in equation 1 suggested
a rather high 947o increase in TOM associated with
a one-percent increase in the unemployment rate.
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The interest rate variable may have suffered from
the effects of colinearity with the housing compo-
nent inflation index in equation 1; the housing infla-
tion variable was dropped from equations 2, 3 and 4.
However, the results seemed to suggest that, al-
though deteriorating business conditions and financ-
ing costs affected housing markets overall,
purchasers of larger homes were somewhat insu-
lated from the effects of employment changes.

The housing inflation index variable (HCPI) also
was positive and significant at the 997o level in
equation 1. Here housing inflation increased TOM by
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package Surfer. Plots such as this can help the
builder or developer locate his or her subdivision
within an optimal price gradient and help academic
researchers understand the gradient.

Using the GIS system for Cherokee County, and
ultimately GIS systems for other counties in At-
lanta, a real estate researcher can define residential
market areas in terms of functional economic areas
rather than in relation to political or other bound-
aries. Simply by drawing lines on the computer
screen, one can divide the county into as many mar-
ket areas as desired. Then, using the relational
database with the subdivision-specific data, one can
conduct historical analyses of development trends
and forecast future development trends.

Figure 7 shows the total number of housing per-
mits issued in the Atlanta 18-county metropolitan
area over the past 20 years. Since 1986, the trend in
the number of permits (and absorption) clearly has
been down. However, there have been many niches of
opportunity for builders and developers in the At-
lanta housing market during this time period. Fig-
ure 8 identifies some of these niches. The niches
were spotted by sorting DataBook data by county
and price range and querying the GIS to determine
which price ranges and which counties had in-
creased the most in absorption over the past several
quarters. Of most interest in Figure 8 is that the
leading market niches, by price range and location,
occur in different counties and in most price ranges.
This illustrates the importance of disaggregated
submarket analysis. Lenders in Atlanta also are
very interested in how research can help them make
sound lending decisions which avoid overbuilt situa-
tions. Such analysis can be carried further with
other dimensions such as amenities, type of house
and architectural features incorporated into the
analysis.
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about 67r with each percentage increase in the hous-
ing inflation index. This positive relationship
seemed to counter the conventional wisdom that in-
flationary pressures cause buyers to seek out real
estate as a hedge. Ceteris paribus, an unexpected
increase in demand would lower TOM; however, in
our study area, prices had risen throughout the
1980s so significantly that sellers and brokers might
have run into an unexpected wall of unaffordability.
This conclusion was supported somewhat by evi-
dence of more recent price declines in the Phila-
delphia area which many brokers maintained were
reflective of a 1980s buildup and a resultant excess
supply.

Listing price and the ratio of sales prices to list-
ing price were not significant at conventional levels
and had no consistent impact on TOM. Other forms
of broker mispricing measurement also were signifr-
cant. Therefore, we found no measurable relation-
ship between listing price and TOM. However, these
inconclusive results, in the face of the signihcance of
other variables, illustrated the diffrculty of measur-
ing broker effrciency and productivity. The results
might also point to the need for a refinement of the
dependent variable, TOM (i.e., further study should
be performed using a suitable measure of optimal
TOM which would more effectively measure
mispricing).

Still, if brokers are the major source of pricing
information (as maintained by Belkin, Hempel and
Mcleavey), then these results could be interpreted
to mean that brokers were able to elficiently price
housing attributes and neighborhood conditions
since TOM remained unaffected by these factors.
The lower TOM generated by nonurban locations
might mean that brokers overpriced these properties
in the city of Philadelphia. In the same context,
brokers did not correctly account for the effects of
increasing interest rates, changes in business con-
ditions and inflation rates. As a result, these con
ditions extended TOM. Confirmation of this
interpretation, however, might require a detailed
analysis of sales prices relative to listing prices and
a more accurate measure of the effect of mispricing.

Conclusions
Our analysis of the impact of macro-variables on
TOM produced significant results. Financing costs,
business conditions and housing inflation extended
time on the market. Therefore, brokers, appraisers
and counselors must pay closer attention to such
conditions in the marketing of residential real es-
tate, and sellers must be prepared to make neces-
sary trade-offs. To the extent that sellers face
substantial opportunity costs associated with
lengthy selling periods, adjustments in listing prices
and selling prices may be necessary.
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FIGURE 2

Cherokee County Subdivision Locations

I-575

was geocoded by writing an algorithm that con-
verted the DataBook map coordinate oi the subdivi-
sion to a latitude-longitude coordinate; and these
data were then entered into a GIS package called
GIS-Plus.

Figure 2 is a simple plot of the Iocation of each of
the subdivisions within Cherokee County. The lake
in the southwest corner of Cherokee County is a
major recreational body of water, Lake Allatoona.

FIGURE 3

Contour Map of Platted Acres Per Subdivision
(July, 1990)

The plot clearly shows that subdivisions are clus-
tered around the southern portion of the lake and
that the preponderance of subdivision development
is in the southern portion of the county closest to
Atlanta along the I-575 corridor. Few subdivisions
have been located in the northern party of the
county, which is primarily rural.

Given the geocoded subdivisions within the GIS
and the relational database attached to each subdi-
vision, the analyst can make numerous spatial in-
quiries of the GIS and plot maps showing various
features of the subdivisions. For example, if a
builder or developer were looking for a good location
for a subdivision in a certain price range with a
particular amenities package, he could use a spatial
query to ask the GIS to map the location of the
closest competitors.

Figures 3 through 6 illustrate some of the sim-
ple spatial analyses that were accomplished with
the Cherokee County GIS. Figure 3 is a contour map
that shows variations in platted acres per subdivi-
sion. The asterisks on the map represent the loca-
tions of individual subdivisions. It is clear from this
plot that the platted acres per subdivision are
higher in the northern, less developed portion of the
county. Figure 4 is a contour map ofexpected lot size
which was derived by dividing platted acres per sub-
division by number of lots. Once again, it is very
clear that the expected lot sizes are higher in north-
ern Cherokee County. These kinds of plots can be
useful in analyzing the overall land use pattern in a
county, as well as in helping a builder or developer
understand how his project frts into the overall spa-
tial pattern.

FIGURE 4

Expected Lot Size, Cherokee County
(July, 1990)
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development of such tools therefore can be of great
benefit to the decision-maker.

Submarket Analysis
One of the major drawbacks to the econometric and
judgmental models, and indeed to most market anal-
ysis techniques, is the difficulty of obtaining, for
modeling purposes, adequate data at the subcounty
level on critical variables such as employment, popu-
Iation and income. The decennial national census
data are available at the block and tract level, but
interpolations of the data at the subcounty level by
demographic companies usually leave something to
be desired. Occasionally, organizations such as local
planning agencies estimate population, employment,
etc., by census tract between census periods. How-
ever, these estimates are not true counts and usually
are not made on an annual basis. Some types of real
estate data also are not available by subcounty
areas.

The problems created by lack of subcounty data
and analyses are well known. For example, if one is
analyzing the offrce market in Chicago and data are
available only for Cook County, then the analyst
may be working at a much too highly aggregated
geographic level. An offrce building located in the
North [,oop area may be a good investment oppor-
tunity, while one in the South loop area may not.
This kind of geographical detail and differential
market performance is masked when the analysis
can be conducted only with county-level data. As
another example, suppose a pension fund was inter-
ested in purchasing offrce buildings in various met-
ropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) and wanted to
know which offrce markets had performed well in
the past and which were likely to perform well in
the future. Rather than look at aggregate market
analyses for 40 MSAs, the pension fund should look
at live or six submarkets within each of the 40
MSAs because the individual submarkets might
perform differently.

Geographic Information Systerns
A new research tool that can facilitate geograph-
ically disaggregated real estate market analysis is
geographic information systems (GIS). This is a
computer-based mapping and data analysis tool that
incorporates many layers of data. Usually, the base
map for a GIS includes road networks, political
boundaries, rivers and other physical features. On
top of this base map, one can add population, em-
ployment and other socioeconomic and demographic
data that have been geocoded down to the zip code or
census block level.

Next, one can add specific real estate data, such
as parcel level data from the county tax assessors'
olfice or proprietary databases of office, commercial
or residential properties. Other overlays such as the
availability of developable land, the presence of zon-
ing constraints and the nature of other supply side
considerations can be added. One can add as many
data overlays as desired. The GIS facilitates the
combined and simultaneous analysis of all data
Iayers for any goegraphic area. For example, one can

FIGURE I
Computer-Generated Map of Transportation
Arteries in Cherokee County
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analyze and map the correlation between population
and employment growth in terms of wealth mea-
sures such as per capita income.

A GIS for residential market analysis in the
Atlanta metropolitan area recently was completed.
The following discussion describes how GIS was
used to analyze the subdivisions in Cherokee
County on the northern fringe of Atlanta. Figure 1

is a computer-generated map showing the major
transportation arteries and municipalities in Cher-
okee County. This base map for the Cherokee
County GIS was developed using U.S. Census
TIGER files, which contain geocoded coordinates for
transportation arteries, major political boundaries
and physical features such as rivers and lakes. The
TIGER files are available on a compact disc for $250
from the U.S. Census Bureau for an entire state. The
procedure for entering the TIGER hles into a GIS
software package is straightforward. Once this data
transfer is accomplished, the analyst has a base map
of the major transportation arteries and physical
features of the area he is analyzing and a geocoded
file for matching addresses.

The first set of data overlaid upon the base map
of Cherokee County was residential data obtained
from DataBook, Inc., a company in Atlanta that col-
Iects quarterly subdivision-specifrc data on the num-
ber of housing starts, houses under construction,
houses completed and houses occupied (absorption);
the presence of amenities (e.g., pool, tennis courts)
for each subdivision; and a variety of other vari-
ables. Subdivision-specific data for the past 16 quar-
ters were obtained; the location of the subdivision
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Appraisal Thoughts From
A Non-Appraiser
by Bruce P. Hayden, CRE

Many years of reviewing appraisals for a major
financial institution and of conducting appraisals
inhouse from time to time, have led this non-
qualified appraiser-at least in the MAI sense-
to a number of conclusions:

r Too many users of real estate appraisals are
unwilling to pay appraisal fees commensurate
with the time and skills needed by the ap-
praiser to do a thorough, professional job.

r Too many appraisal users insist, as a condition
of engagement, that the resulting appraisal be
"usablel' This term usually means that the ap-
praisal should support the mortgage loan the
users are seeking or the results of negotiation,
arbitration, asseasment appeal, etc. (Such en-
gagements may take the form of a stipulation
to "do your numbers and discuss your results
with us. We will tell you then if we want you to
finish your report. If not, we will pay you for
your work to datel')

r Too many financial institutions want ap-
praisals to fit their purposes-such as to meet a
"loan to value" test.

! Too many appraisers, facing these pressures,
work backwards from the assessment of value
to the accumulation of supporting data or oth-
erwise compromise their professional skills or
integrity.

! Too many appraisers do not have the slightest
idea of how to evaluate the separate interests in
commercial real estate-such as lessors' inter-
ests, lessees' interests, mortgagees' interests,
"sandwich positionsl' remainder interests and
the like.

! Too many well-qualified appraisers, who know
how to value fractional interests, nonetheless
do not insist on starting where every appraisal
should start: with the value of the land and its
improvements-as if it were held in fee simple,
unencumbered by a mortgage or other lien or
leases of any sort but subject to natural or reg-
ulatory conditions affecting value.

r Too many appraisers assume that the value of
both a mortgagee's and a mortgagor's interests
are the same as the unpaid balance due on the
mortgage. Often, this assumption is correct;
however, equally often the value of the two in-
terests differ, and neither is equal to the unpaid
balance.

For example, consider the values to the mort-
gagor and to the mortgagee of a Iqa mortEage
in a 10% market with 11 years to maturity. The
value of the mortgagor's position in this exam-
ple is substantially greater than the unpaid
mortgage balance, while the value of the mort-
gagee's position is substantially less than the
unpaid balance. Likewise, an option to prepay
the mortgage at 101 is substantially more valu-
able to the mortgagor than an option to prepay
at 110 or no option to prepay.

While these generalities apply to appraisals of
all real estate, this treatise looks only at ap-
praisals of income property -apartments, shop-
ping centers, oIfice buildings, etc.-and leaves
the condominium, single family home, indus-
trial and special use property fields to other
papers.

Appraisal Scenarios
Let us look at the appraisal of an offrce building,
erected on a site owned by a Catholic diocese,
which has entered into a long-term ground lease
with the developer/owner of the building. Who are
the parties at interest? What are their relative
priorities of claim on the building's net operating
income?

In one situation, the diocese's interest is superior
to the mortgagee's interest as follows: The dio-
cese's interest ranks first; the mortgagee's is sec-
ond; the developer/owner's is third; and the
tenants' is fourth.r In another situation, the dio-
cese's interest is subordinate to the rnortgagee's
interest. In this case, the mortgagee's interests
come first; the diocese's second; the developer/
owner's third; and the tenants' fourth.
Now let us move to a more complex, more typical
oIfice building situation that involves multiple in-
terests: ground lessor and lessee; a flrrst mortgage
Ioan on the lessor's interest in the ground; an-
other frrst mortgage loan on the lessee's interest
in the ground and on the improvements; a ten-
year lease on half the office space to a major cor-
porate tenant; short-term leases on the remainder
ofthe offrce space with a number of other tenants.

What Is The Appraiser's Thsk?
First of all, the appraiser must identify the var-
ious legal entities involved and the priority of
the claim of each interest. Priority should be de-
termined both in terms of each interest's legal

IJruce P Holtdzn, CRE, electcd in 1971 to tahe earl! re-
tirenent from his position as Dice prestdent of real estale
investments for Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company (nou a parl of CIGNA) in order to begin a
career in real estate counseling. He became o CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate ) in 1973. He currentl! is
chairmon of Hayden, Tblzmann, Int., of BLnmfield, CT,
and is a Fst presidznt ol the Amer6an So{iety of Real
Estale Counselors.
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position and claim on cash after operating ex-
penses and taxes. (Usually, these two factors are
the same, but occasionally they are not. )

Second, the appraiser must clarify which interest
or interests he is engaged to appraise.

Third, the appraiser must appraise the whole
property, including the site, all current improve-
ments and the right to make further improve-
ments, as if the property were held in single
ownership and in fee simple. ?iis rultrc becomes
the total of the tulues of each fractional interest in
t he appraised prem i ses.

Fourth, the appraiser must determine the priority
ofthe claim ofeach interest that is superior to the
interest he is valuing.
Fifth, the appraiser must successively value each
interest that is superior to the interest he has
been engaged to appraise. The appraiser then
subtracts the value of each senior interest from
the value of the whole property less the values
that have been already subtracted.

Sixth, the appraiser must consider as immaterial
the value (as a group) of all interests that are
junior to the interest he is appraising. (In litiga-
tion involving the property, the appraiser may
consider junior interests for their nuisance value).

As to the determination of the value of each of
these interests, the appraiser must decide which
approach is most significant-both to the value
that is sought and to the purposes for which the
appraisal is being made. For example, the man-
ager of a pooled investing group of corporate pen-
sion funds may instruct his appraisers to rely
primarily on the economic approach to valuation
rather than either the comparable sales approach,
or the replacement value less depreciation and ob-
solescence approach. Why? Most pension funds
are net present value oriented; therefore, the fund
must rely most heavily on net present value

calculations. The basics for such calculations. of
course, must be substantiated by comparables.

Summary
Assume the value of a particular parcel of real
estate, as if it were held in fee simple and was
unencumbered, is represented by W. Assume the
limited interests in W are in the following order
of priority: A, B, C, D, E, F. The appraiser's as-
signment is to value the limited interest C.

The appraiser's basis determination should be:

C=W_A-B'
Different approaches may be needed to determine
the value of each subinterest. For example, if A
has a first mortgage on W, the appraiser may
reason: 'As unpaid balance is less than 507r of W;
the interest rate and other terms approximate
present market levels. Therefore, I can safely
value the subinterest at the unpaid balancel' Or
the appraiser may find that the unpaid balance of
A is 85% of W and that B (who leases the prop-
erty as a whole and is responsible for making the
mortgage payments) has had a tax lien hled on
the premises by the Internal Revenue Service.
The value ofA under these circumstances may be
speculative and range between 20% and 50% of
the unpaid balance. The value of all other inter-
ests, of course, also are highly speculative,

Conclusion
It should be recognized that real estate appraisal
is at least as much an art form as it is a matter of
science. The appraiser, accordingly, must be a per-
son of judgment, integrity and experience. The
appraiser consequently should be well paid for his
services, not bought at any price.

NO'TES
1. Non-disturbance agreementa, ek., would alter t€nant posi-

tion in the pecking order
2. (D + E + F) may have nuisance value.

space per worker in an office judgmental model,
large amounts of data specific to SIC code and loca-
tion often are required.

Hybrid Modcls
Occasionally, hybrid judgmentaUeconometric models
are developed for real estate market analysis. Most
often, these hybrid models are judgmental in nature
but use some parameters that have been estimated
econornetrically. This type ofhybrid often produces a
useful model that can be applied by a broad audi-
ence, however, it can be extremely data hungry.

I nterpretation
Whatever type of model is chosen for real estate
market analysis, care must be taken when inter-
preting the results it yields. Industry practitioners
and academic researchers alike are skeptical of the
analyst who simply cranks through his model and
derives a point estimate for a real estate market.
Industry practitioners may not understand what is
inside the black box, but they know that point fore-
casts often are wrong, and they liken the practice of
forecasting to gazing into a crystal ball. Academic
researchers, who understand the workings of the
black box, also realize that the probability of a par-
ticular point forecast being 100% accurate is quite
low.

This by no means implies that market forecasts
and analyses using sophisticated models are fruit-
less exercises. Models should be used in the appro-
priate context of performing alternative scenario
analyses that aim to reduce risk and uncertainty
from future market movements. The academic re-
searcher and model-builder knows that the forecast
of the dependent variable is only as good as the fore-
cast of the independent variables, which is com-
prised by the accuracy of the model being used. The
model-builder's job therefore is to develop the best
possible model for expressing the relationship be-
tween the independent variables and the dependent
variable (e.g., demand for retail space as a function
of population, employment, disposable income, etc.).

A properly specified model then can be used to
perform alternative scenario analysis. One can de-
velop the base case forecast from the best available
forecast of the independent variables. Because inde-
pendent variables, such as population and employ-
ment, are diffrcult to forecast with a high degree of
accuracy, the next step is to develop a high and a low
scenario. A high scenario demonstrates the demand
for retail space, g'iven higher than expected growth
in population, employment and disposable income. A
low scenario shows the Iikely effect of low growth in
these independent variables on the demand for retail
space. These analyses establish boundaries around
the likely future performance of the market, so the
decision-maker can see the likely future movements
in the market under a variety of scenarios. These
analyses reduce risk and uncertainty on the part of
the decision-maker and provide valuable information
for the model-builder and market analyst. The lay-
person or industry practitioner does not usually
have the tools necessary to do this type of analysis;
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time series or cross-section sample sizes, which call
for special approaches, such as Bayesian techniques.

Of course, there is danger in building od ftoc
econometric models that do not have adequate the-
ory behind them. Lack of adequate data can cause
variables to be misstated or omitted from ad. hoc
econometric models. Misstated or omitted variables
can reduce the value of econometric models in help-
ing to understand and forecast real estate markets.
It also is difficult to forecast with econometric
models because relationships among variables may
change due to fundamental factors that have not
been captured fully in the model.

Many econometric models of real estate markets
do not employ simultaneous equations that incorpo-
rate a price or rent variable because accurate price
or rent data are difficult to obtain in sulficient
quantity and quality. Despite these pitfalls, econo-
metric models can be useful for quantifying rela-
tionships among variables, e.g., office space
absorption as a function of employment, population,
etc.

Judgmental Mod.els
The judgmental model is a less elegant but nonethe-
less useful alternative to the econometric model. The
term judgmental has been applied to the class of
models that are based on the analyst's judgment of
the quantitative relationship among variables
rather than on statistical estimation of relation-
ships. Most often, judgmental models operate within
a spreadsheet environment.

For example, the olfice judgmental model is a
simple, step-by-step approach for translating em-
ployment forecasts into forecasts for the demand for
office space based on employment and space parame-
ters. A judgmental model of demand for offrce space
usually begins with a forecast for employment by
industry. To derive the demand for olfice space, the
employment forecast is adjusted according to the
percent of ollice workers within each Standard In-
dustrial Classification (SIC) code, the amount of of-
fice space per worker and other parameters.

Similarly, a judgmental model of demand for
residential space usually starts with a forecast of
the number of households in the region under con-
sideration. The number of households is adjusted to
account for several parameters, including owner/
renter split, price/income ratio, etc. The end result is
a quantitative estimate of the demand for new hous-
ing units, given anticipated growth in the number of
households and their behavior regarding the de-
mand for housing.

The judgmental model allows the analyst to im-
pose his judgment interactively on the model. If, for
example, the analyst believes that the parameters
are likely to change in the future, then he can easily
change the parameters within the spreadsheet envi-
ronment. The judgrnental model also is intuitive for
the layman.

However, judgmental models can be data hungry
as well. For example, to derive the best estimates of
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Real estate researchers and practitioners
need to engage in an exthange that trades
marhet research techniques from academio
for data from industry.

by Robert H. Pittman and
Grant I. Thrall

O 1992: Hqrt Nuisory Serui.es

|Il eal estate market research is a broad term by

!{ d"finition. To the appraiser market research is
I I to identify appropriate comparables for valua-
tion purposes. To the real estate counselor, real es-
tate market research is to be concerned with
demand, supply and price or rental rates. To the
academic researcher real estate market research is
quantitative analysis of demand and supply factors
which culminate in an econometric model of the
market being studied.

Because of the numerous connotations of the
term real estate market research, for purposes of
this article it is defined as the study of the economic
structure and performance of real estate markets,
including the development of theoretical and empiri-
cal frameworks or models that facilitate the under-
standing of how markets work as total systems. To
accomplish this, one must understand demand and
supply fluctuations and how they jointly determine
price and rental rates and the driving forces behind
demand and supply and how these forces have be-
haved historically.

To this definition, we can add that the goals of
real estate market research are to understand how
markets react to changes in exogenous variables and
to forecast market movements v/ith a reasonable de-
gree of success. Understanding market reactions
and forecasting likely future movements are the rai-
son d'etre of real estate market research.

Tlpes of Models
We can classify empirical models of real estate mar-
kets into two basic types: econometric and judgmen-
tal. Real estate market research requires the
development and application of both types of models.

Econometric Models
Econometric models can be powerful analytical
tools, but they are extremely data hungry. To de-
velop a properly specified econometric model, one
must have a sulficient amount of high-quality data.
However, the availability of data is a primary bind-
ing constraint to the real estate market researcher.
Since most real estate is privately owned, informa-
tion about its performance is dilficult to obtain. In
research oriented toward evaluating the perfor-
mance of properties for investment purposes, a clas-
sic data problem is that of appraisal-based versus
market transaction measures of performance. Prob-
lems such as this often are compounded by limited

Robctt H. Pitlmon is eaccuti& dce president of Hoyt Adcis-
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cotion of geographit informa.tion systcms in real esde mar-
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subject for Otford UniLersitr Press. I1e is a professor of
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How Long Is a Long-Tbrm
Lease?
by Roy P. Drachman, CRE

If a man doesn't learn anything during nearly 50
years of experience in the real estate business, he
was either extremely knowledgeable at the begin-
ning or too dumb to recognize the important facts
he encountered along his lengthy journey.

I fall into the latter group. I have learned many,
many things as I wended my way through a
melange of real estate deals that included shop-
ping centers of all sizes, office buildings, residen-
tial developments and industrial projects.

One thing I learned early on was that if you had
no capital but a good idea, for a shopping center,
for example, about the only way to put the pack-
age together was to find a property that could be
Ieased with the right of first mortgage to provide
funds for construction.

Another thing I learned was that it was not diffi-
cult to find such properties and owners who would
permit that kind of arrangement for financing a
project. I will not bore you with the techniques
used to make such deals. That story has been told
many times by many people.

The most important thing I have learned about
Ieasing the land on which a development will be
placed concerns the length of the lease term. I,
and many other developers, have long believed
that a 50- or 60-year lease was long enough to
accomplish almost any kind of development.

"Why not?," the thinking has been. "I'll be 85 or
90 years old by the time the lease runs out, and I
won't care after that. Furthermore, all the build-
ings will be worn out by then anyway," the dia-
Iogue continued.

Well, let me tell you how wrong we who have
thought and acted that way were. I am one of
those 8S-year-old guys who is now aware of hav-
ing made a gross error.

A partner and I Ieased a parcel of land on which
we built a neighborhood strip center of 100,000
square feet. We had the right to encumber the
land on a first mortgage which provided all the
money needed to cover development costs.

The length of the land lease was 60 years, which
certainly seemed long enough to us at the time.
The length of the mortgage was 20 years. The
shopping center opened in March of 1957. My age
at that time was 50. I believe that almost anyone
consulted at that time would have agreed that my
partner and I had made a good deal.

The shopping center was a success from the time
it opened. We paid off the mortgage in 20 years

Ilog I; Drachman, (RE, is co-ou'ner ol Roy Drachmon
Realtt- Compon:- in Tucson, Ari2ono. A nolionol aulhor-
it! on shopping centers and urban land detclopment, he
is a co-deLeloper of numerous shopping centers in Ari-
zona and Californio. Drarhman n o ptst president of
the Americdn Sxietl of Reol Estote Counselors.
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and held the property free and clear. The income
from the development has been acceptable and
steady. We remodeled the center a few years ago
and have been attentive regarding the mainte-
nance of the property. As a result, it has been
quite productive.

Competition has emerged in the form of other
shopping centers in the trading area, but it has
not seriously affected the volumes that our ten-
ants enjoy, and there has been practically no de-
crease in the amount of rent we collect.

So, one might say: "What problem do you have?
What is wrong with what has happened to that
property?" Obviously, the answer is: "Nothing se-
riously is wrong with the property; but the prob-
Iem is with the ground lease that was negotiated
in 1956 and will terminate in 2016." We have only
24 years left on the ground lease. At that time,
the ownership of the buildings will revert to the
owner of the land.

Our key tenant, one ofthe large food chains, occu-
pies a store of approximately 25,000 square feet
in our shopping center and wants us to increase
the size of the store to 40,000 or 50,000 square
feet to make it more competitive with the other
new supermarkets in this area that have 40,000
to 50,000 square feet.

We can either ignore the request of our present
tenant, whose lease has just a few years before it
expires, or face the prospect of increasing the size
of the store to suit the tenant for the relatively
short period of 24 years.

Financing today, under the best of conditions, is
not easy to obtain. Even under what might be
called normal conditions, would it be wise to build
a new building knowing that we will have to give
it away in 24 years? Furthermore, our tenant may
not accept a lease with such a short term.

I have had some experience with other ground
leases that ran 50 or 60 years. While I sold my
position in these properties, I continue to think
about what must be happening to the present
owners. I must come to the conclusion that a 50-
or even 60-year lease is hardly long enough; the
lessee must have some option to extend the lease
to somewhere around 90 to 100 years.

The years slip by very quickly, and when you
reach my age, you can look back and see very
clearly that a long-term investment that pays
good returns is a very valuable asset. It is one
that you do not wish to give up but may be forced



to because the title of the buildings will flow to
another owner when the lease term for the ground
is not long enough.

As for the buildings wearing out, that can hap-
pen, of course. But, on the other hand, a going
business can operate in a very old building for a
very long time, as many of us can attest.

So, a bit of free advice from someone who has
made the journey over the hills and through the
valleys: If you must make a lease that has no
more than 50 or 60 years for its term, be sure to
have the option to extend the actual term of con-
trol of the land to 90 or 100 years.

I have been told that in England it is not unusual
for lease terms to be for 1000 years; I heard of one
lease for 2000 years. I do not think anyone would
have the temerity to project a value for property
that many years ahead. But at least the developer
of the property will own something he can pass on
to his grandchildren, and they to theirs.

The Impact of Supply Changes on
Real Net Operating Income: The
Multi-Family Perspective
Richard T. Garrigan, CRE and
Joseph L. Pagliari, Jr.

Against the backdrop of historical debt and equity
capital market flows, this article examines the
impact of additions to the supply of multi-family
dwellings on real (i.e., inflation-adjusted ) net
operating income. It offers suppositions regarding
future capital market flows and their Iikely impact
on apartment projects'real net operating income
and suggests when apartment investments may
generate above-average returns.

39
Macro-Determinants of Time on
the Market
Paul K. Asabere and Forrest E. Huffman

Time on the market ITOM t is a function of supply
and demand in real estate markets and a measure
of real estate mark€t activity. A data set of 337
urban, suburban and rural residential sales was
used to examine the effect of macro-economic
variables on TOM. The study controlled for housing
attributes, neighborhood condition, location and
broker pricing.
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Commercial Real Estate Loan
Evaluation in the Insurance
Industry
Daniel M. Norris

Recent increases in the rate of default for
commercial real estate mortgages held by life
insurance companies have raised concerns about
the health of the U.S. life insurance industry.
Thirty-six real estate loan underwriters at a large
insurance company participated in a study,
described in this article. to determine the
importance of 19 variables in the approval of
commercial real estate mortgages.

37
Developer's Disease Can be
Hazardous to Your Health
David C. Bamberger

A real estate developer who suppresses negative
information about a proposed development project
to protect himself from losing the project has what
is called "developer's diseasel' This term is a form
of defensive reasoning, and it is the underlying
cause of failure for many real estate development
projects.

Appraisal Thoughts from a
Non-Appraiser
Bruce P Hayden, CRE

The tasks of the appraiser, as described in this
article, demonstrate that real estate appraisal is
art as well as science. Appraisers should be paid
properly for their services-and not considered
"for sale" at any price.

46
How Long is a Long-Tbrm Lease?
Roy P Drachman, CRE

Ground leases of 50 or 60 years are too short from
a developer's or an investor's point of view. The
leases should be much longer if an important
development is going to be constructed on the Iand
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I
Improving Real Estate Market
Research
Robert H. Pittman and Grant I. Thrall

At the present time, there are compelling reasons
to bridge the gap between academic research and
its application to industry. A new research tool,
geographic information systems (GIS), may
facilitate the exchange of information between
academia and industry.

I
Validation of Basic Valuation
Models: A Multi-Family Housing
Example
Phillip S. Mitchell and Gary L. Bernes

The authors present a thorough study of 30
apartment complex transactions in the vicinity of
Atlanta, Georgia, for the years 1984 through 1988
was undertaken. Statistical techniques were used
to test the validity of the simple, direct
proportionality models of valuation and expense
estimation. The dataset was of unusually good
quality and was based on audited income
statements.
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Valuation of a Property
Management Company for
Acquisition
Richard C. Shepard, CRE

Valuing and acquiring a property management
company require the use of analytical approaches,
modified by experience-based intuitive judgment.
Retention of clients and professionals is a major
factor to be recognized. The author describes how
the multiplier applied to net income to determine
value has declined.

Real Estate Investment Yield
Linkages
Robert A. Steele, CRE

This article illustrates the relationship between the
gross rental multiplier and the overall
capitalization rate, the overall capitalization rate
and the discounUinternal rate of return, the equity
yield and internal rate of return, and the linkage to
the equity dividend (cash-on-cash) rate.
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A SOUND
INVESTMENT

! n today s real estate economy where problems are
I abundant and solutions elusive, the need for in-
I dependent professional advice has never been
greater. The CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) desig-
nation from the American Society of Real Estate
Counselors identifies those persons who have dem-
onstrated outstanding ability to provide independent
real estate counseling services.

As the professional consulting afflliate of the
National Association of Realtors since 1954, the So-
ciety's membership represents preeminence in real
estate counseling. The CRE designation is awarded
to the Counselor by his peers, members of the Soci-
ety, in recognition of demonstrated judgment, integ-
rity and experience.

Members ofthe American Society ofReal Estate
Counselors, through their national and interna-
tional network, often employ a team approach for
today's complex real estate situations. Individual
CREs within the Society are specialists in apprais-
ing, financing, property management, asset man-
agement, leasing, and acquisition or disposition of
properties. Each of these disciplines can play a role,
and today's complex world often requires input from
many sources.

When I was younger I thought decision making
would become easier with more experience. But in
today's complex world with the multitude of direct
and indirect real estate-related problems, the re-
verse seems to be true. Even a casual observer rec-
ognizes the dramatic changes taking place in the
U.S. economy and the real estate industry in partic-
ular. Where once the U.S. was the manufacturing
center of the world, now it is a prime consumer and
importer of finished goods. Where once the U.S. was
the source of world capital, now it is a borrower
While the U.S. maintains a leadership role in re-
search, space and food production, it is also a mem-
ber of the world economic society rather than the
sole leader. Capital for major real estate projects in
the U.S. frequently comes from offshore banks, pen-
sion funds and investment companies.

It is not unusual for a Counselor to be the final
check in the decision making process. A knowledge-
able and experienced developer, Iender or property
asset manager frequently requires the services
of a Counselor as a final confirmation before com-
mitting to purchase or finance a project. Whenever
sound advice is required for real estate matters, a
CRE could well be any project's most important
investment.

Lawrence A. Kell, CRE
President
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
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INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE
Industrial Real Estate: Go Figurel Donald J. Hart-
man. Vol.16, no.1 (Spring/Summer 1991), pp.23-27 .
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f, ollowing Real Estate Issues special edition last
! Fall on environmental hazards in real estate,
I this issue returns to our more traditional mul-
tidimensional approach. Several of the Society's
distinguished members have contributed valuable
insight with articles on valuation, investment per-
formance, and strategy- I wish to thank CREs'
Robert Steele, Richard Garrigan, Bruce Hayden and
Roy Drachman. Your efforts hopefully will serve as a
call to other members of our Society to share their
experiences and knowledge.

And of course, we are again fortunate to have
the hne authors from industry and academia who
chose to submit their works to REI. A fundamental
principle of this journal is to foster excellence in real
estate counseling and decision-maki ng. Through
knowledge gained from practice, application and
theory, each author brings a unique perspective
which contributes to that goal. Development, market
research, commercial lending, and investment mod-
eling are some of the "real estate issues" that are
also explored in this edition. I wish to thank each of
these authors on behalf of the Society.

Lastly, buoyed by the successful sales of REI's
frrst special edition, we are now soliciting submis-
sions on the topic of current real estate investment
yields and capitalization rates for a second special
edition to be published in Fall4Vinter 1992. We hope
to assemble a current and comprehensive collection
of articles which address real estate investment per-
formance, asset class comparisons, cap rate trends,
institutional investment strategies, historical per-
formance measurement or any related issue which
explains the current environment in the real estate
investment market. With development ofthis special
edition now underway, we eagerly look forward to
receiving your manuscripts on this topic. Your in-
quiries and submissions should be directed to REI's
managing editor, Linda Magad, in the Society's Chi-
cago office. With your contributions, this special edi-
tion of REI should be one of our very best. l€t us
hear from you now in order to meet our approaching
publication deadlines.

Editor in chief
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McMAHAN,
NAMED
BECIPIENT Of
THE LOUSE L.
AND Y.T. tUM
A1TIARD

I ohn McMahan. CRE. oresident and chief execu-
I tive officer of Meltonil\4cMahan Real Estate Ad-

I visors, Inc., has been named the 1992 recipient oft the l,ouise L. and YT. Lum Award. This honor
recognizes McMahan's distinguished contribution to
the advancement of knowledge and education in the
real estate counseling profession.

The award was established by the late YT. Lum,
CRE, to encourage the continuing professional edu-
cation of those engaged in real estate counseling
through an understanding of its principles, theories,
techniques and practices. McMahan's distinguished
career exemplifies the standards set forth by this
award.

A member of the Society since 1982, McMahan
has been a member of the Board of Governors and
has been an active member of numerous commit-
tees. He presently is serving again as program
chairman of the Society's Hieh l,€vel Conference.

McMahan has nearly 30 years of experience in
various types of real estate projects including all
phases of the development/investment process. He
has acquired and./or developed several hundred mil-
lion dollars in real estate assets, and he has assisted
other investors in working out their problem
investments.

Besides building McMahan Real Estate Advi-
sors into a top-performing real estate consulting
firm, McMahan also is considered a leader in the
real estate asset management industry. He person-
ally initiated strategic research for pension fund cli-
ents interested in real estate investment. The
results of this research, published in 1980, have pro-
vided pension fund managers with a systematic ap-
proach to real estat€ investing.

His other activities include serving as a faculty
member of the Stanford Graduate School of Busi-
ness, and his professional memberships in various
real estate associations include the Pension Real Es-
tate Association, the Urban Land Institute, Lambda
Alpha International and the National Association of
Real Estate Investment Managers.

McMahan also speaks and writes extensively on
issues of interest to the investment community. He
is the author of the book Property Detelopmenl, pub-
lished in 1989, and his articles have frequently been
published in Real Estate /ssues, the Society's semi-
annual professional journal.

Previous recipients of the Louise L. and YT.
Lum Award include CREs Wayne D. Hagood (1991),

Charles W Bradshaw, Jr. (1990), Jared Shlaes (1989),
John R. White (1988) and Thurston H. Ross (1987).

.krhn llcllahan. CRE
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